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Abstract
To face the challenges of aging societies, policy makers need reliable information about future
population compositions. Microsimulation is a methodology that lends itself to this objective,
as it very closely mimics life-course dynamics. In this thesis, we describe the development
of the demographic microsimulation with a continuous time scale that we have realized in
the context of the project MicMac - Bridging the micro-macro gap in population forecasting.
Furthermore, we detail extensions that we have added to the initial version of the MicMac
microsimulation.
To avoid any redevelopments and to make use of up-to-date modelling and simulation
(M&S) technology, we used the DEVS formalism to specify the microsimulation model, and
we employed the M&S framework JAMES II to realize it. Due to its modular and state-
based concept, the DEVS formalism is well suited to formulate population dynamics in the
intended way. The usage of JAMES II allowed us to profit from already implemented M&S
functionality and to validate the final microsimulation product.
In a second step, to overcome the unrealistic assumptions of independent life-courses, we
worked out a method to match individuals. In our example, we defined a match when indi-
viduals experienced the onset of a marriage or cohabitation. Here we tried to mimic human
partner choice and to aim at assortative mating. Testing the mate-matching method shows
that it produces feasible results that are in accordance with observed mating behavior.
To model life-course dynamics after spouses are matched, we designed an approach that
considers couples as entities and therefore describes the life-course dynamics of spouses jointly.
We set up a ml-DEVS model to specify a microsimulation model that considers couple
dynamics. The macro-DEVS model comprises two types of micro components: individuals
and pairs. The micro components handle the life-course dynamics of unlinked individuals and
the dynamics of married or cohabiting couples, while the macro-DEVSmodel guides the onset
of partnerships (marriages or cohabitations), i.e., it performs mate matching and instructs the
creation of pair models. We conducted a small case study to illustrate the capabilities of the
microsimulation approach designed. Based on a synthetic population, we could show that it
performs well.
Keywords: microsimulation, demographic application, discrete event simulation, DEVS,
population projection, mate-matching, linked-lives
v

Zusammenfassung
Um auf die Herausforderungen alternder Gesellschaften einzugehen, benötigen Politiker zuver-
lässige Informationen über zukünftige Bevölkerungsstrukturen und -entwicklungen. Mikrosim-
ulation ist eine Prognosetechnik, die genau auf solche Anforderungen zugeschnitten ist. Sie
bildet individuelle Lebensläufe ab und eignet sich somit hervorragend, um Bevölkerungsdy-
namik realitätsnah abzubilden. In dieser Dissertation beschreiben wir die Entwicklung einer
demografischen Mikrosimulation, die wir im Rahmen des Projektes MicMac - Bridging the
micro-macro gap in population forecasting erstellt haben. Zudem erläutern wir Erweiterun-
gen, die wir an der ursprünglichen MicMac Mikrosimulation vorgenommen haben. Um von
den aktuellsten Modellierungs- und Simulationstechniken zu profitieren, haben wir die Mic-
Mac Mikrosimulation mit Hilfe des DEVS Formalismus spezifiziert und unter Verwendung
der Modellierungs- und Simulationsumgebung JAMES II implementiert. Durch seine mod-
ulare und zustandsbasierte Konzeptualisierung eignet sich der DEVS Formalismus sehr gut
um Bevölkerungsdynamik in der gewünschten Form zu beschreiben. Die Verwendung von
JAMES II ermöglicht es auf bereits implementierte Funktionalitäten zurückzugreifen und
das finale Mikrosimulationsprodukt zu validieren. In ihrer initialen Version setzt die MicMac
Mikrosimulation die Annahme, dass individuelle Lebensläufe unabhängig voneinander sind.
Dies ist eine unrealistische Annahme, die vermieden werden sollte. In dieser Dissertation
haben wir eine Methode entwickelt, um zweigeschlechtliche Paarbeziehungen zu modellieren
und simulieren. Bei der Konstruktion von Paaren versuchen wir menschliches Partnersuch-
verhalten nachzuahmen. Tests mit dem neu entwickelten Algorithmus zeigen, dass seine Re-
sultate mit beobachtbarem Verhalten in Einklang stehen. In einem letzten Schritt haben wir
einen Modellierungsansatz entwickelt, um die Lebensläufe von Eheleuten oder Lebensgefähr-
ten realitätsnah zu modellieren. Dieser Ansatz spezifiziert Paare als Entitäten mit eigener
Dynamik. Um neben individuellem Verhalten Partnerverhalten zu spezifizieren, haben wir
ein ml-DEVS Modell entwickelt. Die Makrokomponente des ML-DEVS Modells umfasst
zwei Arten von Mikrokomponenten: Individuen und Paare. Die Mikrokomponenten bilden
die Lebensläufe von Individuen und Paaren ab, während die Makrokomponente die Konstruk-
tion und Auflösung von Ehen oder Lebensgemeinschaften handhabt. Anwendungsbeispiele
unterstreichen das Potential der entwickelten Mikrosimulation.
Schlagwörter: Mikrosimulation, demografische Anwendung, Simulation diskreter Ereignisse,
DEVS, Populationsvorhersage, Darstellung von zweigeschlechtlichen Paarbeziehungen
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Glossary
Discrete event model
In discrete-time models time advances in discrete steps, i.e., the time axis is dis-
cretized. At each step, attributes and behavior of the studied unit are updated.
In a discrete event model, no changes take place in between subsequent events,
and only a finite number of events can occur in a finite time.
Discrete event simulation
A discrete event simulation executes a discrete event model.
JAMES II
JAMES II is an open modelling and simulation framework based on a flexible,
plug-in-based architecture written in JAVA.
Linked lives
The principle of linked lives implies that people in salient relationships with each
other, such as parents and children, occupy mutually influential interlocking de-
velopment trajectories that extend throughout their lives. (Greenfiled and Marks,
2006, p. 443)
Mate-matching
Mate-matching means building synthetic (married or cohabiting) couples.
MicMac project
The project MicMac Bridging the micro-macro gap in population forecasting was
funded by the European Commission under the 6th Framework Programme from
2005 - 2009. The aim of the MicMac-project was to offer a bridge between aggre-
gate projections of cohorts (Mac) and projections of the life courses of individual
cohort members (Mic) (NIDI, 2006).
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Glossary
Microsimulation
A microsimulation consists of drawing a sample of realizations of a prespecified
stochastic process.(Wolf, 2001, p. 315)
Model
The facility or process of interest is usually called a system, and in order to
study it scientifically we often have to make a set of assumptions about how it
works. These assumptions, which usually take the form of mathematical or logical
relationships, constitute a model that is used to try to gain some understanding
of how the corresponding system behaves. (Law and Kelton, 2000, p. 1)
Markov process
A Markov process is a process where the probability of any future behaviour of
the process, when its present state is known exactly, is not altered by additional
knowledge concerning its past (Karlin and Taylor, 1975, p. 29).
Semi-Markov process
A semi-Markov process generalizes a Markov process such that the probability of
undertaking a transition does not only depend on the present state, but also on
the time already spent in that state.
Simulation
A simulation is an experiment performed on a model. (Cellier, 1991, p. 6)
Simulator
A simulator describes the general execution semantics of a model.
The statistical tool R
R is a free and open-source software environment for statistical computing and
graphics that is equipped with up-to-date statistical methodology and high-quality
plot options.
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1. Introduction: Realizing a Demographic
Microsimulation
All demographic projection models are simplified, quantitative
descriptions of the processes that determine population structures.
They are simplified in the sense that not all variables affecting
population structures are included in the model (they are also
simplified in terms of functional form). They are quantitative in the
sense that one set of numbers goes in and another set of numbers
comes out.
van Imhoff and Post (1998)
Demographic change will be one of the most challenging issues for Europe in the decades to
come. Due to longer lives, low birth rates, changing family structures, and migration, the
structure of European societies is significantly changing. To respond to the challenges that
aging societies are facing, policy makers have to react: sustainable public finances have to
be ensured to guarantee adequate pensions, health care, and long-term care. Due to a shift
of the labor force to older ages and due to increasing immigration flows new, employment
policies have to be designed and approved. Conditions for families need to be improved, and
reconciliation of work and family life have to be warranted. Finally, for migrants, integration
programs need to be realized. Policy makers, however, need reliable information about future
population composition, and, in particular, answers to the questions of how different policies
might affect individual behavior. For example, today highly topical is whether policies can
significantly affect childbearing decision, e.g., by implementing a parental leave benefit for
both men and women. Adequate monitoring and forecasting of the direction and dimension
of the demographic change and of the lifestyle and life-courses of individuals is a conditio sine
qua non for this purpose.
Demographic microsimulation Still standard demographic projections are mostly confined
to populations disaggregated by age and sex. Although multi-state projection models, in which
people move between demographically relevant states, increasingly substitute such projection
models (Keyfitz and Caswell, 2005; van Imhoff, 1990), they do not commonly consider individ-
ual demographic behavior and intra-cohort variation (van Imhoff and Post, 1998; Willekens,
2005a). Demographic microsimulation is a projection method that accounts for the latter.
With respect to social science applications, microsimulation can be described as a technique
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to model and simulate the behavior of micro units over time, such as individuals or households.
Wolf (2001, p. 315) defines it as follows:
Microsimulation consists of drawing a sample of realizations of a prespecified
stochastic process. Microsimulation thus entails the generation of data (a set of
realizations). [...] the model (the prespecified stochastic process) must be known
in advance. The generated data will look like `real data', and can, therefore, be
analyzed and summarized just like real data [...].
In the 1950s, Orcutt (1957) had already developed this approach to overcome shortcomings
associated with macro models based on aggregate data. Macro models usually operate on
averages, like the mean population age or the total fertility rate, and they neglect the het-
erogeneity of individuals in the population studied. Important insights about population
composition and development are disregarded and, due to aggregation, information is lost.
The central device of microsimulations in demography is the life-course of an individual,
which is defined by the sequence of states that the individual visits over time, and by the
waiting times between these state transitions. Modelling and simulating the life-courses of a
representative share of population members allows mapping population dynamics on a very
detailed scale.
In demographic microsimulations, life-courses usually evolve along two time scales: indi-
vidual age and calendar time. A possible third time scale is the time that an individual has
already spent in his/her current demographic state, e.g., the time that has elapsed since the
individual's wedding. All time scales can either be discrete (usually in units of years) or con-
tinuous (Galler, 1997; Wolf, 2001). In discrete-time models, time advances in discrete steps,
i.e., the time axis is discretized. At each step, individual attributes and behavior are up-
dated. In contrast, a continuous-time microsimulation model features a continuous time scale
along which events occur, i.e., an event can occur at any instant in time. A continuous-time
microsimulation model can appropriately be described by a discrete event model. Discrete
event models feature a continuous time scale, and state variables can be either continuous
or discrete (Fujimoto, 2000, Chapter 2). In a discrete event model, no changes take place
in between subsequent events, and only a finite number of events can occur in a finite time
span (Cellier, 1991, Section 1.9).1 By assuming equidistant time steps, a discrete-event model
can emulate a discrete-time model. If we define the step size of a discrete-time model as being
the greatest common divisor among all event times in a discrete-event model, we can also
use a discrete-time model to describe a discrete-event model (Fujimoto, 2000, Chapter 2).
In practice, however, such processing might be very inefficient, because many time steps are
presumably free of events.
Compared to a discrete-time microsimulation where at each time step all attributes of all
individuals need to be updated, the processing of a continuous-time microsimulation can be
1That is opposed to classical continuous-time models where within finite time spans infinitely many events
might occur.
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very efficient (Satyabudhi and Onggo, 2008; van Imhoff and Post, 1998). This is due to the
fact that in a continuous-time microsimulation, individual attributes are only updated when
an event occurs. In demography, however, continuous-time microsimulation is applied less
frequently than its discrete-time counterparts (Zinn et al., 2010, 2009), mainly because many
modelers deem continuous-time models to be too cumbersome to handle (Galler, 1997). For
example, Scott et al. (2003, p. 5) state that continuous-time simulation has certain theoretical
advantages, but implementation is more difficult, and model operation less transparent to the
user, than for discrete-time. Nevertheless, various tools exist that ease the implementation of
a discrete event simulation, e.g., the library µsik (Perumalla, 2005), or the general modelling
and simulation framework JAMES II (www.jamesii.org). Generally, for a precise de-
scription of population dynamics, continuous-time models are the optimal theoretical choice,
as a continuous approach most closely mirrors life-course development (Willekens, 2005a).
Depending on the definition of the time scale, the stochastic model of a microsimulation
is parameterized either with transition probabilities (discrete-time model) or with incidence
rates (continuous-time model). Both are assumed to vary with age and also with calendar
time (e.g., decreasing mortality or increasing divorce rates). Commonly, for their estimation
statistical, methods of event history analysis are applied to retrospective or prospective life
histories reconstructed from longitudinal data and/or vital statistics. Assumptions about
future rates/probabilites then define the projection scenarios.
Context of the thesis: The MicMac project In the context of the MicMac project, the
author has realized a software tool for a demographic microsimulation with a continuous-
time scale. The aim of the project MicMac - Bridging the micro-macro gap in population
forecasting has been to develop a methodology and the associated software that offers a
bridge between aggregate projections of cohorts (Mac) and projections of the life-courses
of individual cohort members (Mic). (NIDI, 2006), see also www.micmac-projections.
org. Both Mic and Mac are multi-state models. The output of Mac consists of cohort
biographies, while Mic produces individual biographies. The idea of the MicMac project
has been to run Mic and Mac in tandem, and to adjust microsimulation output relying on
macroprojection output and vice versa (Willekens, 2005a). The project was funded by the
European Commission under the 6th Framework Programme, between 2005 and 2009. It
was an interdisciplinary effort of a consortium of eight European research institutes under
the leadership of the Netherlands Interdisciplinary Demographic Institute (NIDI), including
demographers, economists, sociologists, health experts, and statisticians.2
Structure of the thesis The model, the design, and the realization of the MicMac microsim-
ulation is topic of the first part of this thesis. From the beginning on, it was clear that the
microsimulation software should rely on computationally efficient simulation algorithms, while
2The other members of the consortium were: Vienna Institute of Demography, Institut National d'Études
Démographiques (INED), Bocconi University, Erasmus Medical Centre Rotterdam, Max Planck Institute
for Demographic Research, International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, and University of Rostock.
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avoiding any re-development of already existing M&S (Modelling and Simulation) techniques.
Following these requirements, the author has chosen two alternative approaches to implement
the MicMac microsimulation: first, we have specified a DEVS (Discrete EVent Specification
language) model for the MicMac microsimulation. DEVS is a traditional formalism of discrete
event systems (Zeigler et al., 2000) which is supported by several software tools, e.g., DE-
VSJava, JDEVS, CD++, DEVS variants in JAMES II. Second, using the M&S framework
JAMES II as a library, we have translated the microsimulation model directly into source
code. Both approaches allow us to profit from already implemented, well-proven, and efficient
up-to-date simulation methodology. The latter approach is well suited for the implementation
of the MicMac microsimulation. Nonetheless, it hampers the realization of model extensions,
such as the inclusion of linked lives: To realistically describe individual behavior, the effect
of inter-individual interaction has to be considered. The second and third part of this thesis
deal with this model extension. In the second part, we propose a mate-matching algorithm
for continuous-time microsimulations; and in the third part, we suggest an extension of the
MicMac microsimulation that additionally incorporates inter-dependencies between the life-
courses of two linked individuals. Here, we rely on the DEVS model that we have developed
for the MicMac microsimulation.
4
Part I.
A SIMPLE MODEL WITHOUT
INTERACTION
5

The first part of this thesis is structured as follows: In the next chapter, we describe the
model of the MicMac microsimulation. Herein, individual life-courses evolve along age and
calendar time. We also describe a model extension that, besides age and calendar time,
considers a third time scale, namely the time that an individual has already stayed in his/her
current state. Subsequently, we list data types and methods suitable for estimating and
constructing the input data for the microsimulation models. In Chapter 4, we present a
DEVS model that formalizes the microsimulation model, and in Chapter 5, we describe the
microsimulation tool that has been created using the M&S framework JAMES II as a library.
We illustrate the capability of the MicMac microsimulation in Chapter 6 by forecasting a
synthetic population based on the actual population of the Netherlands. In Chapter 7, we
assess and validate the designed microsimulation and its outcomes.
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2. Model Description
Generally, a demographic microsimulation model comprises a stochastic model of individual
behavior and a virtual population (Willekens, 2007). The virtual population consists of in-
dividuals that are distributed over the attribute categories of the model (e.g., sex, marital
status, educational attainment) and across ages (commonly given in single years of age). Usu-
ally this population resembles a real population structure. This model population evolves over
time: individuals experience demographic events based on the stochastic model over their life
times. Despite considerable regularity of demographic behavior the order and age-specific
incidence of demographic events vary between individuals and cannot be fully explained by
observable characteristics. Therefore, individual life-courses are appropriately modelled by
stochastic models (Mayer and Tuma, 1990).
2.1. The state space
A standard approach to describe individual behavior is a continuous-time multi-state model (An-
dersen and Keiding, 2002; Bartholomew, 1973; Gampe and Zinn, 2007). A multi-state model is
a stochastic process that at any point in time occupies one out of a set of discrete states (Hougaard,
1999). These states summarize the demographically relevant categories an individual can be-
long to. Generally, the state space is determined by the problem to be studied, but commonly
it will at least comprise the elementary demographic characteristics of sex and marital status.
One element always present in the state space is dead, a risk to which each individual is
always exposed to.1 In the terminology we use here an individual's state usually is a combined
characteristic, given by the combination of several attributes. To simplify the description we
define so called state variables. All unique combinations of values of these state variables
define the state space. The state space is denoted by Ψ.
To give an example, we describe the state space considered in the MicMac-project (Willekens
et al., 2007). The state variables and their corresponding values are given in Table 2.1.
For example, [female, married, living with partner, non-disabled, current smoker, no child,
highly educated] would be one potential state in this state space. Exceptions of this rule are
the attributes alive and native which are not explicitly listed for obvious reasons, and the
attributes dead and emigrated, which denote states themselves. Dead and emigrated
are both absorbing states that, once they have been entered, will never be left again. All
1In case one really does not want to incorporate transitions to dead, this can be achieved by setting the
risk to zero.
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State Variable Possible Values
gender female, male
marital status never married, married, divorced, widowed
living arrangement child in parental home, living without partner, living with partner,
living with other person(s), living in institution
disability status disabled, non-disabled
smoking never smoker, ever smoker, current smoker
fertility status no child, first child, second child, ⋯
education low (primary education only), medium (lower secondary school),
high (upper secondary or tertiary education)
mortality alive, dead
migration native, immigrated, emigrated
Table 2.1.: State space considered in the MicMac-project: state variables and their corre-
sponding values.
other states are non-absorbent and are called transient states; they can, at least potentially,
be left again.
2.2. The virtual population
The virtual population consists of all individuals that are considered during simulation. It
can be regarded as a longitudinal sample from a synthetically constructed population that
resembles a real one.
Each individual enters the virtual population in a state that is an element of the state
space. Commonly, three different possibilities exist to become part of the virtual population:
1. by being a member of the initial population;
2. by birth; or:
3. by immigration (if the model includes immigration into the population).
The initial population gives the size and structure of the virtual population at simulation
starting time. That is, the individuals whose life-courses should be modelled and simulated
have to be defined. Therefore, the user has to provide information about the distribution of
individuals according to age and to the states that they occupy.
Newborns also have to be assigned to the state space. Obviously, most states do not apply,
as newborns are always childless and not partnered. To assign those states that actually can
serve as initial states of newborns (denoted as states-at-birth), occurrence probabilities are
defined. Newborns are randomly assigned to these states according to their probabilities.
Usually, simulation models that allow the creation of newborns employ an empirical sex ratio
(the number of girls relative to the number of all newborns) to determine a newborn's sex.
This has to be taken into account when setting the occurrence probabilities of the possible
states-at-birth.
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Also, immigrants have to be assigned to the state space when entering the virtual popula-
tion. Furthermore, his/her age at immigration has to be given.
Individuals can leave the population either by death or by emigration (if emigration is
allowed). If the model allows migration, the virtual population is a so-called open population,
otherwise it is denoted as closed population.
2.3. Stochastic model of individual behavior
A demographic event implies a change in the state of an individual. For example, an unmarried
woman with no children, who holds a university degree and lives with her partner, changes
her state when giving birth to her first child. Likewise, other events such as marriage or
end of partnership would imply a change of state. It should be emphasized that age runs
parallel to the process time in the model, and therefore birthdays, i.e., completion of another
year of life, is not an event in itself. In a continuous-time multi-state model each individual
life-course is specified by a sequence of state transitions (events) and the time spans between
these transitions. Figure 2.1 shows a part of such a synthetic life-course.
A common way to characterize an individual life-course is via a trajectory of a stochastic
process2 Z(t), t ∈ R+0 , from the family of Markovian processes (Kijima, 1997), where the
process time t maps the time span over which we observe an individual life-course. The time
t is set to zero when an individual enters the virtual population. As long as the individual
is part of the virtual population, t evolves along the individual life time. The process Z(t)
female, never married, childless female, married, childless female, married, one child
calendar time
c = Jan 1, 2000 c = Jul 6, 2003 c = Jul 6, 2009
      process time
0=t 6.3=t 6=t
agea = 20.9 a = 24.5 a = 30.5
Figure 2.1.: Sketch of a life-course: a female who is part of the initial population on January
1, 2000. At this time she is a = 20.9 years old, never married and childless. On
July 6, 2009, six years after she enters the virtual population, she experiences the
birth of her first child.
is fully defined by the two-dimension process (Jn, Tn)n∈N0 where (Jn)n∈N0 is a Markov Chain
that maps all states that an individual occupies, Jn ∈ Ψ, and (Tn)n∈N0 is the sequence of the
2 A stochastic process is a family of random variables {Z(t) ∣ t ∈ Θ} defined on a given probability space(Ω,A, P ), indexed by the time variable t, where t varies over an index set Θ. A stochastic process maps
Ω × Θ on R. Therefore, alternatively we could write Z(t) as Z(t, ω), ω ∈ Ω. The index set of a stochastic
process that evolves along a continuous-time scale is Θ = R+0 . For every fixed ω we call the function
t→ Z(t, ω) a trajectory (or sample path) of the random process Z(t) (Müller, 1975).
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corresponding transition times along process time t, Tn ∈ R+0 , T0 = 0. The random waiting
time, for which an individual remains in state Jn, is determined by Wn = Tn+1 − Tn.
Distinct from the process time Tn are calendar time and age (Wolf, 1986). Depending on
the application at hand, process time (indicated by the transition times of the process) can
be mapped into age and calendar time: The function A(Tn) maps the age at Tn and the
function C(Tn) the calendar time at Tn. Both functions are translations. At the time of an
individual's birth A(⋅) takes the value zero and C(⋅) is zero at 01-01-1970 00:00:00.3
In the MicMac microsimulation life-courses evolve along individual age and calendar time.
For many applications such a design suffices, and suitable population forecasts can be de-
rived (Willekens, 2005a). Some applications, however, require the consideration of a third
time scale, besides age and calendar time, namely: the time that an individual has already
spent in the current state.4 For example, the divorce risk strongly depends on the time that
has elapsed since wedding (Becker et al., 1977; Diekmann and Schmidheiny, 2008), and the
propensity of giving birth to a second child depends on the time elapsed since the deliv-
ery of the first child (Neyer and Andersson, 2008). Therefore, an extension of the MicMac
microsimulation to include this third time scale is very valuable.
Our next steps are as follows: first, we detail the stochastic model of individual behavior
used by the MicMac microsimulation; then, we present an extension of this model that explic-
itly considers the time elapsed since the last event as a third time scale. For both stochastic
models, we describe the simulation of synthetic life-courses.
2.3.1. Modelling and simulating life-courses over age and calendar time
In the MicMac microsimulation model, life-courses are considered along age and calendar
time. That is, Z(t) can be described as a non-homogeneous continuous-time Markov chain.
The transition rates (also denoted as hazard rates or intensities) of a Markovian process are
its key quantities. Once they are known, one can compute the distribution functions of the
sojourn times. The transition intensities of a non-homogeneous continuous-time Markov chain
are defined as follows:
λsj ,sk(t) = lim
h↓0 1hP [Jn+1 = sk, Tn+1 ∈ (t, t + h] ∣ Jn = sj , Tn+1 ≥ t], (2.1)
where sj and sk are elements of the state space, and t, t ∈ R+0 , describes the process time.
That is, the transition intensity λsj ,sk(t) describes the propensity of an individual to undergo
a transition from state sj to sk at process time t. Accounting for the age and calendar time
dependence of the process, we obtain:
λsj ,sk(c, a) = lim
h↓0 1hP [Jn+1 = sk,C(Tn+1) ∈ (c, c + h],A(Tn+1) ∈ (a, a + h]∣ Jn = sj ,A(Tn+1) ≥ a,C(Tn+1) ≥ c].
3 In computer science, 01-01-1970 00:00:00 commonly serves as a reference point from which time is measured.
4 In the field of modelling and simulation (M&S), this third time scale is usually denoted as the time elapsed.
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If the transition rates of the process are known, the distribution function of the waiting times
in the distinct states of the state space can be derived. The corresponding steps are detailed
in the Appendix on page 179f. The distribution function of leaving state sj for moving on to
state sk is:
F (wsj ,sk , c, a) = 1 − exp{−Λsj ,sk(wsj ,sk , c, a)},
where sj , sk ∈ Ψ, sj ≠ sk, and a is the individual age at the last transition, c the corresponding
calendar time, wsj ,sk the waiting time in sj until moving on to sk, and:
Λsj ,sk(wsj ,sk , c, a) = ∫ wsj ,sk
0
λsj ,sk (c + ν, a + ν) dν. (2.2)
Alternative to the specification as a sequence of events and waiting times between these events,
a life-course can be described as a sequence of waiting times to next events. Following this
approach, to construct synthetic life-courses, we generate sequences of waiting times.
If an individual enters at calendar time c and age a a state sj that is not the death or
the emigration state, then the individual will eventually experience a further transition in the
future. The individual might not only be exposed to one single event, but to a set of possible
events. For example, a childless unmarried woman might experience childbirth, marriage, or
death. We call such a situation a competing risk setting (Blossfeld et al., 1989, Section 3.4).
In a competing risk setting, the waiting time function in a state sj can be written as (Galler,
1997; Wolf, 1986):
S(wsj , c, a) = K∏
k=1S(wsj ,sk , c, a) =
K∏
k=1 exp{−Λsj ,sk(wsj ,sk , c, a)}, (2.3)
where wsj is the waiting time in sj and K is the number of possible next destination states
(competing risks). This representation implies stochastic independence of the waiting times
corresponding to the distinct competing risks (Galler, 1997). Thus, we can describe the
waiting time function in sj until leaving to another state by decomposing the waiting time
function (2.3) into a set of independent waiting time functions, one for each possible destina-
tion state. The different waiting time functions are linked by the event that occurs first and
censors all other events. Relying on this property, we determine the next event by computing
random waiting times for all possible destination states sk, and then by selecting the shortest
one.5 The waiting time in state sj until moving to another state sk can be simulated by the
inversion theorem (Rubinstein and Kroese, 2008). If we denote by u a standard uniformly dis-
tributed random number, we yield a random waiting time wsj ,sk from the correct distribution
by:
wsj ,sk = Λ−1sj ,sk(wsj ,sk , c, a)[− ln(1 − u)]. (2.4)
Let6 sk⋆ = argminsk∈Ψ,sk≠sj wsj ,sk and wsj ,sk⋆ = minkwsj ,sk , then the individual under consid-
5In M&S this procedure is also known as stochastic race.
6argmina∈A f(a) gives the argument (element of A) that minimizes the value of function f(⋅).
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eration experiences his/her next state transition to sk⋆ at age a + wsj ,sk⋆ and calendar time
c+wsj ,sk⋆ . This computation of the shortest waiting times is repeated for each individual of
the virtual population until the simulation stop time has been reached, or until all individuals
have left the population (due to death or emigration).
In the literature, an alternative procedure to simulate individual life-courses than the one
presented above has been described. Instead of computing waiting times to all potential
destination states and choosing the shortest one, Wolf (1986) suggests to first determine
the waiting time wsj in sj , and then to specify the destination state. In the appendix (see
page 181ff.), we present a simple simulation study that underpins the equivalence of Wolf's
(1986) approach and the method that we describe here.
In equation (2.4), the inversion of the integrated hazard Λsj ,sk(wsj ,sk , c, a) is required.
Generally, for some basic distributions the inverse of the integrated hazard can be computed
analytically (Willekens, 2009); for others this can only be done numerically (Law and Kelton,
2000). Assuming constant transition rates over age and calendar time intervals (mostly years)
is a standard approach in demography that eases the derivation of process implications (Gill
and Keilman, 1990). Integrated hazards become piecewise linear, and waiting time distri-
butions piecewise exponential. It has been shown that the application of piecewise linear
integrated hazards generally is a suitable approximation to Λ−1sj ,sk(wsj ,sk , c, a), and clearly
eases its computation (Gampe and Zinn, 2007).
2.3.2. Modelling and simulating life-courses over age, calendar time, and
waiting time
We extend the MicMac microsimulation model by considering, besides age and calendar time,
the `time that has elapsed since the last event' as a third time scale. The resulting model uses,
instead of non-homogeneous continuous-time Markov chains, non-homogeneous semi-Markov
processes (Monteiro et al., 2006) to describe life-course trajectories. The transition intensities
λsj ,sk(w, t) of a semi-Markov process can be written as:
λsj ,sk(w, t) = lim
h↓0 1hP [Jn+1 = sk,Wn ∈ (w,w + h] ∣ Jn = sj , Tn = t,Wn ≥ w],
i.e., λsj ,sk(w, t) describes the propensity of an individual to experience a transition to state sk
at process time t+w, after a waiting time of w in sj . Here, unlike in the previous section, the
parameter t does not indicate the process time, but the time at entry into a state. Opposed to
a non-homogeneous continuous-time Markov chain, the transition intensities of a semi-Markov
process depend on the waiting time spent in a state. Accounting for the age and calendar
dependencies of life-course trajectories, we obtain:
λsj ,sk(w, c, a) = lim
h↓0 1hP [Jn+1 = sk,Wn ∈ (w,w + h] ∣ Jn = sj ,C(Tn) = c,A(Tn) = a,Wn ≥ w].
(2.5)
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Once the transition rates λsj ,sk(w, c, a) are known, the distribution functions of the waiting
times in the various states of the state space can be derived. The related processing is
equivalent to the one presented for non-homogeneous continuous-time Markov chains, see
Appendix on page 179. The distribution function F (wsj ,sk , c, a) of leaving the current state
sj after a waiting time of wsj ,sk for moving to sk, after having entered sj at age a and calendar
time c, is:
F (wsj ,sk , c, a) = 1 − exp{−Λsi,sj(wsj ,sk , c, a)},
where sj , sk ∈ Ψ, sj ≠ sk and
Λsj ,sk(wsj ,sk , c, a) = ∫ wsj ,sk
0
λsj ,sk (ν, c, a) dν. (2.6)
To construct synthetic life-courses, we generate sequences of random waiting times. The
processing is equivalent to the one elaborated in Section 2.3.1: we assume that an individual
has just entered state sj at age a and calendar time c. Then we generate waiting time
variates to all possible destination states sk, sj , sk ∈ Ψ, sj ≠ sk. For this purpose, we employ
the inversion theorem. We obtain random waiting times wsj ,sk in state sj until moving to
state sk using the formula:
wsj ,sk = Λ−1sj ,sk(wsj ,sk , c, a)[− ln(1 − u)], (2.7)
where u denotes a random number from a standard uniform distribution. Of all generated
random waiting times, we pick the shortest one; suppose it is wsj ,sk⋆ for a move to state sk⋆ .
The individual under consideration then experiences his/her next state transition to sk⋆ at
age a + wsj ,sk⋆ at calendar time c + wsj ,sk⋆ , after having spent wsj ,sk⋆ time units in sj . The
computation of these `shortest' waiting times is repeated for each individual of the virtual
population until the simulation stop-time has been reached, or until all individuals have left
the population (due to death or emigration). Piecewise, constant transition intensities ease the
inversion of integrated hazard. This is also true of the integrated hazard Λ−1sj ,sk(wsj ,sk ,w, c, a)
that is part of equation 2.7.
The presented procedure to simulate life-courses is very similar to the one described for
the MicMac microsimulation model, with the only difference that the semi-Markov approach
employs transition intensities that, besides age and calendar time, also depend on the time
that an individual has already spent in his/her current state.
2.4. Specific settings for particular transitions
A few details of the microsimulation model need special treatment, and we will describe these
specific settings in the following paragraphs.
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2.4.1. Facing improper waiting time distributions
When simulating life-course events, it can happen that some waiting time distributions are
improper, i.e., transitions are only possible up to a certain age, and if individuals will not
have left a state by this age, they will stay there forever. Technically, this implies that the
intensity drops down to zero, and the integrated hazard Λ(⋅) does not increase from this age
on. Consequently, the inversion (see equation 2.4 and equation 2.7) can fail. As a result,
generated random variate can be infinitely long.
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Figure 2.2.: The following is an example situation of infinite waiting times: At the age of 20.9,
on July 8, 2003, after having already spent 3.2 years in the current state, a new
waiting time until the next event has to be computed for the individual. Possible
next states are s1, s2, and s3. The corresponding cumulative distribution function
derived from the integrated hazards are depicted in green, blue, and orange. The
maximal age of 70 restricts the range of possible waiting times to [0,40.1] (years).
Three uniformly distributed random numbers u1, u2, and u3 are drawn to generate
waiting times to transitions to s1, s2 and s3. u1, u2 and u3 correspond to waiting
times that are out of the possible range of [0,40.1] (years), i.e., no finite waiting
times can be determined.
As death is always a competing risk in our model, at least the transition to death is certain.
Problems can arise if the user sets a too-restrictive upper bound for the maximum age until
which life-courses are considered. In this case a finite waiting time to death might not be
derived, cf. Figure 2.2. Infinite waiting times indicate that some individuals survive beyond
the maximum age. To deal with such situations, two alternative strategies have been con-
ceived: if an individual's age at simulation stopping time is smaller than the set maximum
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age, he/she remains in his/her current state until the simulation stopping time is reached.
Otherwise, the individual stays in his/her current state until he/she reaches the maximum
age, and then the individual becomes part of a special open age-category; indicating that no
further information on survivorship to higher ages is available.
Similar problems of undefined waiting times can also arise due to the limitation of the
projection period Tc. Rates beyond Tc are usually not provided, so in some cases finite
waiting times cannot be derived. For example, on December 31 of the last year of simulation
the probability of not finding a finite waiting time to a next event is relatively high. This
situation is resolved in the same way as the one that is applied for the maximum age, as
described above.
2.4.2. Infertile period between subsequent births
As already discussed before, the MicMac microsimulation model only includes age and calen-
dar time. That is, the propensity of a woman to experience a birth only depends on age and
calendar time, and not on the duration already spent in the current state. Thus, the model
would allow women to undergo transitions to a higher parity within nine months after a pre-
vious birth. To overcome this inconsistency we explicitly set gap-times between consecutive
births (i.e., the waiting times between consecutive births). We define an infertile period of
nine months (= 0.75 years) after delivery, and within this period a woman cannot get another
child. In this way, we modify the stochastic process used to describe a woman's life-course
by adding dead times. This leads to distorted outcomes in the sense that the input fertility
rates do not correspond exactly to the simulated output. We illustrate this problem by a
simple simulation study: we simulate childbirth events for 100,000 childless women who ini-
tially are 15 years old, over the course of 40 years. The age-specific fertility rates we used for
this purpose are depicted in Figure 2.3, and these rates are held constant over calendar time.
Including a period of infertility leads to a lower proportion of second births as compared to
the proportion without considering gap-times (see Figure 2.4).
To overcome this problem, we suggest to use a correction formula that has been already
used in SOCSIM. This formula has its origin in the so-called dead time problem of nuclear
instruments (Müller, 1973). It corrects the empirical rates λ(c, a) for births of higher order
to λˆ(c, a) by:
λˆ(c, a) = λ(c, a)
1 − 0.75λ(c, a) ,
where a is age and c calendar time.
For the extended microsimulation model of Section 2.3.2, such a correction is not needed.
Because of the semi-Markov model, the transition rates during gap-times can be simply set
to zero.
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Figure 2.4.: Proportion of women who give
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the women who are exposed to
the risk of a second-birth event,
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2.4.3. Entry into primary school
If the model state space includes educational achievement, it may be necessary to model
the school enrolment of children, if individuals of the relevant age are simulated. Usually,
we do not have transition rates for school-children because this is mostly regulated by the
(externally set) start of the school year. To include entry into school-career nevertheless, we
directly implement it: Enrolment into primary school is triggered by a high transition rate
into primary education at the age of six, which basically forces a transition at this age. The
date for the transition, is then set to be on September 1 of the corresponding year.
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The type of continuous-time microsimulation that we consider in this thesis is parameterized
by transition rates and an initial population. A set of transition rates has to be provided for
each transition that individuals might experience during simulation. The rates have to cover
the complete population projection horizon and the full age range. If we assume that, besides
calendar time and age, rates depend also on the time that an individual has spent in his/her
current state, then rates also have to be given according to the time spent in a state.
At simulation starting time, an initial population specifies all those individuals whose life-
courses should be considered. Attributes of individuals, such as sex, marital status, educa-
tional level, etc., have to be provided as states of the model state space. Furthermore, the
age of individuals at simulation starting time has to be given.
Transition rates are commonly estimated from data, and in this chapter, we first analyze
different types of individual data concerning their suitability to estimate transition rates and
in order to specify an initial population. Table 3.1 summarizes our results. Subsequently,
we detail the estimation of transition rates based on occurrence-exposure rates, which is a
standard method in demography. We describe this estimation method for rates depending
only on age and calendar time, and for rates that additionally depend on the time that an
individual has already spent in a state. Apart from past and present individual behavior,
population projections demand transition rates concerning the future. In Section 3.2.2, we
give some insights how assumptions about future rates might define projection scenarios.
Subsequently, we describe the construction of an initial population.
The proposed demographic microsimulation is conceptualized as an open model (i.e., to
allow in- and out-migration). The consideration of migration, however, requires data on
immigrants and emigrants. In Section 3.4, we present data sources that can be used to get
information about migration numbers and demographic behavior of immigrants.
3.1. Individual data
Individual data provide information for single individuals, and can be discriminated in prospec-
tive data, retrospective data, and cross-sectional data. Prospective data is gathered by fol-
lowing/observing individuals over time. Retrospective data contains individual information
gathered at once and `in retrospect'. Cross-sectional data measures information of a cross
section of people at the same point in time.
Prospective data can result from civil registration systems, from follow-up studies, or can
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Data types Transition rates Initial population
prospective data:
vital register data ! !
follow-up studies ! %
longitudinal panel data (!) !
retrospective data ! !
cross-sectional data % !
Table 3.1.: Suitability of individual data to estimate transition rates or to construct an initial
population. The mark !denotes (usually) yes, and % denotes (usually) not; the
mark (!) denotes that the data has to be edited before.
rely on periodic questionnaires (longitudinal panel data). Civil registration is primarily con-
ducted for the purpose of establishing the legal documents provided for by law (United
Nations, 2001, p. 50). It keeps for each inhabitant a continuous record of vital events1 (i.e., it
preserves exact event types, transition times, and waiting times between events for a complete
population). For the estimation of transition rates or the construction of an initial popula-
tion, such data are highly convenient. National population registration systems gathering
vital events continuously have, however, been set up only in recent decades and by only a
few nations, such as Denmark and Finland. Furthermore, because of data security reasons,
data from registers are not easy to access for researchers. Therefore, for many applications,
population register data might be unavailable.
In a follow-up study, changes of particular individual attributes are observed from a certain
time point or from a particular event on (e.g., starting from January 1, 2000, or starting
with the diagnosis of a certain disease). In this way, transitions between different states are
reported exactly in time, and hence such data are generally appropriate for the estimation of
transition rates. Unfortunately, follow-up studies are costly and time-consuming, which is the
main reason why they are mainly conducted for epidemiological purposes with comparably
small sample sizes (e.g., to analyze the risk of relapse after having recovered from cancer).
That is, data from follow-up studies are often restricted to medical research.
Longitudinal panel studies collect individual data by periodically asking2 a sample of citi-
zens about their demographics, income, attitudes, etc. During an interview people are usually
asked about their current attributes, and not necessarily about the events that they have ex-
perienced since the last interview. For example, since her last interview, a woman may have
divorced and remarried, but during the interview she only reports that she is married, ne-
glecting that she has meanwhile been divorced and has then married again. Consequently,
to estimate transition rates from longitudinal panel data, it may be necessary to determine a
strategy how to deal with events that possibly have not been reported. Two approaches have
been proposed to handle this kind of missing information: if a change of attribute between two
1According to the United Nations vital events are live birth, foetal death, death, marriage, divorce, annul-
ment, judicial separation, adoption, legitimation, and recognition (United Nations, 2001).
2Mostly, in periods of one, two or five years.
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interviews is reported, one strategy is to assume that only one event has happened: namely,
the one that directly leads to the change in attribute. This approach will underestimate the
number of intermediate transitions, and the bias that is possibly introduced depends on the
level of the underlying transition rates. A second option is to base the estimation on the
underlying stochastic process, operating in either continuous-time (i.e., a Markov process)
or discrete-time (i.e., an embedded Markov chain) to assess the real number of events and
the corresponding event times (Kalbfleisch and Lawless, 1985; Laditka and Wolf, 1998; Wolf,
1988) and to derive a correct likelihood for panel data. The second approach demands a pretty
complex estimation procedure, and its performance strongly depends on the definition of the
underlying embedded process (e.g., the length of time steps if an embedded Markov chain is
used). Nevertheless, if properly specified, it promises highly reliable results. Wolf and Gill
(2009) compared both approaches for their performance. For this purpose, they estimated
`true' transition rates using a longitudinal panel study conducted monthly on disabled people
in the U.S. Subsequently, from this panel study they created 12- and 24-month interval data,
disregarding items from the monthly sequences. Based on these modified data, they estimated
rates employing both approaches, and then compared them with the true rates. They found
that both approaches performed poorly, while the second approach showed slightly better
results.
As longitudinal panel data reflect the composition of real populations at specific points in
time (possibly weighted by some sampling scheme) such data can be used for the construction
of an initial population.
Retrospective data report individual life histories that people reconstruct from memory
during interviews. As persons are directly asked for past events, longitudinal retrospective
data can be adequate in principle to estimate transition rates. People may, however, forget
about events: particularly about events that happened further in the past (Blossfeld and
Rohwer, 2002, Chapter 1.1.3). For example, Matsuo and Willekens (2003) find in the (ret-
rospective) Dutch Family and Fertility Survey inconsistencies both in the timing of reported
events and also in missing events (e.g., several people reported a second marriage, but no
first one). Matsuo and Willekens (2003) suggest approaches to correct for missing data and
misreported events. Assuming a retrospective sample is corrected for data inconsistencies and
is representative for a whole population, such data can then be taken for the construction of
an initial population.
Cross-sectional data comprise observations of all members of a population or a represen-
tative subset for different interview times (e.g., for every year). If a representative subset of
people is interviewed, for each interview a new sample of individuals is selected. A cross-
sectional sample allows for construction of an initial population, but the sample design makes
it impossible to track individuals over time. Therefore, prima facie, the estimation of tran-
sition rates seems to be impossible. To estimate rates, it is nonetheless common practice to
construct synthetical event histories by matching individuals with similar attributes from
different waves. A matching with respect to all reported attributes is unfeasible, as the prob-
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ability of finding individuals with identical attributes in different waves is presumably very
low. As a solution, matches are derived only according to few attributes, like sex, cohort,
and maybe marital status, or according to so called propensity scores3 (Sekhon, 2007). Such
a processing means to potentially mix distinct behavioral patterns, and might consequently
cause biased estimation results (Deaton, 1985). Another approach is to assume that individ-
uals move between demographic states according to a continuous-time Markov process: then
the derivation of statistical methodology for estimating transition rates from cross-sectional
data is straightforward (Kalbfleisch and Lawless, 1985; Kalbfleisch et al., 1983).
Currently, the gross of available individual data is still cross-sectional data, most commonly
census data. This solely is the reason for the interest in techniques to estimate time-varying
factors and individual attributes from cross-sectional data, see e.g., Deaton (1985); Kasprzyk
et al. (1989); Sekhon (2007).
Other data sources that can be used to gather information about demographics are tax lists,
military muster and conscription rolls, budgetary surveys, wills and bequests, and insurance
data. A common strategy to achieve microsimulation input data is, for example, to combine
survey data and insurance data of national pension systems (see e.g., Geyer and Steiner
(2010)).
3.2. Estimation of transition rates and construction of scenarios
In Chapter 2, we have described a continuous-time microsimulation model that requires as
input transition rates in the form of:
λsj ,sk(c, a) or (3.1)
λsj ,sk(w, c, a). (3.2)
Here, sj indicates the state of origin, sk: the state of destination; a: the age of an individual;
c: the calendar time; and w: the time that has been elapsed since the last event. Rates of
the form (3.1) correspond to non-homogeneous continuous-time Markov chains, and rates of
the form (3.2) correspond to non-homogeneous semi-Markov processes (cf. Section 2.3). In
the MicMac microsimulation, we employ rates of the form (3.1). Assuming that transition
rates do not depend on w, but only on age and calendar time, is a widely made assump-
tion in demography. Accordingly, standard estimation procedures mostly deal with age- and
period-dependent hazard rates. Several authors extend existing approaches to also deal with
duration-dependent transition rates, see e.g., Dabrowska et al. (1994); McClean and Mont-
gomery (1999); Monteiro et al. (2006).
In Section 3.2.1, we focus on the estimation of transition rates based on occurrence-exposure
rates. We describe this method for rates of the form (3.1) and for rates of the form (3.2).
3A propensity score is the conditional probability of an individual being assigned to a particular subpopulation
given a set of covariates.
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For the estimation of transition rates using different approaches we refer to the literature,
see e.g. Hougaard (2000, Chapter 5, 6) and Blossfeld and Rohwer (2002, Chapter 5, 6, 9)
for the estimation of transition rates of non-homogeneous Markov Chains, and Dabrowska
et al. (1994); McClean and Montgomery (1999); McClean et al. (1998) for the estimation of
transition rates of non-homogeneous semi-Markov processes. Afterwards, in Section 3.2.2,
we sketch some ideas for the construction of scenarios for the prospective development of
transition rates.
3.2.1. Occurrence-exposure rates
In demography, it is a common practice to specify transition rates as occurrence-exposure
rates. These represent ratios of the number of occurrences to the total time that persons
are exposed to the risk of experiencing a given type of transition during a time interval.
Commonly, a time interval refers to a year-age category, but the addition of a duration
category is straightforward. Instead of measuring occurrences and exposure times within two-
dimensional year-age intervals, they are measured within three-dimensional year-age-duration
intervals.
The application of occurrence-exposure rates puts only one implicit constraint on the shape
of hazard rates: they are assumed to be piecewise constant (which leads to the so-called
piecewise exponential model; see e.g., Blossfeld and Rohwer (2002, Chapter 5)). It is known
that for short intervals occurrence-exposure rates are the maximum likelihood estimators of
piecewise constant transition rates of continuous-time Markov Chains (Hoem, 1976) and of
non-homogeneous semi-Markov processes (Monteiro et al., 2006).
Experience shows that population dynamics and individual behavior mainly follow smooth
transition patterns, and that transition rates change continuously over time. Nonetheless, be-
cause of pragmatic reasons in demography, we often approximate transition rates by piecewise
constant hazard rates. We generally differentiate between three types of piecewise constant
hazard rates: age-period rates, cohort-period rates and age-cohort rates (see for instance Pres-
sat (1972)). Age-period rates are held constant over age intervals and calendar years; they
refer to two adjacent birth cohorts. Cohort-period rates are assumed to be constant for single
birth cohorts within one year. Finally, age-cohort rates are constant for age intervals of birth
cohorts, and these rates specify whether individuals experience a specific event between two
birthdays; a corresponding interval covers two adjacent calendar years. Figure 3.1 illustrates
the differences between the three types of piecewise constant rates. Which rate type is most
appropriate depends on the application (Willekens et al., 2007): if it focuses on the devel-
opment of life-courses of cohorts or single cohort members, age-cohort rates are adequate.
For demographic projections studying the dynamics of a whole population, a period-cohort
perspective is most appropriate. Generally, one rate type can always be approximated by
another one (i.e., period-cohort rates can be approximated by averaging two subsequent age-
period rates), and age-period rates and age-cohort rates are often assumed to be (almost)
identical. The concept of the three rates types can be extended to account for an additional
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duration dependency: rates that are held constant within age, cohort, and period categories
are additionally held constant within uniform duration categories.
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Figure 3.1.: Different kinds of piecewise-constant rates applied in demography: Lexis diagram
A. depicts age-period rates, Lexis diagram B. cohort-period rates, and Lexis dia-
gram C. shows age-cohort rates.
Estimating occurrence-exposure rates from prospective and retrospective data is straight-
forward because they include timing and event information. Thus, for age-year categories
and for age-year-duration categories occurrences and exposure times can easily be derived.
The situation differs if only cross-sectional data are available. As already described above,
the difficulty with cross-sections is that individuals are not followed up, and therefore neither
events nor exposure times can easily be identified. One possibility to estimate occurrence-
exposure rates nonetheless is to aggregate cross-sectional data over individuals and events,
and to apply methods that have specifically been developed for such purposes; e.g., Gill and
Keilman (1990); Kalbfleisch et al. (1983).
Commonly, occurrence-exposure rates are estimated for each time interval separately; though
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such processing very likely causes erratic rates profiles, particulary if only few individuals have
been observed. As a result, pointwise estimated occurrence-exposure rates do not often depict
the actual profiles, and smoothing is advisable. A way to achieve smooth rates profiles is to
integrate smoothing into the estimation procedure; i.e., the development of occurrence and
exposure is captured by a (parametric) model that assumes smoothness as a requisite.
Assuming constant hazard rates over short time intervals implies that the total number of
events DT over a specific time interval T follows a Poisson distribution with with mean λTET .
Here, λT maps the occurrence-exposure rate within T and ET is the corresponding exposure
time:
DT ∼ Poisson(λTET ) ⇒ E(lnDT ) = lnλT + lnET .
We obtain smooth rates profiles by employing a regression model for DT :
E(lnDT ) = f(x) + lnET , (3.3)
where x is a vector of predictor variables and f is a smooth function. For example, generalized
additive models (Hasti and Tibshirani, 1990) with a response that follows a Poisson distri-
bution represent such regression models. Smoothness can be specified differently, e.g., Currie
et al. (2006) suggest to specify f using B- and P-splines. Alternatively, Impicciatore and Bil-
lari (2007) describe a model called MAPLE (Method for Age Profile Longitudinal Estimation)
where they employ piecewise cubic splines.
3.2.2. The construction of scenarios
For population projections, assumptions about (possible) prospective developments have to
be made. One way to describe such developments is the use of if-then scenarios, which allow
us to demonstrate the consequences of hypothetical conditions, such as different policies. To
obtain a comprehensive picture of possible future population dynamics, a microsimulation has
to be parameterized accordingly; i.e., for each envisaged "if-then scenario" a set of prospec-
tive transition rates has to be prepared. For this purpose, either experts have to be asked for
their assessments or already estimated models have to be modified or extrapolated. A com-
bination of both approaches would even be preferable. It is extremely challenging, however,
to formulate options about changes in the future as changes of particular model parameters.
Traditional population projections, therefore, still predominantly rely on formal models ex-
trapolating historical and current trends. Integrating experts' assessment about likely future
trends into a prediction model appears to be challenging (Lutz, 2009): on the one hand, sub-
stantive knowledge has to be incorporated into formal models, and on the other hand, the
use of substantive knowledge has to be formalized. The few existing methods that combine
argument-based approaches and hazard models relate to engineering problems; e.g., Wang
et al. (2000). Further research will move to prove whether such methods can be adopted/-
modified for the purposes of population projection scenarios. Within the scope of this thesis,
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traditional approaches might suffice to construct transition rates for different scenarios.
3.3. Constructing an initial population
An initial population gives the number of individuals in each state of the state space, and also
in one-year age categories at the starting time of the simulation. Hence, an initial population
can always be described by a multivariate distribution with discrete values - namely, the
considered age groups and the values of the (discrete) state variables. If semi-Markov processes
are used to describe individual life-courses, then, besides age and state of occupancy, an initial
population also has to indicate the time that individuals have already spent in their current
states when the simulation starts.
In this section we first analyze how appropriate different data types are for specifying an
initial population, which is disaggregated by age and state of occupancy. Then, we present
the iterative proportional fitting (IPF) algorithm as a method to construct such an initial
population. Thereafter, we discuss the problem of how to impose on an initial population,
which is disaggregated only by age and state of occupancy, and by the information about
the duration that individuals have already spent in their current states. This latter issue is
relevant if we additionally want to incorporate duration dependence in a semi-Markov context.
3.3.1. Constructing an initial population disaggregated by age and state of
occupancy
Usable Data
Each type of data described in Section 3.1 is theoretically suitable to construct an initial
population. Only data from follow-up studies may cause problems because of sample sizes
that are too small. The minimal requirement to estimate an initial population disaggregated
by age and state of occupancy is as follows: the age structure of the studied population in one-
year age groups and information about the marginal distributions of the state variables. In
principle, individual data meet all these requirements. Often, however, problems arise because
the data at hand do not refer to the simulation starting time - but to an earlier date; or the
data at hand corresponds to a different population. That is, a reweighting of the underlying
multivariate population distribution is necessary. This requires further information about the
population structure at simulation starting time. In addition, the more complex the state
space of an application is, the more unlikely is the availability of a data set from which the
multivariate structure of the model population is entirely derivable. Therefore, it might be
necessary to combine information from different data sources. Available data sources provide
different kinds of (partial) information that might be useful for our purposes. We categorize
these as follows:
 marginal distributions of some or all state variables,
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 the age distribution of the population under study,
 marginal information about population totals of certain state variables (e.g., one thou-
sand women in the age group from 30 to 35 are childless),
 values for specific population groups (e.g., before age sixteen children are certainly in
school),
 inequalities pertaining to certain population characteristics (e.g., women earn on average
less than men).
Iterative proportional fitting
The problem of constructing an initial population  one that is disaggregated by age and state
of occupancy  can be formalized as follows: we assume that the model state space comprises
d state variables sj , of which each can take Lj discrete values, j = 1,⋯, d. Combined with age
(categorized into Ld+1 age groups), we obtain a d+1-dimensional distribution. We denote the
values of this distribution by ci1,⋯,id+1 , ij = 1,⋯, Lj , j = 1,⋯, d + 1. A d + 1-dimensional arrayA comprising all the ∏d+1j=1 Lj values ci1,⋯,id+1 can be used to specify the d + 1-dimensional
distribution at hand. We subsequently assume that we know (of all state variables and of all
one-year age groups) the values mj,ij of their respective marginal distributions. That is, mj,ij
is the number of persons who feature value cij of the state variable sj .
To ease the subsequent description we introduce some notation:
cij ,● = L1∑
ij=1⋯
Lj−1∑
ij−1=1
Lj+1∑
ij+1=1⋯
Ld+1∑
id+1=1 ci1,⋯,id+1 ;
i.e., the bullet ● indicates the summation over those state variables that are not denoted in
the subscript. The specification of an initial population of size N requires the determination
of values for all cells of A. They have to be determined such that for all sj the following
constraint is fulfilled:
mj,ij = cij ,●;
i.e., the estimated cell frequencies have to match the known marginal totals.
Several methods exist that can be used to estimate an initial population categorized accord-
ing to age and state of occupancy, e.g., iterative proportional fitting (IPF), log-linear models,
and entropy maximization. Which method suits the construction of an initial population best
depends on the available data and on the imposed population structure. This means that
there is no standard method to estimate cell frequencies. Here, we present the IPF algorithm.
Regarding other methods applying to this task, we refer to the literature; see e.g., van Wissen
and Ekamper (2009); Willekens (1999).
An iterative proportional fitting (IPF) procedure conducts matrix balancing or matrix
scaling. That is, cell values are determined by multiplying the margin values by a seed array to
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yield a balanced array. We aim at balancingA, which implies that the summation of cell values
along the layers of A results in the corresponding marginal totals. In the initialization phase
of an IPF approach, each cell of the array has to be filled with a seed value; e.g., c0i1,⋯,id+1 =
1/∏d+1j=1 Lj , or values that contain a priori knowledge about the population structure. It is
advisable to set cells to zero, of which it is ex ante known that they are zero (as an IPF
procedure does not change zero values). There is no unique IPF algorithm, but a palette of
different procedures, which basically differ in the manner of scaling. If only two dimensions
are considered, the IPF is also referred to as the Fratar method, the Furness method, or as
RAS optimization. In the following, we describe an extension of the RAS algorithm. For
more sophisticated methods, we refer to the literature; see e.g., Ahuja et al. (1995) for a
comprehensive description of network optimization algorithms. Our RAS extension is based
on the description of the bi-proportional RAS algorithm given by Schneider and Zenios (1990).
It conducts a sequential scaling along the distinct layers of A. The corresponding procedure
is as follows:
Step 0 (Initialization)
Define a stop criterion, initialize the iteration count r = 0, pick the first state variable
j = 1, and A0 = (c0i1,⋯,id+1)ij=1,⋯,Lj ,j=1,⋯,d+1.
Step 1 (Scaling layer j)
For ij = 1,⋯, Lj define
βrj,ij = mj,ijcrij ,● ,
and update Ar by cr+1i1,⋯,id+1 = βrj,ijcri1,⋯,id+1 .
Step 2 If j < d+1 , go to the next layer: j = j +1 (return to Step 1); otherwise check whether
the stop criterion is fulfilled. If it is not fulfilled, increment the iteration counter: r = r+1,
set j = 1 and return to Step 1.
A useful stopping criterion of the RAS algorithm is an upper bound for the sum of deviations
between calculated margins and the given margins. Schneider and Zenios (1990) describe
a set of (weak) conditions under which the RAS algorithm converges. The basic idea is to
construct first the transportation problem4 associated to A, and to check then its feasibility.
The RAS algorithm is an old method that has already been described 1937 under the
name method of twin factors (Kruithof, 1937). Deming and Stephan (1940), who named the
approach method of iterative proportions, employed the method to estimate cell frequencies
of a contingency table with known marginal. The method has been extended in many ways
to cope with problems of different degrees of complexity. E.g., Fienberg (1970) describes an
IPF procedure that allows for interactions between cell estimates, and that also provides for
statistical inference in log-linear models. The relationships between the IPF and log-linear
models is extensively discussed, among others, by Willekens (1980, 1982).
4 The transportation problem is the problem of how to allocate amounts of goods from a group of sources
to a group of destinations (Nemhauser et al., 1989).
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3.3.2. Imposing on an initial population waiting times in initial states
So far, we have described data and methods to derive an initial population that resembles
a population at a specific date, with a specific age structure and a specific multivariate dis-
tribution of individual attributes. To run the MicMac microsimulation, an initial population
structured like this suffices. If we use non-homogeneous semi-Markov processes to describe in-
dividual life-courses, however, the situation differs: then we need additional information about
the time that individuals have already spent in their initial states. If an initial population
comes form register or longitudinal data, such information might be available.
When building an initial population, we know of no method that produces or estimates
waiting times in a state: neglecting the duration that individuals have already spent in their
current states when entering the virtual population is generally incorrect. In doing so, we
would distort duration effects when determining the first event of members of the initial pop-
ulation. Liming et al. (2006) suggest a stochastic expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm
for left-censored observations to iteratively impute unobserved duration times. A similar ap-
proach could also apply to the estimation of the waiting times in initial states. However, the
design of such a method is not within the scope of this thesis. For simplicity reasons, we
therefore suggest to assume waiting time distributions to describe the time that individuals
have already spent in their initial states. These distributions can be used to randomly as-
sign to each member of the initial population a waiting time variate. For example, we could
employ the Hadwiger model (Hadwiger, 1940) and the Hadwiger mixture model (Chandola
et al., 1999) to specify the time to first and second birth, or the Sickle model to describe the
duration between marriage and divorce (Diekmann, 1990).
3.4. Migration data
To include migration into the microsimulation model, we need to know how many individuals
enter the virtual population during simulation time. Respective numbers have to be given
according to immigration year, age, sex, and state (= attributes) at immigration. If we
additionally consider duration-dependence, for each immigrant also the time that he/she
has already spent in his/her state of immigration has to be provided. Furthermore, transition
rates are needed that describe the propensity of immigrants to experience certain demographic
events. Finally, emigration rates for individuals who are part of the virtual population are
required.
Numbers of immigrants and their attributes
Each year European national statistical bureaus usually publish how many people have entered
the country. These numbers are commonly provided (at least) according to nationality, age,
and sex. As a superordinate body, EuroStat collects and publishes this data for a large number
of European countries (EuroStat, 2010). That is, at least on a yearly base, immigration
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numbers are usually available. Information on other individual attributes of immigrants is not
usually readily available. Data will have to be supplemented from social surveys, the national
register system (if available), other statistical sources, or they may, at least partly, have to
be based on estimates or assumptions. Similarly, assumptions about future immigration will
have to be based on expert opinions or extrapolation of current trends.
Transition rates for immigrants and emigration rates
For administration purposes, all Western European countries collect time series of individual
migrant data. Unfortunately, for research purposes this data is usually not accessible - at
least not in its individual form. If it is made available, then it is mostly in the form of data
aggregated over individuals. This complicates the estimation of transition propensities.
Almost a decade for now, new surveys have been created and existing ones have been ex-
tended to get deeper insights into the behavior and attitude of migrants. For example, in
2005, the German Mikrozensus got extended by a questionnaire directly addressing immi-
grants. Another example is the Netherlands Kinship Panel Survey (NKPS), which contains a
sample that consists only of members of the four largest foreign ethnic groups of the Nether-
lands. If immigration data is available in form of individual data, transition rates can be
estimated; e.g., based on occurrence-exposure rates (see Section 3.2.1). Small sample sizes of-
ten hinder a reliable study of the behavior of immigrants (Siegert, 2006). This implies that to
estimate transition rates, we might have to set strong assumptions - which might remarkably
bias the model outcome. Also in this case using register data can pose a remedy; as afore-
mentioned for many applications, however, register data is out of range. To build scenarios of
the future behavior of immigrants, current trends could be extrapolated, and experts might
be asked.
For a gross of European countries emigration numbers are yearly published by EuroStat.
Together with information provided in vital statistics and social surveys, this data can be
used to determine emigration rates. Also in this case, expert opinions might serve as the best
basis for the prospective development of emigration propensities.
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System
A continuous-time microsimulation model specifies individual life-courses as sequences of dis-
crete events that occur along a continuous time line. For implementation purposes, a model
formalism that supports discrete event simulation seems therefore to be advantageous: on
the one hand, already existing tools can be used for its implementation; i.e., no software has
to be developed from scratch. Furthermore, we can benefit from well-proven and efficient
up-to-date simulation methodology.
Possible candidates to realize a continuous-time microsimulation are the traditional for-
malisms of discrete event systems: DEVS (Zeigler et al., 2000), stochastic Petri Nets (Murata,
1989), and stochastic pi-calculus (Priami, 1995). Whilst both of the latter approaches rely
on homogeneous continuous-time Markov chains, DEVS does not ask for a specific stochas-
tic model to explain system behavior. Within this thesis, we deemed it therefore best to
formulate our continuous-time microsimulation as a DEVS model.
The DEVS formalism offers all the functionalities that are necessary to formulate popu-
lation dynamics in the requested way (cf. Chapter 2). Due to its modular and state-based
concept, the formalism is well-suited to specify the kind of multi-state model that we use
to describe individual life-courses. The DEVS approach is originated in systems theory and
aims at a modular definition of hierarchical models. It defines real systems as composites
of sub-models, which are either atomic or coupled. The formalism is proven, tested, and
widely established (Labiche and Wainer, 2005; Uhrmacher et al., 2010; Zeigler, 2000). Several
DEVS based tools exist (e.g., DEVSJava, JDEVS, CD++, DEVS variants in JAMES II)
that support implementation.
To ease the modelling of problems and systems, various DEVS variants have been devel-
oped (Uhrmacher et al., 2010; Zeigler et al., 2000). For the demographic microsimulation
without inter-individual relationships, we employ two different DEVS model variants: first,
we use a classical atomic DEVS model to formulate population dynamics over time. To
capture time-varying population sizes in a more sophisticated manner and to improve model
performance, we have additionally developed a dynDEVS network that allows a variable
number of individual model components.
Essentially, the classical DEVS approach entirely suffices to describe our microsimulation
model and its dynamics. Any DEVS extensions just conduces to the elegancy of the model
specification. Generally, different DEVS specifications might suit to describe our microsim-
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ulation model. To ensure equivalence though, all of them have to be isomorph.1 Uhrmacher
(2001) has proven that this relationship holds between the original DEVS formalism and
dynDEVS.
The DEVS specifications detailed here rely on the work presented in Zinn et al. (2010).
In this article we present a DEVS model that allows to specify a microsimulation model
of the MicMac type, i.e., a model in which individual transition propensities do depend on
age and calendar time, but not on the time that has been elapsed since a last transition.
Within this thesis, we elaborate an extension of this DEVS model that additionally allows
the consideration of waiting time dependencies of individual transition propensities.
4.1. An atomic DEVS model for demographic microsimulation
We formulate the microsimulation model described in Chapter 2 as an atomic DEVS model
Pop+. Its state is defined by the attributes of individual population members. Population
dynamics are caused by state transitions and the arrival of immigrants. The process time
t, to which we refer in the following, maps the time horizon T = [0, te] of our population
projection, i.e., the time span over which we observe the model population. Pop+ is given by
the structure:
Pop+ = ⟨ XIM , YEM , Θ, ω0, δint, δext, λ , ta ⟩
where
XIM = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
[ψ01,⋯, ψ0im] if im immigrants enter,∅ otherwise,
ψ0i (i = 1,⋯, im) comprises the state s0 and the age of an immigrant when he/she enters
the population, as well as his/her birth date (s0 is the initial state of that process Z(t)
that refers to an immigrant's life-course),
YEM is a output port for emigrants to leave the population,
Θ = ⨉nk=1 Ψk × R+0 is the state space of Pop+, where n is the number of all individuals I ={I1,⋯, In} that ever belong to Pop+ along model time t,
an element ϑ of Θ comprises the demographic characteristics ⨉nk=1 Ψk of all individuals
of the virtual population at time t, and also the calendar time C(t) at t.
Ψk = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
Ψ ×Ψ ×R+0 ×R+0 ×R+0 if Ik is member of population at t
0 otherwise,
Ψ is the state space of the process Z(t) that maps the individual life-course
1The isomorphism between DEVS variants is called bi-simulation.
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ψk = [sl, sc, b, a,w], ψk ∈ Ψk, describes the last state sl, the current state sc (sl, sc ∈ Ψ),
the birth date b, and the age a of individual Ik ∈ I, and the time w that Ik has already
spent in sc (b, a,w ∈ R+0 ), (sl and sc are states of the process Z(t) that refers to Ik's
life-course) or indicates its non-existence: ψk = 0 (k = 1,⋯, n)
ψ0k = [s0, s0, b, a0 − w0,w0] gives Ik's initial state s0, his/her birth date b, and his/her
age a0 at model initialization, and the time w0 already spent in s0, i.e., a0 − w0 is the
age at which Ik entered s0 (s0 is the initial state of that process Z(t) that refers to Ik's
life-course)
ϑ = [ψ1,⋯, ψn] is the state of Pop+, where ϑ = [ψ1,⋯, ψnt ,0 (n−nt)], and nt is the
number of individuals that belong or have ever belonged to population until model time
t,
ϑ0 = [ψ01,⋯, ψ0n] is the initial state of Pop+ (ψ0k, k = 1,⋯, n, is determined by initial population
of the microsimulation),
Ik⋆ is the individual with the shortest waiting time:
Ik⋆ = argmin {Ik∈I∣ψk≠0} (minsj∈Ψ∖{sc}(wsc,sj), sc ∈ Ψ)
sj⋆ = argmin sj∈Ψ∖{sc}(wsc,sj), sc ∈ Ψ, is the next state of Ik⋆
τ = wsc,sj⋆ , sc ∈ Ψ is the related waiting time that from t onwards Ik⋆ remains in sc until
moving on to sj⋆ ,
ψk⋆ = (sc, sj⋆ , b, a + τ,0) gives Ik⋆ 's next state and the corresponding age at transition,
be ∶ Ψ×Ψ→ {∅, nc newborns, emigration} identifies birth and emigration events (birth
events imply nc ∈ N newborns),
ψr = (sl, sc, b, a,w + τ) updates the waiting time of individuals whose state is not affected by
Pop+'s transition and who are part of the population at time t, r = 1,⋯, nt, r≠k⋆, ψr ≠0,
δint ∶ Θ→ Θ is the internal state transition function of Pop+:
δint(ϑ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
[ψ1,⋯, ψk⋆ ,⋯, ψnt ,0 (n−nt)],
if bde(s⋆l , sj⋆) = ∅,[ψ1,⋯, ψk⋆ ,⋯, ψnt , ψ01,⋯, ψ0nc ,0(n−nt−nc)],
if be(s⋆l , sj⋆) = {nc newborns},
not defined, otherwise,
where ϑ ∈ Θ, s⋆l describes the (now) last state of Ik⋆ , and [ψ01,⋯, ψ0nc] comprises the birth
dates and the states of newborns.
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δext ∶ Θ ×R+0 ×XIM → Θ is the external state transition function of Pop+:
δext(ϑ, e, im) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
[ψ1,⋯, ψnt , IM,0 (n−nt−im)], if im immigrants enter Pop+
not defined, otherwise,
where ϑ ∈ Θ, e gives the time elapsed since the last transition, e ∈ (0, τ), and IM = [ψ01,⋯, ψ0im]
comprises the birth dates of the immigrants, their states and ages at immigration,
ta ∶ Θ→ R+0 ∪ {∞} is the time advanced function: ta(ϑ) = τ
λ ∶ Θ→ YEM is the output function, ϑ ∈ Θ:
λ(ϑ) = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
ψk⋆ if be(sc, sj⋆) = emigration,∅ otherwise.
Immigrants will be generated by the model OUTSIDE, to which the population model is
coupled (cf. Figure 4.1). OUTSIDE maps all those populations that are not described Pop+.
The generation of immigration events relies on empirical data about immigration dates and
number of immigrants. The OUTSIDE's outputs serve as an input to our population model.
Several immigrants may enter the population simultaneously; e.g. family members or couples.
Via Pop+'s output port YEM , information about emigrants are sent to the OUTSIDE model.
Modelling migration in this way allows extending the model to study the migration behavior
between different populations. For this purpose, different population models would have to
be coupled. However, this is not within the scope of this thesis.
Attributes and behavior of individuals are captured by Pop+'s state ϑ. Each of its compo-
nents refers to an individual who was, already is, or will at some time be part of the virtual
population. Components of ϑ that refer to individuals who at time t have already left the
population (due to death or emigration) are set to their last state, i.e., `dead' or `emigrated'.
A zero value is assigned to individuals that are not yet born or immigrated.
Changes in individual attributes (provoked by state transitions of the corresponding stochas-
tic processes) result in an internal event of Pop+. Here the rule applies that the next event is
triggered by the earliest state change of an individual. Using the algorithm given in Chapter 2,
from t onwards waiting times are computed for all individuals Ik, k = 1,⋯, nt, that are part of
the virtual population.2 To clarify this approach, we detail the related processing: at process
time t, the state ψk of the individual Ik shows that he/she is a years old, and he/she stays
already w time units in his/her current state sc. Using Ik's birth date b and his/her current
age a we can compute the calendar time c that refers to the current process time t: c = b + a.
By means of these quantities, based on equation (2.7) (on page 15), we can determine random
waiting times to all possible destination states sj of Ik, sj ∈ Ψk.3 Among these waiting times,
2Individuals who are dead or who have emigrated from the virtual population are assumed to never leave
the `dead' or the `being emigrated' state, i.e., to them we assign infinite waiting times.
3 If we apply instead of non-homogenous semi-Markov processes non-homogenous continuous-time Markov
chains for the description of individual behavior, we use equation (2.4) on page 13 to determine random
waiting times.
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the shortest one is chosen. The same computation is repeated for all individuals that are part
of Pop+ at t. Subsequently, among all shortest waiting times, the individual with the short-
est waiting time is identified and the associated transition is performed. Let Ik⋆ denote this
individual. If Ik⋆ 's state change does not imply that he/she will leave the population nor that
(new) individuals will enter it (because Ik⋆ experiences a childbirth event), just the affected
component of ϑ will be replaced by Ik⋆ 's new state and the respective age at transition. If
a (female) individual experiences a birth event, we add as many children to the population
as the woman gives birth to. The state of Pop+ is updated accordingly by assigning initial
attributes to the components that refer to the newborns.
To keep track of the time that has been elapsed since the last transition of an individual, at
each state transition of Pop+ the waiting time and the age of individuals who are not affected
by the current event have to be updated.
Multi-State
Model
IMX
OUTSIDE
,,, Θ=+ EMIM YXPop
EMY
emigrants
immigrants
Figure 4.1.: The atomic model Pop+ comprises the multi-state model described in Chapter 2.
The model OUTSIDE maps the `world outside'. It creates the attributes of
immigrants that enter the population. ViaPop+'s output port YEM the attributes
of emigrants are forwarded to OUTSIDE.
Whereas the DEVS atomic model allows a one to one translation of the stochastic models
of Chapter 2 (see also Zinn et al. (2010)) and provides additional structure by distinguishing
nicely between immigration and the internal dynamics of our population, certain problems
also remain. As individuals might enter and leave the population (due to migration, birth or
death), the number of population members changes over time. The classical DEVS approach
requires, however, a state space that is time invariant. For the Pop+ model, at the time of
model initialization the number of all individuals who might join the population up to time
te needs to be assessed. As childbirth, emigration, or death rely on random processes, this
is rather difficult. Even worse, immigrants might enter the population at any time during
simulation. In the above vector representation, the problem is being addressed by setting
n (the amount of potential population members) to a large number that is unlikely to be
exceeded during the simulation up to time te. This is nevertheless neither a general nor a
(space-) efficient solution.
In addition, each simulation step requires an update of the time that an individual has
already spent in his/her current state. This is very inefficient: it would completely suffice
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to compute a new waiting time only if an individual has just experienced an event. Using
instead of an atomic model a DEVS network model facilitates such a processing.
Besides this, in the current model, no relationships between individuals are considered,
implicitly assuming that the individual life-courses can be calculated independently from
each other. This a very strong assumption that might lead to distorted simulation outcome.
Examples are simulations of marital patterns or kinship networks (Murphy, 2003; Ruggles,
1993). A generic approach like our microsimulation model should provide suitable means
to take interrelations between individual life-courses into account. This is not the case, if a
population is described as one monolithic atomic DEVS model, as we have proposed in this
section. Using an atomic DEVS model for each individual would enable us to describe the
relation between individuals by explicit couplings between atomic models. However, neither
disappearing and appearing atomic models nor changing interactions between models are
supported in classical DEVS. Both observations ask for a different approach.
4.2. A dynPDEVS network for demographic microsimulation
dynDEVS has been developed to support variable structure models, i.e., models that change
their own composition, interaction, and behavior pattern (Uhrmacher, 2001). In dynDEVS,
a model's description entails the possibility to change its own state and behavior pattern.
Models are interpreted as a set of models successively generating themselves by model tran-
sitions that map the current state of a model into a set of models that the model belongs
to. A sequence of model incarnations is thereby produced. In the following, we employ a
revised and parallel version of dynDEVS, dynPDEVS, (Uhrmacher et al., 2010) to describe
the virtual population. The network or coupled model represents the population. Associated
network components represent a population's individual members. In doing so, we account
for both the discrete event conception of the microsimulation and for the temporal variation
in the corresponding population. Individual behavior  and therefore population dynamics 
emerge due to state transitions of individual models.
The dynamic dynPDEVS network Pop describes the virtual population of the microsim-
ulation described in Chapter 2. Its atomic components are `individual models' denoted by I.
At process time t, t ≥ 0, the population consists of nt, nt ∈ N, individuals. The set I comprises
all individual models of Pop.
The special structure of our microsimulation model implies that not the entire functionality
of the original dynPDEVS formalism is engrossed; e.g., we do not employ any couplings
between micro models. Therefore, to be clear, we adapt the original dynPDEVS approach
such that we let out functionality that we do not demand.
We formulate the Pop network as structure:
Pop = ⟨Xsc, Ysc,popinit, Γ(popinit)⟩
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where
Xsc = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
[ψ01,⋯, ψ0im] if im immigrants enter,∅ otherwise,
ψ0i (i = 1,⋯, im) comprises the state s0 and the age of an immigrant when he/she enters
the population, as well as his/her birth date (s0 is the initial state of that process Z(t)
that refers to an immigrant's life-course),
Ysc is a output port for emigrants to leave the population,
popinit ∈ Γ(popinit) describes the initial population model,
Γ(popinit) is the set of all possible incarnations of the population model ⟨I, ρpop⟩,
I is the set of all individual dynPDEVS models ⟨Y bdesc , I0, I⟩,
Y bdesc is the structural output port via which the structural changes like death, emigra-
tion, or birth are signalized to the network,
I0 is the initial individual model,
I has the structure ⟨ΨI , ψ0, δint, ρλ, ta⟩, where
ΨI = Ψ ×Ψ ×R+0 ×R+0 ×R+0 set of possible states that I can occupy,
Ψ is the state space of the stochastic process that maps the individual life-course,
ψ = [sl, sc, b, a,w], ψ ∈ ΨI , is a tuple that comprises I's last state sl, his/her current
state sc (sl, sc ∈ Ψ), the birth date b and the age a of I, and the time w that I has
already spent in sc (b, a,w ∈ R+0 ),
ψ0 = [s0, s0, b, a0 − w0,w0], comprises I's initial state s0, his/her birth date b, his/her
age a0 at model initialization, and the time w0 already spent in s0, i.e., a0 − w0 is the
age at which I entered s0 (s0 is the initial state of the stochastic process that refers to
I's life-course)
δint(sl, sc, b, a,w) = (sc, sj⋆ , b, a + τ,0), δint ∶ ΨI → ΨI , is the internal state transition
function of I, where sj⋆ = argmin sj∈Ψ/{sc}(wsc,sj) is the next state of I, and τ = wsc,sj⋆ =
min{wsc,sj} is the (remaining) waiting time of I in sc until going on to sj⋆
ρλ ∶ ΨI → Y bdesc forwards structural model changes of I:
ρλ(ψ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
nc, if bde(sl, sc) = nc newborns,
true, if bde(sl, sc) = death,
ψ, if bde(sl, sc) = emigration,∅, otherwise,
with bde ∶ Ψ ×Ψ→ {∅, nc newborns, death, emigration},
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ta ∶ ΨI → R+0 ∪ {∞} is the time advanced function of I: ta(ψ) = τ ,
ρpop ∶ ×i∈I ⊕i∈I Y isc ×Xsc → Γ(popinit) is the network transition function of Pop,
ρpop takes into account
(i) the arrival of immigrants: Xsc ≠ ∅ (causes the creation of new individual models),
(ii) the announcement of childbirth(s) (and therefore the creation of nc new individual
model(s), nc ∈ N),
(iii) the announcement of the extinction of a model (due to emigration or death).
The Pop network exhibits one input port Xsc for receiving information about the arrival of
immigrants. It further possesses an output port Ysc to let emigrants leave the population.
Such a modelling ensures that migration flows between different populations can directly be
modelled by coupling population networks. The Pop network does not exhibit any ordinary
input ports X or output ports Y .
Pop comprises a set Γ of all possible model incarnations, including the initial populations
popinit of the model.
initpop
Pop
model time
)( initpopΓ
1pop 2pop
Popρ Popρ
Figure 4.2.: The set Γ contains all possible model incarnations of the population network
Pop. Network transitions are handled by the function ρpop. Beginning with the
initial population model popinit, every time a network transition is caused, a new
network incarnation is created.
Each individual model is equipped with an internal transition function δint that handles all
of its state transitions. Furthermore, it incorporates the time advance function ta that deter-
mines the corresponding series of waiting times in states. If and when events occur during an
individual life-course is specified by the stochastic model that is described in Chapter 2. When
determining next events, a difference is made between the initialization phase and subsequent
transitions: in the initialization phase, an internal event is computed for an individual for the
first time. This implies that the time that an individual has already spent in his/her current
(initial) state s0 is usually bigger than zero, i.e., w > 0. After having initialized all individuals,
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new waiting times to next events are computed exactly when an event has been executed; i.e.,
in this moment the waiting time variable is always w = 0.
The execution semantics of dynPDEVS ensures that among all possible next state transi-
tions that one always is realized for which the shortest waiting time has been determined.
If an upcoming transition of an individual model is related to a birth event that causes nc
newborns, function ρλ signalizes to output port Y
bde
sc the implied structural network changes.
Likewise, ρλ forwards to Y
bde
sc an imminent death or emigration event.
Subsequent changes in the structure of Pop and, accordingly, the creation of new model
components and the deletion of existing ones is executed by the model transition function ρpop.
The network transition function ρpop is activated for eliminating or adding model components.
Whereas the elimination of components is only caused by information received via indi-
viduals' structural output ports (death and emigration events), the adding of components is
triggered by both information received via individuals' output ports (birth events) and ex-
ternal events (arrival of immigrants). The network transition function accordingly possesses
two arguments: (1) information received via individuals' structural output ports and (2) the
immigrants that enter the population. Figure 4.2 illustrates the role of ρpop. An example
situation is depicted in Figure 4.3.
Popρ
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Figure 4.3.: Function ρpop allows for modelling a time-varying number of individuals included
in Pop. Of the initial population popinit individual I2 dies at time t1. The indi-
vidual model informs via its output port Y bdesc the population Pop. Subsequently,
function ρpop performs the deletion of individual I2. Given that an immigrant
arrives at time t2, ρpop triggers the creation of model I4 for specifying the newly
arrived individual.
Looking at the individuals, we see simplifications of the typical atomic dynPDEVS model.
As the dynamics of each individual is currently solely driven by its internal dynamics, some
functionality of dynPDEVS is not exploited: in particular, X,Y,Xsc, λ and δext are not
required so far, and are therefore not defined. Of course those definitions are needed, as
soon as linkages between individuals are included; cf. Part III of this thesis. In addition,
it is not foreseen that the individuals themselves change their own behavior. Thus, the
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set of incarnations (that typically represents an atomic dynPDEVS model) boils down to
one individual. Consequently, the model transition function ρα of the original dynPDEVS
becomes obsolete.
4.3. Execution semantics of the dynPDEVS network
We deem the dynPDEVS network model specification appropriate for our purpose. There-
fore, we subsequently rely on this model, and do not further elaborate on the atomic DEVS
model described in Section 4.1.
The realization of a discrete event simulation requires the employment of an event queue,
which is a list of events sorted by their scheduled event times. The event queue of a continuous-
time microsimulation holds the events that are scheduled for the individuals of the virtual
population (at most one event per individual). In each step, the event with the minimal time
stamp is dequeued; if the event is not death or emigration for the related individual, a new
event is computed and enqueued. Therefore, roughly speaking, an event queue organizes the
scheduling of upcoming events. An efficient model execution demands an event queue that is
optimal for the application at hand. In Section 7.1.3 we test different types of event queues
to identify those which suit best to a demographic microsimulation.
For the processing of events, executable simulation code has to be derived; i.e., simulation
semantics has to be specified. The simulation semantics of DEVS models is described by
simulators and coordinators. Simulators correspond to atomic models and coordinators to
coupled models/network model; cf. Figure 4.4. A coordinator implements the event queue
algorithm while guaranteeing the correct synchronization of its components. It holds an event
queue for the next event times of its component simulators. Coordinators are responsible for
the correct synchronization of the component simulators and also for the handling of external
events (in our case: the arrival of immigrants). To perform this task, a coordinator uses
communication protocols: it waits for protocols sent by its subordinates and transmits them
to its parent; if a model consists of only one coupled model, as in the case of Pop, protocols are
directly forwarded to the root-coordinator. The root-coordinator guides the overall simulation
processing. It initializes a new simulation and instructs the model execution until some
termination criteria is met. To each DEVS model, a corresponding processor tree can be
given that directly maps the hierarchical structure of coupled model on the architecture of
simulators and coordinators. Figure 4.4 displays the processor tree of the population network
Pop.
4.3.1. An abstract simulator for dynPDEVS
Each DEVS variant features its own abstract simulator that describes its general execution
semantics (Zeigler et al., 2000). We subsequently detail the abstract simulator of the dyn-
PDEVS model while relying on the specification given in Himmelspach (2007, Chapter 4).
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network
Figure 4.4.: Each DEVS model can be mapped into a processor tree: to each individual model
of the dynPDEVS population network Pop corresponds a simulator, and to the
network a coordinator. The root-coordinator monitors the overall execution of
the simulation. The communication between the different levels of the tree is
conducted based on protocols.
Notation Message Type⋆-message activation message, message indicating that an internal event is due
y-message output message
x-message input message
sc-message message about structural change(s)
done-message termination message
Table 4.1.: dynPDEVS message notation.
Our description is adapted to the structure of the population network Pop; concerning gen-
eral information about simulation schemes of dynPDEVS, we refer to Himmelspach (2007,
Chapter 4) and Uhrmacher (2001).
To ensure consistency within a simulation step, messages are processed in a well-defined
order (Table 4.1 summarizes the different types of messages): if a ⋆-message activates a
model, a y-message with output data is forwarded. Afterwards, the simulator waits for a
x-message comprising input information. Structural model changes provoked by a ⋆-messages
or a x-message are forwarded via a sc-message to the parent coordinator. In response, the
parent coordinator might likewise instruct structural changes to the model (via sending a sc-
message). Finally, a done-message signalizes the completion of a simulation step. In Figure 4.5
the corresponding communication protocol is illustrated.
The abstract simulator of a dynPDEVS model comprises three algorithms: the algorithm
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parent
DYNPDEVS -
coordinator
subordinate
DYNPDEVS - simulator
or
DYNPDEVS - coordinator
(*,t)  (y,t)  (x,t)  (sc,t)  (sc,t) (done,tonie)
 
Figure 4.5.: dynPDEVS communication protocol. The ⋆-, y-, x-, and sc-message comprise
beside their regular information also the actual simulation time t, the done mes-
sage comprises the time tonie of the next internal event.
that describes the processing of the root-coordinator (cf. Algorithm 1), the algorithm that
specifies the processing of a coordinator (cf. Algorithm 2), and the algorithm corresponding
to the simulator of a dynPDEVS model (cf. Algorithm 3).
The root-coordinator initializes a simulation by sending a ⋆-message to all subordinated
coordinators and simulators. It waits afterwards for a y-message (output information of subor-
dinated models). Subsequently, the root-coordinator sends an empty x-message (input infor-
mation) to its child. An exchange of information about structural changes (via sc-messages)
follows. Finally, the root-coordinator receives the time of the next simulation step (tonie). As
long as the end of simulation is not reached (i.e., eos is true), the root-coordinator instructs
further simulation steps. In the case of Pop, individual models do not cause any output; i.e.,
in our setting only empty x- and y-messages are forwarded.
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the root-coordinator of dynPDEVS.
while not eos do
send ⋆ message to child
wait for receive y message from child
send x message to child
wait for receive sc message from child
send sc message to child
wait for receive done message including tonie from child
end while
The dynPDEVS coordinator instructs the processing of coupled models/network models,
cf. Algorithm 2. Guided by a ⋆-message, it activates the simulators of those subordinate
models that undergo internal events (individual state transition) at actual simulation time.
Such models are called `imminent'. A coordinator can also be activated by receiving a x-
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message sent by another imminent model which is not subordinated. We call models that are
reached by a x-message `influencees'.
After having prodded its imminent children into action, a coordinator waits for their y-
messages (i.e., output information). Having received them, the coordinator then forwards the
y-messages to its superordinate node. As soon as the superordinate node holds the infor-
mation, it forwards x-messages to all affected coordinators and simulators. The coordinator
waits for the x-message of its superordinate node and forwards it to all influenced or immi-
nent children. The latter receive an empty x-message. Now, the coordinator waits for the
sc-messages (i.e., information about structural changes) of its influenced and imminent chil-
dren, and forwards these to its parent. The parent responds by sending a sc-message about
structural changes to the coordinator which the coordinator in turn forwards to all influenced,
imminent, or targeted children.
Subsequently, the coordinator waits for the done-message of all activated children, including
their time to the next event (tonie). Then it processes structural changes. In a final step, the
coordinator computes the minimal time to next event (tonie) and sends it to its superordinate
knot. As in Pop individual models do not generally receive any input or produce any output,
x and y messages are always empty. The processing of the dynDEVS coordinator breaks
down to the execution of internal events and the handling of structural changes.
To avoid logical problems when processing structural messages, Himmelspach and Uhrma-
cher (2004) recommend that they be previously arranged. They suggest ordering them ac-
cording to: (1) creation of models, (2) creation of ports, (3) creation of couplings, (4) deletion
of couplings, (5) deletion of ports, and (6) deletion of models.
Algorithm 2 Pseudocode of the coordinator of dynPDEVS.
when receive ⋆ or x or sc message
if message is ⋆ or x message then
if message is ⋆ message then
send ⋆ message to imminent children
wait for receive y messages from the imminent children
send y message to parent
wait for receive x message from parent
end if
send x messages to all influenced or imminent children
wait for receive sc message from all influenced or imminent children
send sc-message to parent
wait for receive sc message from parent
end if
send sc-message to all influenced, imminent or sc targeted children
wait for receive done messages including tonie from all influenced, imminent or sc
targeted children process sc message update tonie
send done-message including tonie
end when
Each atomic dynPDEVS model can be invoked by a ⋆-message, a x-message, or a sc-
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message. The first case concerns situations when the event time of a model is due, the second
case indicates the arrival of some input information, and the third case is raised if structural
changes are instructed. If a model is activated by a ⋆-message, the output function of the
model is executed and output information is sent. In our case, an individual model does
generally not produce any output, i.e., output streams are always empty. After having sent
the output information, the dynPDEVS model waits for a x-message. If it receives an empty
message, it conducts the internal transition function and the confluent transition function,
respectively. Otherwise, if the x-message that a dynPDEVS model receives is not empty,
its external transition function is triggered. Structural changes that might result from state
transitions are forwarded to the superordinate knot, and instructions implying own structural
changes are awaited. If the simulator of a dynPDEVS model receives thereafter a non-empty
sc-message, structural model changes are conducted based on the content of the sc-message.
After having executed all state transitions and structural changes, the time to the next event
(tonie) is computed, and a done-message is sent to the superordinate coordinator. For Pop,
neither a confluent transition function is defined (as the probability of concurrent internal
and external events is practically zero) nor an external transition function is needed (an
individual model does not receive any input messages), that is, after an (empty) x-message
always follows the execution of the internal transition function. Structural changes provoked
by an individual model are either birth events, or emigration or death events. The latter
always cause the deletion of the respective model, and the first the creation of new models.
Algorithm 2 describes the processing of the simulator of an atomic dynPDEVS model.
Algorithm 3 Pseudocode of the simulator of dynPDEVS.
when receive ⋆ or x or sc message
if message is ⋆ or x message then
if message is ⋆ message then
execute model.lambda
send y message to parent
wait for receive x message
if isEmpty (x-message) then
execute model.deltaInt
else
execute model.deltaCon
end if
else
execute model.deltaExt
end if
execute model.timeAdvance
send sc message to parent
wait for receive sc message
end if
process sc message
send done message including tonie
end when
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4.3.2. Limitations of a direct implementation of the abstract simulator
Normally, a direct realization of the abstract simulator of a DEVS variant is used as a pro-
cessing scheme (Zeigler et al., 2000). Himmelspach and Uhrmacher (2006) elaborate problems
of such an approach and discuss ideas to overcome limitations. Their critique mainly concerns
two aspects: first they deplore the number of messages that coordinators and simulators ex-
change for communication purposes. Depending on the depth of the processor tree and the
number of models, passing messages through the processor tree can result in a remarkable
overload. The second critique concerns the resources that are needed to execute a simulation
algorithm like the one specified in Algorithm 3. Depending on the used computing environ-
ment, executing a simulator in this way would at least demand one process or one thread per
model scheme.4 In our case, this implies that with Pop meaningful population projections
would be intractable. In more detail: to achieve reliable population projections our microsim-
ulation should at least include one percent of the mimicked population. In the case of the
contemporary Netherlands, one percent of the population constitutes around 130,000 individ-
uals; i.e., to execute our model we need at least 130,000 processes/threads. A common system
is, however, usually not able to manage such an enormous amount of workload. For example,
standard implementations of the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) can handle at the utmost a few
thousand threads simultaneously. That is, a direct implementation of the abstract simulator is
not necessarily the most efficient way to compute a model. To speed up the model execution,
Himmelspach and Uhrmacher (2006) propose for the parallel version of DEVS, PDEVS, a
family of simulation algorithms which sequentially compute (parts of) the processor tree. An
extension to dynDEVS is straightforward: nothing but the sending/receiving cycle and the
processing of sc-messages have to be added.
getOutputs()
doRemainder()
doStructuralChanges()
getOutputs()
doRemainder()
doStructuralChanges()
(*,t)
(y,t)
(x,t)
(sc,t)
(sc,t)
(done,tonie)
parent coordinator
subordinate
simulator or coordinator
Figure 4.6.: Processing scheme of the sequential abstract simulator of dynPDEVS.
4 In computer science, a process is the actual execution of the instructions given in a computer program. By
definition a thread is a light weight process, or more clearly: within a program a thread is a sequentially
executed stream of instructions.
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Algorithm 4 Pseudocode of the coordinator of the `sequential abstract simulator for dyn-
PDEVS'.
function Messages getOutputs()
for each child in imminents do
allMsgs = union (allMsgs, child.getOutputs())
influencees = propagateInputCouplingMessages(allMsgs)
allMsgs = getOutputCouplingMessages(allMsgs)
return allMsgs
end function
function StructuralMessages doRemainder(msgs)
influencees = union (influencees, propagateInputOutputCouplingMessages(msgs))
for each child in union (influencees, imminents) do
strMsgs = union (strMsgs, child.doStructuralChanges())
return strMsgs
end function
function double doStructuralChanges(strMsgs)
influencees = union (influencees, propagateStrMessages(strMsgs))
for each child in influencees do
setTonie(child, child.doRemainder())
return getMinTonie
end function
4.3.3. A sequential abstract simulator for dynPDEVS
In this section, we present an extension of one of the sequential simulation algorithms devel-
oped by Himmelspach and Uhrmacher (2006) for PDEVS. We have worked out an algorithm
for dynPDEVS that relies on a processing scheme that they have called sequential abstract
simulator.
The sequential abstract simulator for dynPDEVS maintains the basic concept of the clas-
sical DEVS coordinators and simulators, inclusive their communication scheme. It modi-
fies the simulation processing, however, by splitting it into three subsequent steps. These
steps are implemented in form of the three methods getOutputs, doRemainder, and
doStructuralChanges; cf. Figure 4.6. During simulation processing, these methods are
successively called.
The methods getOutputs, doRemainder, and doStructuralChanges are differ-
ently realized by coordinators (cf. Algorithm 5) and simulators (cf. Algorithm 4). By
getOutputs, a coordinator activates its imminent children and propagates their outcome
messages according to the momentary coupling structure. By doRemainder, it informs im-
minent or influenced children about external events and waits for structural changes com-
municated by them. Structural changes are then forwarded to the parent. Finally, by
doStructuralChanges, a coordinator processes structural changes to its subordinates and
determines the system's next event time.
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A simulator employs getOutputs to call the model's output function and to forward the
respective output information. By doRemainder, a simulator computes (internal or exter-
nal) events and communicates resulting structural changes to its superordinate coordinator.
By doStructuralChanges, it handles structural changes that are instructed by the su-
perordinate coordinator. Afterwards, by doStructuralChanges, a simulator updates the
time advanced function of the model and forwards its next event time to its superordinate
coordinator.
The presented processing scheme requires one thread/process per coupled model/network
model. Therefore, it is alternatively called a non-threaded version of the (classical) abstract
simulator (Himmelspach and Uhrmacher, 2006). Using the sequential abstract simulator to
execute Pop means that independently of the population size we only need two threads/pro-
cesses (one for the network and one for the root-coordinator). That is, opposed to a direct
implementation of the abstract simulator of the dynPDEVS, the sequential abstract simula-
tor allows us to conduct population projections of meaningful size.
Algorithm 5 Pseudocode of the simulator of `the sequential abstract simulator for dyn-
PDEVS.'
function Messages getOutputs()
execute model.lambda
return getMsgs(model)
end function
function StructuralMessages doRemainder(msgs)
strMsgs = model.stateTransition(msgs)
return strMsgs
end function
function double doStructuralChanges(strMsgs)
model = model.processStructuralChanges(strMsgs)
execute model.timeAdvance
return tonie
end function
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The microsimulation model described in Chapter 2 can also be directly translated into source
code, without specifying it beforehand as a discrete event system. Such an immediate imple-
mentation, however, poses two main drawbacks: on the one hand, a lot of functionality has
to be implemented from scratch, and well-proven and widely established simulation method-
ology is not accessible without further ado. On the other hand, because the simulation model
and its execution semantics are directly translated into source code, model extensions (e.g.,
the inclusion of inter-individual relationships) are hindered. We address the first problem by
implementing the microsimulation using the M&S framework JAMES II as a library. The sec-
ond problem could be addressed by describing a simulation model using a model specification
formalism. A model extension means then to either extend the original model specification
or to move on to a variant of the formalism. In any case, this way we circumvent messing up
source code by subsequently adding new functionality, and we avoid any redevelopments. For
our microsimulation application, we deem the DEVS language suitable to such a purpose.
5.1. JAMES II: general overview
The most important idea while developing JAMES II (available at www.jamesii.org,
accessed December 2010) was to create a framework that allows us to create more specialized
applications by extending it. JAMES II has been created at the University of Rostock from
2003 on. It is an open source project, and thus is available at no costs. It runs on top of
the Java platform (and therefore on all machines for which a Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
exists), and it is not bound to any modelling or simulation execution paradigm, nor to any
formalism or language. As a framework, it can be transformed into specialized applications
meeting the needs of certain use cases. Any product created on top of the framework can be
easily extended later on; e.g., by adding a new simulation algorithm to make use of multi-core
CPUs  without any need to modify the application created.
JAMES II is a M&S framework based on the Plug'n simulate concept Himmelspach
and Uhrmacher (2007b). It exhibits a highly comprehensive work bench, it holds different
types of data sinks (e.g., files, data base), event queues, random number generators, high
quality up-to-date M&S functionality, like techniques for distributed computation; it supports
M&S workflow requirements, and additionally offers tools for optimization, and statistical
analysis. To borrow functionality from other software, JAMES II permits interfaces; e.g.,
to the statistical environment R (see for more details http://cran.r-project.org,
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accessed December 2010). The default GUI (Graphical User Interface) of JAMES II can
be used as a framework for the creation of a more specialized GUI, or a own GUI can be
created from scratch.
JAMES II shall ease the creation of specialized M&S applications. These applications can
thereby either be created by extending the framework directly or by building the application
on top of the framework; i.e., by using the framework as a M&S service.
5.2. Implementation in JAMES II
To implement the simulation engine of the microsimulation of the MicMac project, we have
used JAMES II as a library of methods. Our implementation consists of two plug-ins: a
modelling plug-in and a simulator plug-in. A model based on the modelling plug-in is being
composed of two entity types:
1. the population, which comprises a set of individuals, and:
2. the statespace, which holds the structure of the model state space.
Models are not completely implemented in source code (only the two basic classes are coded):
models are described by creating rate matrices and an initial population that can stem from
any source (such a source might be the statistical package R), which are then read by an
instance of the model reading mechanism of JAMES II.
The simulator plug-in is based on the classical hold loop. In an event queue, all scheduled
events for the individuals are held (at most one event per individual). In each step, we have
to dequeue the event with the minimal time stamp, compute the state transition according to
the model's state transitions, and enqueue a new event for this individual. The template for
simulation algorithms in JAMES II requires to implement this functionality in the nextStep
method. Everything else (i.e., run control, looping, and so on) is automatically handled by
corresponding classes in JAMES II. For our application, the algorithm is simple:
public void nextStep() {
Event event = eventQueue.dequeue();
List newEvents = computeTransition(event);
for each newEvent in newEvents do
eventQueue.enqueue(newEvent);
}
}
Events denote state transitions happening to specific individuals. The computeTransition
method determines the new events to be scheduled. It incorporates the simulation algorithm
described in Chapter 2. Please note that individuals might be added or be removed from the
population, and thus, if individuals are added, more than one new event might be returned;
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or none, if an individual is removed. Subsequently, after a completed simulation run, the
simulation output is stored using an adequate data sink plug-in that is provided by JAMES II.
More details on this implementation of the (simulation engine of the) MicMac microsimulation
is given in Zinn et al. (2009). The source code is attached to this thesis.
Figure 5.1.: Using the GUI of the MicMac software, the user can enter all instructions that
are needed to run a microsimulation.
5.3. Workflow of the MicMac microsimulation
Before performing the actual microsimulation, the model has to be specified and parameters
(i.e., transition rates and an initial population) need to be estimated. Furthermore, the
analysis of the simulation output should be feasible as well. Both the modeling and the
analysis should be done in a sophisticated manner. The statistical tool R is well suited for
implementing data preparation functions and summary functions for the simulation output.
R comprises a wide range of statistical models and corresponding estimation procedures. As
R features its own programming language, self-developed functionality can be easily added.
Furthermore, due to its package structure, R-users can profit from developments made by
others. We use R for the simulation to derive the input data from empirical data. After data
preparation, the so-called Pre-Processor of the MicMac software builds up two ASCII based
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files in a well-defined format: one for the initial population and another one for the state
space states and the related rates (Ogurtsova et al., 2009). For the actual simulation run,
the MicMac microsimulation requests nothing more than the two input files1 prepared by the
Pre-Processor and a time horizon for the simulation. We have implemented a simple GUI
(Graphical User Interface) through which all instructions required to run a microsimulation
can be entered (cp. Figure 5.1). After a simulation run is completed, information on the
simulated life-courses is provided in two files Zinn and Gampe (2011):
1. an ASCII file containing the birth dates of all simulated individuals, and
2. an ASCII file containing the dates of transitions and the corresponding destination states
for all simulated individuals.
These files have a well-defined format, which can be accessed and managed further by arbitrary
tools. We have implemented in R a comprehensive palette of instruments in order to evaluate
and illustrate the output of a microsimulation run. We call this palette the Post-Processor.
Among other featured elements, the post-processor comprises the following (Zinn and Gampe,
2010):
 transformation of microsimulation output into a life history format,
 frequency tables of the states occupied at specific dates,
 population pyramids at specific dates,
 frequency distributions of the states occupied on January 1 of each year during the
simulation period,
 analysis of first transition,
 analysis of origin and destination states, and
 the identification of the most frequent (typical) life-course.
Finally, it should be pointed out that the Pre-Processor, the simulation engine of the MicMac
microsimulation, and the Post-Processor have been designed has stand-alone tools. That is,
they need not be used in combination. Alternative statistical software tools can be applied
for preparing the simulation input data and for analyzing the generated output data as well.
The engine of the MicMac microsimulation can also be replaced.
1The consideration of immigration flows demands two further input files: one file comprising the numbers
of immigrants given according to immigration date, age at immigration, and attributes of immigrants.
The other file contains transition rates describing the behavior of immigrants once they have entered the
population. Details about the structure and the content of these files are given in Zinn and Gampe (2011).
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Figure 5.2.: Workflow of MicMac microsimulation.
An alternative implementation is for example the dynPDEVS population network presented
in Section 4.2. A detailed description of the general structure of the input files (containing
rates matrices and the initial population) and the output files can be found in the correspond-
ing manual Zinn and Gampe (2011). In Figure 5.2 the workflow of the MicMac microsimu-
lation is depicted: the data flows between the software components of the MicMac software
are illustrated in the graphic.
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6.1. The synthetic population
To study the capabilities of the MicMac model for forecasting purposes, we simulate a syn-
thetic population resembling the population of the Netherlands. The MicMac microsimulation
model does not incorporate the time that has elapsed since a last event in the transition rates.
Although this simplification might conflict with out purpose of illustrating actual individual
behavior, the chosen setting may suffice. The assumption may be more daring for some events
(e.g., divorce) than for others.
The example will consider changes in marital status and living arrangement, birth of chil-
dren (for women) and transitions in educational attainments. Mortality is included as well.
The state space consists of the following elements1:
 gender: female (fem); male (male)
 marital status and living arrangement: living at parental home and never married (PH);
married for the first time, but never lived in a union before (nMA); married for the first
time and cohabiting before (pcMA); remarried (pmMA); living alone and never lived in
a union before (nSI); living alone but cohabiting before (pcSI); living alone and married
before (pmSI); first cohabitation (nCO); higher order cohabitation but never married
before (pcCO); cohabitation and married before (pmCO)
 fertility: childless (noChild); one child (firstChild); two children (secondChild); three or
more children (thirdChild, fouthChild, ...)
 educational attainment: no education or primary education only (lowEdu); lower sec-
ondary school (medEdu); upper secondary or tertiary education (highEdu)
 mortality: dead (dead); alive
The particular choice of the values for the state variable `marital status and living arrange-
ment' allows us to provide some information about an individual's partnership history in the
current partnership status. As several studies find strong evidence that the partnership history
influences prospective partnership behavior, this strategy seems to be advisable and allows
to maintain a first order Markov model. For example, Boyle et al. (2008) show for various
1For each variable we list its values after the colon, separated by semi-colons. The abbreviations of the values
which are used in the code are given in parenthesis.
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countries that cohabitation before marriage significantly affects the divorce risk, and Lichter
and Qian (2008) find that higher order cohabitations are less likely to end in marriage than
first order cohabitations.
Simulations are run over 17 years, starting on January 1, 2004 up to December 31, 2020.
In our study we are interested in partnership dynamics and fertility behavior and not in
mortality at older ages. For this reason, during simulation we only focus on individuals aged
between 0 and 63. The initial population consists of 139,048 males and 134,910 females
(which corresponds to 2% of the actual Dutch population aged 0 to 63 on January 1, 2004).
During simulation, individuals can experience the following events: giving birth (for females),
leaving the parental home, launching a cohabitation, marrying, getting divorced or separated,
changing their educational level, and death.
To obtain transition rates for the example, we have made use of different European data
sources. Death rates were taken from the EuroStat2004 and EuroStat2008 projections for the
Netherlands (baseline scenario)2. They vary with age and calendar time. Figure 6.1 depicts
log-mortality rates by sex.
Figure 6.1.: Image plot of log-mortality for females and males for the period 2004 - 2020 and
ages from 0 to 63.
To estimate transition rates related to fertility of changing the marital status and the living
arrangement, we applied a slightly modified version of MAPLES (Impicciatore and Billari,
2007). This method estimates age profiles from longitudinal survey data using a generalized
2Detailed data on EUROPOP 2004 and 2008 mortality were kindly provided by Eurostat.
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additive model and cubic splines (cf. Section 3.2.1). The Family and Fertility Survey of the
Netherlands conducted between February 2003 and May 2003 (FFS_NL 2003) has served
as a data basis.3 It contains micro-information on fertility behavior and changes in marital
status. The age-specific rates (for fertility, marital status/living arrangement) that we have
estimated from the FFS_NL 2003 were held constant over calendar time. Figure 6.2 shows
the transition pattern for changes in marital status and living arrangement. The age-profiles
of all transition rates are given in the appendix (see page 185ff).
PH nSI
nCO
pcMA
pcSI
 
pmCO
pmMA
pcCO
nMA pmSI
Figure 6.2.: Transition pattern concerning changes in the marital status.
To quantify an individual's propensity of changing his/her educational attainment, we have
used data provided in Goujon (2008). The corresponding numbers are also given in the ap-
pendix (see page 185ff). We have constructed the initial population using the method of
iterative proportional fitting; cf. Section 3.3.1. Figure 6.3 on page 26 shows the initial pop-
ulation cross-classified according to age, sex, and fertility status (left), according to age, sex,
and marital status (graph in the middle), according to age, sex, and educational attainment
(middle), and age, sex, and educational attainment (right). The marginal frequency distribu-
tions necessary to estimate these numbers have been taken from EuroStat (EuroStat, 2010)
and the FFS_NL 2003 survey. The MicMac microsimulation allows to incorporate migration,
although for the sake of simplicity, we only consider persons who were born in the Netherlands.
Emigration is not taken into account either.
3The Centraal Bureau voor Statistiek in the Netherlands has provided the data of the Fertility and Family
Survey for the Netherlands (FFS_NL 2003).
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6.2. Results
We use the Post-Processor of the MicMac software (Zinn and Gampe, 2010) to produce
descriptive statistics of the output results of the microsimulation example described in the
previous section. Subsequently, we present some of our findings. (More results are given in
the appendix, see page 197ff.) Our analysis is far from being exhaustive. The purpose is to
give a flavor of the variety of questions and implications that can be studied by means of a
demographic microsimulation.
We performed the example on an Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU with a 3.16GHz equipped
with 3GB memory 10 simulation runs. The runs last between 39.86 and 44.32 seconds. During
simulation, all demographic events (births and deaths, and state transitions of individuals)
are tracked. The average number of simulated events is 416,399 and the average number of
newborns is 40,346.
Figure 6.4.: The simulated life-courses of ten individuals. The column BirthDate gives
the birth dates of the individuals, TrDate contains the transition dates, and
AgeAtTr the corresponding transition ages. NewState gives the states that
individuals enter when they undergo an event.
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As a first step the Post-Processor, converts the microsimulation output into a format re-
sembling event history data. This format eases further computation. In Figure 6.4, typical
life-courses of ten simulated individuals are given, already transformed by the post-processor.
Each record describes one event that an individual has experienced during simulation. The
record gives the individual's ID and the birth time (BirthDate) of the individual, the tran-
sition date (TrDate), the transition age (AgeAtTr), and the state to which the individual
has moved (NewState). The first transition date of individuals who are part of the initial
population, corresponds to the simulation starting time, and the NewState in this case is
the initial state. Likewise, the first transition time of a newborn corresponds to his/her birth
date and the associated NewState to the state that he/she occupies at birth.4
The age of 63 is a rather low value for the maximum age until which life-courses are
simulated. That is, many individuals will survive beyond this age. The microsimulation
software collects these individuals in an open age category called (restCategory).
Population pyramids according to marital status
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Figure 6.5.: Comparison of the age-sex structure of the virtual population at January 1, 2004
and December 31, 2020. Numbers are given according to the marital status and
living arrangement of people.
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the age-sex-composition of the initial population at 2004-01-01 and
of the simulated population at 2020-12-31. Population aging is evident. The small number
of newborns is striking. While in the first year of the simulation less children are born than
4In Section 2.2 we describe how we assign newborns to the state space.
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in the year before, in the following years the number of newborns remains stable. Figure 6.5
shows population numbers according to age, sex, and marital status/living arrangement. Over
the simulation period for both women and men, the share of first marriages and remarriages
increases remarkably. We observe further that  compared to 2004-01-01  in the end of 2020,
more young people aged between 18 and 23 live by their own - contrasted by less singles
aged between 25 and 35. Moreover, we find that in the end of 2020 few individuals aged
from 25 to 40 are divorced. The same applies to remarriages. Such large numbers of married
people accompanied with such small number of divorced people are not as expected, and they
indicate a problem in the input transition rates. That is, at this point we have to question
the correctness of the input transition rates of changing the marital status.
Figure 6.6 depicts the number of women in each age class and their respective numbers of
children ever born. It is obvious that along the simulation horizon the number of women with
children decreases. This pattern is evident over all parities. In fact, in the end of 2020 women
under 40 with three or more children are a threatened population group.
Population pyramid according to children ever born
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Figure 6.6.: Comparison of the age-sex structure of the virtual population at January 1, 2004
and December 31, 2020. For women the numbers are classified by the number of
children ever born.
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Besides the population distribution according to the current state-occupancies, we can also
analyze the ages at which some events happen. If we compute, for example, the median age at
first remarriage, we see that on average women tend to remarry younger than men. Figure 6.7
depicts the development of the median age of first remarriage over time for both women and
men, with 95% confidence intervals added. While the median age of males remarrying for
the first time ranges from 44 to 48, the corresponding median age for females varies between
37 and 45. As we have assumed time-constant remarriage rates, we do not find any crucial
changes in the median age of first remarriage over time.
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years
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44
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Median age at first remarriage, with confidence intervals
females
males
Figure 6.7.: Median age at first remarriage over time for both females and males, inclusive
95% confidence intervals.
Figure 6.8 shows the those event sequences that the simulated females and males have
undergone most frequently (top three). For every event, the median transition age is given
(the corresponding standard derivations are added in parentheses). In the studied case, the
most frequently simulated event sequences start with birth, i.e., at age zero. As education
is part of our example state space, all simulated children go through a school career. Most
teenagers graduate from lower secondary school around the age of 16. Many female teenagers
then continue their educational career until reaching an upper secondary or tertiary graduation
before leaving the parental home (7.4% around the age of 20). Around the age of 20, among
individuals with primary or lower secondary education, males seem to be more prone than
females to leave the parental home to live alone (7.1% males compared to 5.1% females). At
the first glance, the frequencies of the most frequently simulated event sequences may appear
very small; these small numbers, however, have to be put in relation to the huge number of
possible event sequences in our example.
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The three most frequently simulated event sequences for females
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              nSI, lowEdu
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x
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Figure 6.8.: The three most frequently simulated event sequences for females and males. The
median age at each event is given below the respective event (the corresponding
standard derivations are added in parentheses).
Figure 6.9 shows the frequencies of transitions into and out of the state of being single after
having been married before (coding: `pmSI'), for both women and men. We find that clearly
more divorced men (12%) than divorced women (8%) break up a cohabitation (transition
from `pmCO' to `pmSI'). Also, divorced men are less prone to cohabit than divorced women
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(transition from `pmSI' to `pmCO': 63% men compared to 70% women), which is in line with
the previous result. As opposed to men, more women whose marriage was not preceded by
a cohabitation are getting divorced (transition from `nMA' to `pmSI': 31% men and 38%
women). In contrast, more men who were cohabiting before marriage undergo a divorce
(transition from `pcMA' to `pmSI': 42% men and 36% women). Among dissolved marriages,
the percentage of remarriages is relatively small (transition from `pmMA' to `pmSI': 18% for
females and 15% for males).
pmCO
8%
nMA 38%
pcMA
36%
pmMA
18%
pmSI
pmCO
70%
pmMA27%
dead
3%
pmCO
12%
nMA 31%
pcMA
42%
pmMA
15%
pmSI
pmCO
63%
pmMA33%
dead
4%
being divorced, females
Frequency distribution of transitions to/from  
being divorced, males
Frequency distribution of transitions to/from  
Figure 6.9.: Frequency distribution of transitions to and from being single after having been
married before (`pmSI').
Figure 6.10 depicts the age-at-first-divorce distribution of females (left hand side) and males
(right hand side), classified by level of education. We find that lowly educated persons tend
to undergo divorce events at younger ages. This finding can be explained to a large extent
by the fact that higher educated people tend to marry late, and if these people experience
divorce events, they do so later in life. The marriage rates that we use in our example reflect
this behavior (see transition rates depicted in the appendix on page 185), and thus we also
find such behavior in our simulation results (see Table 6.1 and Figure 6.10).
hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhGender
Educational attainment
lowEdu medEdu highEdu
female 27.23 31.29 35.78
male 29.60 32.37 35.47
Table 6.1.: Median ages at first marriage, according to gender and educational attainment.
The model specification chosen here does certainly not resemble real behavior - it is naive
to assume constant fertility behavior, and constant transition rates for the educational attain-
ment as well as for changes in the marital status/living arrangement. Furthermore, especially
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Figure 6.10.: Age-at-first-divorce distribution of females and males, according to educational
attainment.
in the Netherlands, the role of migration should not be neglected. We return to this issue in
Section 7.2.2.
As mentioned before, the presented data example does not show the full potential of the
MicMac microsimulation. Because of its generic model the MicMac microsimulation allows to
produce population projections relying on various future scenarios. This facilitates, for exam-
ple, comparison of the effects of different prospective policies and/or migration assumptions.
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7.1. Conducting experiments
In their technical report about SWARM, Minar et al. (1996) state that Unfortunately, com-
puter modelling frequently turns good scientists into bad programmers. Most scientists are
not trained as software engineers.. One of the reasons that they have identified is the lack
of standard laboratory equipment for doing experiments with models. Experiments ease the
detection of faulty settings. That is, experiments facilitate testing the suitability of simulation
algorithms and their implementation.
The modelling and simulation framework JAMES II features, besides many up-to-date
modelling and simulation techniques, an experimentation layer, which allows to setup and to
control experiments (Himmelspach et al., 2008). In Chapter 5, we have described an imple-
mentation of the MicMac microsimulation that uses JAMES II as a M&S library. Profiting
from the experimentation layer of JAMES II we can evaluate the performance and suitability
of this implementation. Subsequently, we describe two corresponding experiments: The first
experiment explores whether the random number generator that was used changes the results,
and the second experiment deals with performance issues on computing the microsimulation
model.
7.1.1. Data and scenario
To conduct experiments, we use the data example described in Chapter 6 in a shortened
and slightly modified form. We use data of a synthetic population that resembles the Dutch
population. Starting on January 1, 2008, life-courses of five cohorts are generated: individuals
born in 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990, and 2000. The corresponding numbers are:
PPPPPPPPPPgender
born in
2000 1990 1980 1970 1960 total
females 100946 99892 100843 129992 123748 555421
males 105151 105077 101407 131719 125923 569277
total 206097 204969 202250 261711 249671 1124698
We simulate synthetic cohorts that correspond to one, two, twenty, and one hundred percent
of the number of actual individuals. The simulation starting time is January, 1, 2008, and the
simulation stops on December 31, 2050. At simulation starting time, individuals who belong
to the cohort born in 1960 are 47 years old, and individuals born in 2000 are 7 years old. We
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focus on fertility behavior, and changes in the marital status/living arrangement. As at older
ages the marital and fertility history is usually completed, we consider life-courses only until
age 63.
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Figure 7.1.: We consider five cohorts: individuals born in 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990, and 2000.
The graph on the top left shows the initial cohorts at January 1, 2008 according
to educational attainment; coding: low (only primary school), medium (lower
secondary school), high (upper secondary or tertiary education). The top right
graph shows the females of the initial cohorts on January 1, 2008 according to
children ever born. The initial cohorts on January 1, 2008 according to marital
status/living arrangement are given in the lower graph; coding: PH (living at
parental home), SI (living alone), CO (cohabiting), MA (being married).
The state space, the assumed transition patterns, and the transition rates are as described
in Chapter 6, including the assumption that birth rates and rates of changing the marital
status/living arrangement vary with age, but are held constant over calendar time. Figure 7.1
shows the distribution of the five initial cohorts according sex, educational attainment, mari-
tal status/living arrangement, and fertility status. For the period from 2008 to 2050 mortality
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rates have been taken from the EuroStat2008 projections for the Netherlands (baseline sce-
nario), see Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2.: Image plot of log-mortality rates of females and males, period from 2008 to 2050
and age range from 0 to 63.
7.1.2. Testing different pseudo random number generators
The replication of simulation results on different machines and with different implementations
has been recognized as sine qua non for the reliability of simulation models (Edmonds and
Hales, 2003). If the model to be computed or the computation algorithm contains stochastics,
one has to take special care of the pseudo random number generator (PRNG). Starting from
a prespecified seed, a PRNG produces always the same sequence of pseudo random numbers.
The period is the maximum length of that sequence before the PRNG begins to repeat num-
bers. Therefore, the period length ρ of a PRNG is crucial for its applicability. Many different
PRNG have been invented so far and often they have been considered to be faulty after a
while, e.g., because of unwanted correlation patterns between random number variates. For
example, the linear congruental generators (LCG) cause serial correlation between successive
random number variates, and it is recommended to no longer use them (Press et al., 2007).
Despite their deficiencies, LCG are still rather popular these days because they are very effi-
cient in terms of speed, easy to implement, and, correspondingly, portable code, parameters,
and test toolkits are available. Many versions and enhancements have been done to counter
the unwanted features of LCGs: The order of recursion has been increased from order one to
a higher order, the length of periods has been enlarged, different types of PRNG have been
combined, etc.
To generally avoid any regularities in the pattern of the employed pseudo random num-
bers, L'Ecuyer and Hellekalek (1998) suggest to draw less than
√
ρ pseudo random numbers.
That is, if an application requires to draw many more random numbers than the square root
of the period of the used PRNG, then simulation results might be distorted. Commonly,
however, the suitability of a PRNG depends on the structure of a particular problem. Mind-
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ing this fact, we have checked whether different PRNGs have any influence on the results
computed in the described use case. We have tested the following three PRNGs:
 RANDU which is an outdated LCG with a period of 231 (
√
ρ ≈ 46,341),
 Java random number generator which is a LCG with a period of approximately 248
(
√
ρ ≈ 16,777,216),
 Mersenne Twister which is based on a matrix linear recurrence over a finite binary field,
and in its commonly used variant, MT19937, it has a period of 219937 − 1 (29968 < √ρ <
29969).
To facilitate comparability each PRNG has been initialized with the same (arbitrarily chosen)
seed. Considering our example, the average number of random numbers that have to be drawn
can be computed as the product of the average number of individuals n that are considered
during simulation, the average number of events e that they will experience over their life-
course, and the average number c of competing risks per state transition. For different values
of n, e and c, the table below gives an estimation of the amount of random numbers needed:
Size of initial population c = 3, e = 3 c = 3, e = 5
100% ∶ n0 = 1,124,698 10,122,282 16,870,470
10% ∶ n0 = 112,470 1,012,230 1,687,050
1% ∶ n0 = 11,247 101,223 168,705
In the table the size of the initial population n0 has been chosen as a lower bound of the
average population size, i.e., individuals that enter the population during simulation are not
counted in.
All the numbers in the table are remarkably higher than the square root of the period
of RANDU. On the contrary, the square roots of the periods of the java random number
generator and of the Mersenne Twister exceed in all cases the required amount of random
number variates. We are aware of the fact that taking n0 = 1,124,698 and c = 3, e = 5
yields an amount of needed random variates that is close to the square root of the period of
the java random number generator. Notwithstanding, for our example, we expect overall no
significant differences between the results that are obtained using the java random and the
Mersenne Twister generator. The situation differs in case of RANDU: here a tuple of three in
series drawn random number variates is always highly correlated Hellekalek (1998); Marsaglia
(1968), and this defect might bias the simulation results.
All the listed generators are available as plug-ins in JAMES II; thus corresponding exper-
iments can easily be done. The random number generator to be used is simply handed over
to the computation from the experimentation layer.
We run the Netherlands example using ten percent of the total size of the five cohorts and
three different random number generators. Each experiment has been executed three times.
As seeds we have (arbitrarily) chosen 213,423, 5,689, and 628,164. That is, in total we have
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conducted nine simulation runs: one run per seed and studied PRNG. The average of random
number variates produced per run was 1,817,524 numbers. Between different runs we could
not make any significant differences in the amount of computed random numbers.
To find out whether potential regularities in the pattern of drawn random variates bias
the simulation outcome, we have analyzed the empirical distributions of all events that have
occurred within the simulation period. Empirical event distributions have been computed
for each random number generator and each selected seed separately. Figure 7.3 shows the
results. In summary, a comparison of the empirical event distributions achieved using the
three different PRNGs does not reveal any remarkable differences in the simulation results.
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Figure 7.3.: Comparison of empirical event time distributions.
7.1.3. Efficiency of different event queues
The performance of M&S software depends on a variety of factors. In this section we focus on
the impact of a single sub data structure used by the computation algorithm. Primarily the
model is crucial: depending on its structure different data structures or algorithms perform
better than others. Subsequently, for our example setting we analyze how well event handling
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is managed by different data structures. The model described above is a discrete event model
and as such its computation can be based on an event queue. In the used microsimulation
implementation the event queue is integrated into the computation algorithm using the plug-
in mechanism of JAMES II. Therefore, it can easily be exchanged for each new computation
without the need to modify any code. JAMES II comprises several distinct event queue
realizations (Himmelspach and Uhrmacher, 2007a). As in our application, events have only
to be enqueued into and dequeued from an event queue, our review does not include any event
queue extensions that allow requeue operations (to update the time of an already-enqueued
event). For our experiments, we have selected the following four implementations of event
queues from JAMES II:
 calendar queue,
 mlist,
 heap based queue, and
 simple queue.
The calendar queue, the mlist, and the heap queue are well-known event queues and are
comprehensively described in literature (Brown, 1988; Goh and Thng, 2003; van Emde Boas
et al., 1977). The simple event queue is an outmoded data structure that employs an unsorted
list to maintain events. In our study, it serves as a reference for the goodness of performance
of the other queue implementations considered. By experimental evaluation supported by
JAMES II, we have analyzed which of the listed queues performs best for the example
scenario. This knowledge helps to speed up the microsimulation execution.
We have executed the experiments on a desktop workstation equipped with two Xeon quad
core CPUs, activated hyper threading, deactivated automated CPU overclocking, equipped
with 32GB of RAM achieving a Windows Experience index of 7.8 for CPU and memory and
Java Sci mark (using Java VM 1.6.0 (64 bit)). We have run each experiment four times to
eliminate the impact of further concurrent processes on the machine. In our microsimulation,
implementation data collection is done using a file based storage. Any outcome data is kept
in memory, and to avoid any side effects, written after a simulation run has been finished. In
our experiments, we have used the Mersenne Twister as PRNG, initialized with seed 10991.
In Table 7.1 the run times of our experiment setup are given. The times clearly show that
the event queue implementation has a considerable impact on the overall runtime. That is,
using the wrong queue results in a remarkable loss of performance. In our setting, the simple
event queue performs particularly poorly. For a continuous-time microsimulation, we deem
the mlist event queue as being the most convenient choice.
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hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhEvent Queue
Population size
1% 2% 20% 100%
MList 4.06 (0.17) 5.17 (0.27) 29.50 (2.59) 134.32 (4.53)
HeapEventQueue 4.12 (0.30) 5.32 (0.47) 30.25 (2.08) 145.24 (6.23)
CalendarQueue 4.40 (0.31) 6.42 (0.48 ) 135.66 (1.92) 4101.41 (329.99)
SimpleEventQueue 12.60(0.72) 2210.34 (142.96) Na Na
Table 7.1.: Mean execution times (in seconds). Each experiment has been executed four times.
In parentheses the standard deviation is given. All values have been rounded to
two digits after the decimal comma. The `Na' notation shows that corresponding
runs have been interrupted because of enormously long run times.
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Figure 7.4.: Re-estimation of transition rates. The graph on the left hand side shows the
empirical and the re-estimated rates of females with a lower secondary education
to graduate from a higher secondary/tertiary school. The graph on the right
hand side shows the empirical and the re-estimated rates of males to graduate
from lower secondary school.
7.2. Verification and validation
Model verification and validation is crucial for the reliability of every model, and for the cor-
responding simulation, hereby, verification is a pre-requisite for validation. It is concerned
with whether the model was correctly built (Balci, 2003), i.e., verifying a model means check-
ing the model specification and implementation. In our application, the re-estimation of the
empirical transition rates that we have used as input is the most basic verification step. We
subsequently elaborate the respective processing and show some results. Thereafter, we pro-
pose three methods to validate the microsimulation output. The first method requires us to
assess the errors inherent in the data and the errors induced by the statistical model that is
used to estimate input parameters. The second method relies on `typical human face valida-
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tion' and implies qualitative evaluation of the suitability of simulation outputs. Finally, the
third method means to compare the microsimulation results to the outcome of an alternative
model. For this purpose, we exploit the relationship between the Mic and the Mac model of
the MicMac project.
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Figure 7.5.: Re-estimated transition rates. Empirical and re-estimated transition rates of
males with a lower secondary education to leave the parental home for living
alone.
7.2.1. Verification of the implementation
By definition, a microsimulation allows to derive the distribution of each considered life-course
event and of the waiting times between these events. Hence, using the microsimulation output,
we can compute transition rates that give the propensities of simulated individuals to experi-
ence certain demographic events. Comparing these rates with the empirical transition rates,
which we have used as input, shows whether we have correctly implemented the simulation
model and the simulation algorithm. In general, the re-estimation of the empirical transition
rates is a very basic verification step, however, also the most obvious one. To verify our mi-
crosimulation implementation we have estimated occurrence-exposure rates (cf. Section 3.2.1)
from the results of the microsimulation illustration described in Chapter 6. For smoothing
these rates we employ an associated two-dimensional P-Splines methodology (Currie et al.,
2006) that has been implemented in an R package named MortalitySmooth (Camarda,
2009). In the setting considered, the re-estimation of rates shows that the simulation produces
consistent output. Some results are plotted in the Figures 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6.
In our example only death rates vary with age and with calendar time. All other transition
rates are only age-dependent. Correspondingly, during simulation to all events apart from
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dying rates apply that only depend on age. In all presented figures the respective age-specific
curves of the empirical rates are depicted as black curves. For all years within the simulation
horizon, re-estimated age-specific rates are given in colors passing through the palette of
rainbow colors.
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Figure 7.6.: Re-estimated transition rates. The upper graph depicts the empirical and the re-
estimated first-birth rates of married females. Lower graph shows the marriage
rates of cohabiting women with high education.
Figure 7.4 shows on the left hand side the empirical and the re-estimated rates of females
graduating from upper secondary/tertiary school/university. The graph on the right hand side
depicts the empirical and the re-estimated rates of males finishing lower secondary school.
Apparently, the simulation algorithm manages to closely mimic the angular shape of the
empirical transition rates.
Figure 7.5 shows the transition rates of males leaving the parental home for living alone.
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The depicted rates correspond to males with a lower secondary education. We find that the
re-estimated curves are very similar to their empirical counterparts.
Figure 7.6 displays the empirical and the re-estimated first-birth rates of married females
with a lower secondary education (upper graph). The lower graph shows the marriage rates
of cohabiting females with an upper secondary/tertiary education. In both cases, the overall
pattern of the re-estimated rates nicely resembles the development of the empirical age-specific
transition rates. Nonetheless, we find - especially in the lower graph - that the re-estimated
rates are less curved than the the empirical rates. The comparably flat curves of the re-
estimated rates might be the result of smoothing rates that are estimated based on a relatively
low number of simulated events. One would expect that considering a larger share of Dutch
people in the initial population (not only 2%) leads to more pronounced transition patterns.
Summing up, we deem the close resemblance between re-estimated and empirical transition
rates a strong indicator for the correctness of the low-end implementation and the specification
of the MicMac microsimulation described in Chapter 5.
7.2.2. Model Validation
Validating a simulation model is a good and useful practise, and necessary for the credibil-
ity of the achieved results. For simulation systems dealing with human societies Bharathy
and Silverman (2010) discuss various validation techniques. For our microsimulation, we
subsequently describe three of these techniques: methodological, qualitative, and external
validation.
Methodological validation
Methodological validation requires assessing the quality of the data that are used to param-
eterize models and the estimated simulation input. Here low quality data and inadequate
statistical methods certainly contribute considerably to distorted and misleading simulation
results. Concerning the preparation of input data for a continuous-time microsimulation we
refer to Chapter 3. There we describe data types and methods that suit the estimation of
transition rates and the construction of an initial population. Concerning more general infor-
mation about the methodological validation of microsimulations we refer to the work of Wolf
(2001) and Klevmarken (2002).
Qualitative validation
Qualitative validation means to perform `typical human face validation' and to assess the
suitability of simulation outputs. Counterintuitive results and results that contradict common
knowledge point to a model misspecification. We use transition rates to describe individual
behavior. Therefore, the dynamics of the virtual population is mainly determined by these
rates. That is, counterintuitive results point to inconsistencies in the transition rates. For
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example, we know that (in Western societies) higher educated women tend to have their first
child later in life. Thus, used input fertility rates should reflect such a pattern.
In Chapter 6 we present a case study dealing with the contemporary Netherlands. For
the most part we deem the used transition rates being consistent with common knowledge.
Assuming constant rates for fertility transitions, however, changes in the education attain-
ment and the marital status/living arrangement definitely oversimplifies reality and certainly
causes blurred population projections. Moreover, although our microsimulation model allows
the consideration of migration flows, we have neglected them. This definitely biases our pop-
ulation projections. We are no experts in the field of Dutch fertility, mortality, education,
and migration. Therefore, it is not advisable to let us solely decide on the parameterization
and the evaluation of a Dutch population model. For this purpose, experts should be asked.
Cross-model validation
External validation means to test simulation output against population projections from other
sources, like national population projections conducted by statistical offices, or against the
outcome of alternative models, so called cross-model validation. We can employ the core idea
of the MicMac project to cross-model validate our microsimulation: a microsimulation (Mic)
and a macroprojection (Mac) are run in tandem, and the microsimulation output and the
macroprojection output can be compared. Here, running both models in tandem means that
the microsimulation and the macroprojection are based on the same multi-state model and
are consistently parameterized (Willekens, 2005b).
Opposed to a microsimulation, a (conventional) macroprojection does not comprise any
stochastics. It conducts population projections using a demographic standard methodology
called cohort component model (Willekens, 2006). A cohort component model divides a
population into subpopulations that share certain attributes like age, sex, marital status,
and education attainment. The state space of the underlying multi-state model contains
the combination of all considered attribute values. A state vector comprising the number of
individuals in each subgroup defines the studied population at equidistant time points (e.g.,
every year). To each subpopulation for each period transition rates are assigned. These
quantify the individual propensities to undergo transitions between the different states of the
state space. The so-called transition matrix combines them. Based on the transition matrix
from period to period subpopulations numbers are computed. Within the MicMac project,
we use for this purpose a method that relies on so-called Kolmogorov forward equation.
The method is comprehensively explained by van Imhoff (1990). Unlike microsimulations,
macroprojections do not produce event histories, but are restricted to mean population and
event numbers. Nonetheless, macroprojections are widely-used and well established. Reasons
might be that the corresponding methodology is easy to understand, and software tools and
implementation guidance are available. Within the MicMac project, we have implemented a
macroprojection software (Zinn and Gampe, 2011) relying on the methods described in van
Imhoff and Keilman (1991).
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Figure 7.7.: Comparison of microsimulation and macroprojection results: population pyra-
mids according to marital status; coding: living at parental home (PH), being
single (SI), cohabiting (CO), being married (MA).
A major drawback of macroprojections is that a large number of individual attributes
included the model hampers its execution (van Imhoff and Post, 1998): With each additional
attribute the size of the transition matrices increases exponentially.1 Oversized transition
matrices entail mainly two problems: First, they require a lot of storage. Second, a large,
complex example state space usually contains many transitions that are impossible (e.g.,
from `second child' to `first child'). Consequently, the related transition matrices are sparse
matrices. A macroprojection model, however, requires the inversion of the transition matrices
and, as it is well known, the inversion of sparse matrices is pretty problematic (Brayton et al.,
1970). That is, a common macroprojection cannot easily cope with such comprehensive state
spaces like the one we have considered in our microsimulation application; cf. Chapter 3.
As a consequence, we restrict ourselves to a macroprojection that disaggregates the model
population by age, sex, number of children, and a marital status/living arrangement variable
with four possible values (instead of ten). The respective values are living at parental home,
living alone, cohabiting, and being married.
Running the MicMac microsimulation and macroprojection that are consistently parame-
1 We consider a state space that comprises d state variables each of which can take Lj discrete values,
j = 1,⋯, d. Combined with age (usually categorized into 101 age groups), we obtain per period a state
vector with L1 ⋅L2 . . . Ld ⋅101 components, one for each subpopulation. The corresponding transition matrix
consists then of (L1 ⋅L2 . . . Ld ⋅ 101) rows and of (L1 ⋅L2 . . . Ld ⋅ 101) columns. For example, we assume an
application with 4 state variables each with 4 categories, then per period we yield a transition matrix of
the dimension 25,856 × 25,856 (4 ⋅ 4 ⋅ 4 ⋅ 4 ⋅ 101 = 25,856). Adding a further state variable with 4 categories
would lead to transition matrices of the dimension 103,424 × 103,424.
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terized, we find that  apart from slight variations2  the aggregated microsimulation output
corresponds to the macroprojection results, see Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8. This indicates the
validity of both models.
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Figure 7.8.: Comparison of microsimulation and macroprojection results: population pyra-
mids according to children ever born; coding: childless (0), one child (1), two
children (2), three or more children (3+).
2Most of the variation is presumingly Monte Carlo variation caused by sampling in the microsimulation.
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8. Microsimulation without Interaction:
Discussion and Outlook
The first part of this thesis deals with the demographic microsimulation that the author has
designed within the project MicMac Bridging the micro-macro gap in population forecasting.
In Chapter 2, we described its stochastic model of individual behavior. Furthermore, we
presented an extension of the stochastic model used in MicMac. While in the MicMac model
individual life-courses evolve along two time scales, age and calendar time, the extended
model additionally considers a third time scale; the time that an individual has already spent
in his/her current demographic state. Chapter 3 was concerned with the preparation of
the input data of a continuous-time microsimulation. We concentrate here on the presented
model extension; i.e., on the model that specifies life-courses along age, calendar time, and
time already spent in a state. We also discussed data types and methods that can be used
for estimating transition rates and an initial population. Furthermore, we pointed to the
necessity of building reasonable scenarios. Chapter 3 closed with some remarks about the
preparation of migration input data for the presented microsimulation.
Implementing the MicMac microsimulation and its extension using a formalism that sup-
ports discrete event simulation allows us to properly specify the kind of multi-state model
that we use to describe individual life-courses. Due to its modular and state-based concept,
the DEVS formalism is well-suited to formulate population dynamics exactly in the intended
way. The formalism is proven, tested, and widely established; and in addition there are a
couple of DEVS based tools around (like the DEVS variants in JAMES II) that support the
implementation of DEVS models. Using such a tool assures that we do not create a complete
application from scratch. In Chapter 4 we presented two DEVS model specifications of the
MicMac microsimulation and its extension. We described an atomic DEVS model and a
dynPDEVS model. The atomic DEVS model features strengths, but also limitations. The
limitations are addressed by exploiting a DEVS variant that supports variable structures (i.e.,
dynPDEVS) and by modelling individuals as atomic models and the population as a network
model. Subsequently, we detailed the semantics that have originally been developed for the
execution of a dynPDEVS model. In Chapter 5 we described a low-end implementation of
the MicMac microsimulation: we have directly translated the MicMac model into source code,
using the modelling and simulation framework JAMES II as a library. Proceeding like this
poses some flaws, for instance, the microsimulation cannot easily be extended (e.g., to include
linked lives). However, as prototype this implementation suffices. Using its low-end imple-
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mentation, we illustrated the capabilities of the MicMac microsimulation in Chapter 6. We
conducted population projections for a population resembling the Dutch population. There-
after, in Chapter 7, we carried out performance experiments to find an efficient data structure
to maintain event lists, and to study the behavior of different pseudo random number gener-
ators. Finally, we verified and validated the microsimulation model, its simulation algorithm,
and its implementation. For this purpose we re-estimated empirical transition rates, assessed
the suitability of our simulation results, and cross-model validated the microsimulation using
the MicMac macroprojection. In summary, we deem the MicMac microsimulation suitable for
computing population projections at a very detailed level.
Comparisons with other microsimulation models and corresponding software, that allow the
use of the same stochastic process model, would also be desirable. Naturally, only continuous-
time microsimulations tools would be candidates for comparison. LifePath (Statistics Canada,
2011a) and PENSIM (Holmer et al., 2009) are two products that come close to the features of
MicMac. Thorough and in-depth comparisons are, however, hampered by several obstacles.
For example, the simulation procedure of LifePath is hidden from the user.1 In general,
microsimulation tools are tailored for specific applications (such as a national tax or pension
system) and are consequently not developed with the intention to make it a tool for general
applications, based on a generic model. As a consequence, technical information is rarely
available, source code is not open and the data, on which the simulations are based, are part
of the model and often cannot be accessed or changed. Therefore a direct comparison of
performance of other continuous-time microsimulation products is not part of this thesis.
Despite its capabilities, the MicMac microsimulation has limitations that should be relaxed
to allow more realistic descriptions of individual behavior and hence population processes.
Currently, individual life-courses are simulated independently. Hence the concept of linked
lives is not yet available in the MicMac microsimulation. This includes the inheritance of
characteristics of parents (as adults) to newborns. Also, we currently do not model possible
changes in transition rates of one person due, for example, to characteristics of the partner
after union formation or marriage. Another related issue is the inclusion of a proper marriage
market. Currently we do not match partners if the event of marriage is triggered by the sim-
ulation. In the following parts of this thesis we will tackle two of the listed limitations: First,
we propose a technique to include a marriage market into a continuous-time microsimulation.
Then, we present a microsimulation model, inclusive simulation algorithm, that involves both
independent individuals and married/cohabiting couples. Other extensions, such as the con-
sideration of the inheritance of behavioral traits, are not handled within this thesis and are
subject of future work.
1LifePath has been designed using the generic microsimulation language ModGen which is a shortcut for
Model Generator (Statistics Canada, 2011b). ModGen is a subset of the C++ programming language.
It can be used to establish microsimulation models that are variants of LifePath. ModGen has, however,
drawbacks: It requires Visual Studio 2008 which is a commercial and complex software product, and
therefore implies additional expenses. The source code of the ModGen library is not accessible, and any
new microsimulation applications necessarily has to be a variant of LifePath, with all its pre-set assumptions
and variables. This makes a comparison on identical models and data basically impossible.
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Simulating individual life-courses independently is the usual starting point for demographic
microsimulations, but realistic population modelling cannot get away from considering so-
called `linked lives'. People cohabit or marry, have children and live in families; and this
environment has an impact on their demographic behavior. This implies that some individual
demographic events require that other individuals are linked to a person, and the relationship
between linked individuals may modify their future behavior (i.e., the behavioral model de-
scribing concordant life-courses). Neglecting kinship and partnership relations in simulations
will produce misleading outcomes. As a first step, individuals that will be linked together by
an event have to be identified.
In this part of the thesis, we consider one particular problem, namely, the onset of part-
nership (cohabitation or marriage) and the matching of proper mates in a continuous-time
microsimulation model. Continuous-time microsimulations pose some problems when forming
relationships that discrete-time models can avoid.
In discrete-time models, which update information on demographic events at discrete points
in time (commonly each year or each month), it is convenient to construct mating pools at
equidistant time points; e.g., for every year. During simulation, individuals enter these mating
pools, and they then undergo mate-matching. In continuous-time models events occur at exact
time points and individuals will never practically experience partnership events at the same
time. Therefore, a pool of potential partners cannot as easily be constructed as in discrete-
time models.
A simple way to avoid this problem would be to use a so-called open model. In this model
class, spouses are created as new individuals when needed, rather than selected from already
existing members of the population. Although such `external' partnership formations do
happen in real populations, they constitute the minority of cases. Open mating models would
therefore artificially increase the number of individuals, and these new individuals would still
have to be supplied with individual attributes to allow realistic simulation of their remaining
life-course.
We focus therefore on so called closed models, where appropriate spouses have to be iden-
tified from the current members of a population. Both discrete and continuous-time models
need an algorithm to determine appropriate partners: Who should be linked to whom? Hu-
mans mate assortatively (Blossfeld and Timm, 2003; Kalmijn, 1998); that is, partners are not
chosen randomly but are selected according to preferences. Spouses are typically similar with
respect to certain attributes, and synthetic couples should reflect this habit.
We structure this part of the thesis as follows: in a first step we briefly describe behavioral
models used in demography; we distinguish between models with implicit behavioral rules and
models with explicit behavioral rules. In Chapter 10, we review the mate-matching algorithms
that were already proposed for microsimulations. We also discuss which ideas and techniques
of these approaches are useful for mate-matching in a continuous-time model. In Chapter 11,
we propose a novel mate-matching procedure for continuous-time microsimulation and we
critically evaluate its capabilities. We illustrate the approach by running a microsimulation
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for a synthetic population reflecting characteristics of the Dutch population. Results are given
in Chapter 12. We conclude by validating the new procedure and by giving an outlook to
future work.
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Conventional demographic approaches to model partnership dynamics might provide some
helpful ideas for the development of an effective and realistic micro level mate-matching
strategy. To model observed partnership profiles, two main approaches can basically be dis-
tinguished: nuptiality models and behavioral models. The most important representatives of
the former model class are two-sex macro mating models which employ a marriage function to
describe observed marriage numbers. By contrast, in behavioral models the endeavor is made
to mimic individual mating behavior. Here the modeler is confronted with the problem that
mating rules are largely unobservable, and only their outcome can be observed. In this thesis,
we restrict our review to behavioral models, and refer for more details concerning two-sex
macro mating models to the review paper by Pollard and Höhn (1993). Behavioral models
can generally be distinguished into models with implicit and explicit behavioral rules.
9.1. Behavioral models with implicit behavioral rules
In demography, behavioral models with implicit behavioral rules are a conventional way to
describe empirically observed age-at-marriage patterns. The Hernes model (Hernes, 1972) and
the Coale-McNeil model (Coale, 1971; Coale and McNeil, 1972) are important representatives
of this model class. Both models map first-marriage age-patterns.
Although the Hernes and the Coale-McNeil model are macro models, they are built on some
assumptions about individual behavior: the Hernes model introduces a threshold value for
the acceptance of partners, which decreases with age. The Coale-McNeil model decomposes
the complex process of marriage into several sub-processes. One process drives the entry into
the marriage market, another one determines the waiting time until marriage.
In more detail: the Hernes (1972) model is a diffusion model in which an individual's
propensity to marry is positively correlated with the proportion of already married individuals
of the same cohort. The model builds on two main forces: First, the pressure to marry
increases with age because of the existence of social norms stating that `who married late
marries ill'. [...] Second, as time (and age) goes by the `marriageability' of individuals is
reduced, so while each individual may become more eager to marry, he or she becomes less
able to secure a willing partner (Todd et al., 2005, p. 562). The application of these forces to
an artificial adolescent cohort results in a unimodal age distribution that resembles actual age
profiles at first marriage. Detailed information about nuptiality diffusion models and their
applications are given in Billari (2001) and Billari et al. (2007).
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The Coale-McNeil marriage model is a latent-state model (Todd et al., 2005). The basic
idea is that individuals experience a sequence of transitions between different latent stages
until they enter a partnership. The Coale-McNeil model defines the age at first marriage as a
sum of four unobserved random variables (Coale and McNeil, 1972): the age at which a person
becomes marriageable (entry into marriage market), the waiting time until meeting a potential
husband/wife, the waiting time between starting dating and engagement, and the waiting
time between engagement and marriage. A normal distribution is used to describe the age
at entry into the marriage market and three exponential distributions to describe the waiting
times until marriage. In this case, the distribution of age-at-first-marriage follows a double
exponential distribution (Coale and McNeil, 1972; Liang, 2000). For specific age profiles,
e.g. standard schedules for countries, the parameters of a double exponential distribution
have to be estimated. The Coale-McNeil model has been widely applied. Reviews are given
in Liang (2000) and Kaneko (2003).
The basic assumptions of the Hernes model and the Coale-McNeil model about individual
behavior will be useful building blocks in micro level modelling.
9.2. Behavioral models with explicit behavioral rules
The waiting time until partnership onset is the outcome of an interplay of the demand and
searching strategies of individuals looking for mates and the availability of proper spouses.
In macro models, as described above, individual mate-searching processes are not explicitly
modelled. Recently several researchers employed agent-based models in order to reveal in-
dividual searching strategies that can lead to observed aggregate partnership patterns. The
resulting model class is called behavioral models (Burch, 1995) because humans are modelled
as agents with different attributes that interact to find a proper partner. Interaction is guided
by a set of behavioral rules. During the search process, agents suffer from `bounded ratio-
nality' (Simon, 1957): they face constraints regarding time and information. Individuals can
only use their restricted period of marriageability to detect a proper spouse. Furthermore,
individuals do not have perfect information about the composition of the marriage market
so they will never know all potential spouses. Todd (2002, 1997) elaborates that, as a con-
sequence of human bounded rationality, individuals apply `fast and frugal' search heuristics
in their decision processes. Todd and Billari (2003) and Todd et al. (2005) apply this finding
in models of individual mate-choice processes. They design agent-based models in which a
mate searcher sequentially encounters potential spouses. Decisions are made by individual
aspiration-based heuristics. Each seeker has an aspiration level concerning the traits he/she
appreciates in a spouse.1 If the traits of a candidate meet or exceed the aspiration level, a
partnership is formed. Otherwise, the seeker waits for the arrival of a new candidate. Simon
(1990) calls this procedure a satisficing approach: different candidates are inspected until one
is found that meets the expectation.
1The aspiration level could also be replaced by a utility level (Dagsvik et al., 2001).
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One-sided and mutual decision processes have been employed to model mate-choice behav-
ior. To study whether a one-sided decision process can result in an actual age-at-marriage
distribution, Billari (2000) assigns a value to each candidate that maps his/her quality as
a mate. Seekers sequentially encounter randomly chosen opposite-sex candidates. During a
learning phase, they only adjust their aspiration levels, but no couples are formed. After a
seeker has inspected a pre-set number of potential partners (= learning phase), he/she sets
the aspiration level to the mate value of the highest quality candidate that he/she has met.
The seeker then mates the first candidate whose mate value is at least as high as his/her
aspiration level.2 Only if heterogeneity in the length of the learning phase is allowed, Billari
(2000) finds that this model can fit observed age-at-first-marriage profiles.
As a one-sided mating process is an unrealistic assumption in a modern society, Todd
et al. (2005) suggest a more realistic two-sided mutual-choice situation. The adjustment of
the individual aspiration level relies on offers and rejections received by others. During a
normally distributed learning phase an individual raises the aspiration level if he/she receives
an offer from a higher-valued member of the opposite sex, and lowers the level each time a
lower-valued individual refuses an offer. As a result, individuals rapidly estimate their own
mate value and mate with individuals with similar values. This mate search heuristic has also
proved to be capable to reproduce the observed distribution of ages at first marriage.
French and Kus (2008) argue that in reality males usually show off in front of females, and
females make the final mating decision. In line with this, they suggest to modify the latter
heuristic by integrating a mate-choice asymmetry: in their model males make a proposal to
females and females accept or reject it. Dating works according to the rules of a stable marriage
algorithm (Gale and Shapley, 1962). In reality, people invest differently in encountering and
mating potential mates. In their model, French and Kus (2008) account for this behavior by
assigning to each individual a value that maps the level of energy that the individual is willing
to put in dating and mating. They call the value temperature. For example, single females
in their mid-thirties put more energy in the search than males at the same age. Therefore,
to them a higher temperature is assigned. How many potential spouses a seeker will scan
depends on his/her temperature. The higher the temperature, the more individuals are
inspected. French and Kus (2008) find that their model outcome corresponds with actual
partnership profiles as well.
In all these behavioral models, an individual passes through four stages: Entering the
partnership market, meeting potential partners, making a decision whom to ask, and waiting
for a reply. Simple microsimulation models, where events for an individual are generated by
empirically determined transition rates, do not allow an immediate mapping of such behavior.
Here the age and the calendar time at which a partnership starts is triggered by a mechanism
external to the individual. Nevertheless, the mechanisms that drive the decision of partnering
can be imitated in a mate-matching procedure of a microsimulation model. The essential
2This procedure is well known in the field of discrete optimization. It is called the secretary or dowry
problem (Ferguson, 1989).
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concepts of the reviewed behaviorial approaches, which permit realistic models, are:
 Searching individuals encounter potential spouses sequentially.
 The decision process with whom to mate is mutual.
 Spouses are satisficing. For the quality of a required match each seeker exhibits an
aspiration level.
 Once two individuals meet, they take a decision and communicate it. There is no way
of returning to an already encountered candidate.
 Until onset of a partnership each individual inspects a random number of potential
spouses. How many candidates effectively are inspected depends both on the attributes
of the seeker and of the available candidates.
 With each rejection an individual lowers his/her aspiration level.
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Microsimulation Models
The ultimate goal in demographic mate-matching models is to determine synthetic couples,
for which the partners resemble the characteristics that are found in real couples in impor-
tant aspects. To achieve this, data from actual couples are necessary. Retrospective surveys
that record the attributes of spouses before and after the onset of partnerships would be
most appropriate. Surveys mostly gather, however, only very limited information on partner-
ship relations (Huinink and Feldhaus, 2009). Problems also arise because actual mate-choice
mechanisms are largely unobservable, and only the outcome of these mechanisms can be seen.
Therefore assumptions on the process of mate-selection have to be made, however, the sim-
ulated outcomes can be contrasted with those actually observed (de Vos and Palloni, 1989).
If in a two sex model the searching process is not explicitly modelled, like it is the case in
most microsimulations, a further difficulty emerges: first an event that leads to the onset of
a partnership is simulated and only then the appropriate spouse is determined. This is in
contrast to the temporal progression in the real world, where marriages are formed only if
partners have found each other.
Two main approaches are used to match individuals for partnerships: open mating models
and closed mating models. In open models, appropriate spouses are created anew, when
needed, while in closed models partners are identified among already existing individuals. In
the following sections we review the existing approaches to mate-matching before introducing
our own proposal in Section 11. For a broader overview of microsimulation models, including
discussions of model purposes (policy issues, population projections, etc.), the empirical data
base applied, sample size issues, and the modelling of time (discrete or continuous), see
O'Donoghue (1999), Zaidi and Rake (2002) and Spielauer (2002).
10.1. Open mating model
In an open model, appropriate spouses are created `ex nihilo'. Their attributes are generated
in such a manner that the characteristics of the newly created couples resemble actual ones.
Age and educational attainment are the attributes that are usually regarded as being essential
in this context.
Open mating models have been developed for discrete and continuous-time microsimulation
models. The discrete-time microsimulation CAMSIM (Smith, 1987), and the continuous-time
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microsimulations PENSIM (Holmer et al., 2009) and LifePaths (Statistics Canada, 2011a) are
examples of open mating models.
As it is not necessary to identify a proper spouse from within the model population, the
implementation of open models is straightforward. A further advantage of this approach
is that simulations for individuals (and their immediate families) can be run independently
of other individuals (O'Donoghue, 1999). Open models reveal, however, three major prob-
lems. First, as spouses are created when needed, the assumption of an unlimited supply of
`appropriate' spouses is made, which is not in line with observed shortages in partnership
markets (Harknett, 2008; Warner et al., 2010). Consequently, the newly created individuals
are not necessarily representative of the target population. Second, the interpretation of an
open model is difficult. The purpose of a microsimulation is to model population dynamics
realistically. It is not, however, realistic to pull an appropriate spouse `out of the hat' when
needed. Although nowadays individuals increasingly mate spouses from abroad, the majority
of couples are established between persons that live in the same country or even region. Fur-
thermore, as a mating process precedes each partnership formation, partners from abroad do
not simply appear either. Finally, the retrospective life-course, that is the biography before
partnership formation, of a newly created spouse is missing.
To address the latter issue, Smith (1987) describes a method to create spouses who are
age-matched by mimicking age differences that are reported for real couples. This method
is employed in CAMSIM. To address the problem of missing retrospective life-courses, in
PENSIM (Holmer et al., 2009) complete retrospective life-courses of spouses are sampled
from retrospective surveys. This approach presupposes the availability of extensive event
history data, which can be a severe restriction in many applications.
10.2. Closed mating model
In a closed model, partners for marriage or cohabitations have to be found among existing
individuals. Besides the time, when couples are formed, the following issues have to be
addressed:
How can we determine which of the individuals is in the (mating) pool or pool of eligible
partners?
Who matches whom?
What are the mating rules?
All closed mating models so far were realized in a discrete-time microsimulation model and
we consequently restrict this review to discrete-time models.
In a discrete microsimulation model, time changes in discrete steps. After each step, all in-
dividuals of the model population are inspected whether they will experience an event during
the next interval and, if yes, which event this will be. In case an individual is scheduled to
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experience the onset of a partnership (marriage or cohabitation), he/she is marked as being
searching for a spouse. At each time step, after every member of the population has been
inspected, all searching individuals are collected in a partnership market. A `partnership
market' is a construct that is used to pool all those individuals who look for a spouse. Tech-
nically speaking, the partnership market is a sorted list of individuals. One important sorting
criterion is age, but additional criteria may be added to mimic real assortative mating.
For constructing couples from the individuals in the pool an identical number of female and
male candidates is mandatory. In demography this problem is known as the two-sex problem.
Van Imhoff and Post (1998) discuss its relevance for microsimulation models. To assure an
identical number of males and females two alternative strategies have been proposed in the
literature.
1. If in a given period the number of males (females) exceeds the number of females (males),
the excess males (females) remain unmarried. In the next period, they are either again
at risk to experience a partnership event (Leblanc et al., 2009; Perese, 2002), or they
are automatically members of the pool of potential spouses, i.e., they are pre-scheduled
for a cohabitation or marriage event (Hammel et al., 1990).
2. Individuals are added or removed as needed to or from the pool of candidates (Leblanc
et al., 2009). This implies an open mating model.
Both strategies imply that some of the outcomes of the stochastic model (i.e., a union forma-
tion) are disregarded. For each individual in the partnership market a marriage or cohabita-
tion event has been simulated. Therefore, removing excess individuals from the partnership
market means to ignore a simulated event. Likewise, adding individuals to the market means
that some individuals, who were not simulated to experience a marriage or cohabitation event,
get partnered.
In either case, only as many couples can be built as females and males, respectively, are
pooled in the market. For constructing synthetic couples, two problems have to be solved:
Who mates whom, and what data are needed to construct couples that resemble actual/ob-
served ones? Both questions concern the mating rules that are applied to match individuals.
Generally, two types of mating rules can be found in microsimulation models: stable and
stochastic mating rules (Perese, 2002). All mating rules make use of a compatibility measure
to determine the quality of potential pairings. Based on the attributes of the potential spouses
this measure quantifies the quality of the respective pairing. First we discuss compatibility
measures, and then we describe stochastic mating rules.
10.2.1. Compatibility measure
A compatibility measure transforms female and male attributes into a numeric index that
quantifies how compatible a woman and a man are. Commonly, values between zero and
one are used to express compatibility, with a large value indicating high compatibility. Like-
wise, a small value points to incompatibility. According to the theory of assortative mating,
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partners tend to have similar attributes like similar ages and levels of education (Kalmijn,
1998). That is, for mate-matching we use a compatibility measure that basically describes
the similarity/dissimilarity between potential spouses based on certain important attributes.
We introduce some notation.
 At some point in time the partnership market comprises m women and n men.
 We denote the female attributes by wi, i = 1,⋯,m, and the male attributes by mj ,
j = 1,⋯, n. Typically, such attributes can be represented by a vector, and the different
components of wi and mj , respectively, quantify characteristics such as age, educational
attainment, etc.
 The set F comprises all wi and the set M all mj .
The compatibility measure C is defined as a following mapping:
C ∶ F ×M→ [0,1](wi,mj)→ C(wi,mj) = cij
If C(wi,mj) > C(wk,mj) for two females i and k and the same male j, then the pairing of i
and j shows a better agreement than the pairing of k and j. Commonly, the elements of wi
and mj only give age and educational attainment of males and females. Bacon and Pennec
(2007) provide an extensive review of attributes that have been employed in mating models.
Two different specifications of C are typically used: distance functions, and the likelihood
of a union between potential pairings. Distance functions measure the discrepancy in the
attributes of spouses; for example the following exponential distance function (Perese, 2002):
C(wi,mj) = exp ( − 0.5√(aj − ai)2 + (ej − ei)2 ),
where ai and ei indicate the age and the educational level of a woman i, and aj and ej the
respective values of a man j. As the argument of this exponential function is always negative,
large age and education differences yield values close to zero, whilst small differences result
in values close to one.
The likelihood of a union between potential pairs can be quantified by logit models (Bouffard
et al., 2001; Perese, 2002). The model predicts the probability that two individuals, each with
given attributes, form a partnership. Data on observed couples are used to estimate the
coefficients of these models. Ideally, the estimated coefficients are in accordance with the
theory of assortative mating (Bouffard et al., 2001; Leblanc et al., 2009).1 In order to account
1 Naturally, persons that are closely related show strong assortative characteristics. Therefore, in order
to avoid incestuous pairings, the compatibility measure should be controlled by an incest taboo, e.g., by
assigning a compatibility value of zero to brothers and sisters. The same is true for pairings between
previous partners.
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for different types of partnerships (cohabitations and marriages) and to differentiate between
first and higher order partnerships2, typically more than one logit model is applied.
10.2.2. Stable mating rules
Once compatibility measures are assigned to individual pairings, the actual unions have to
be formed. To match individuals so called stable or stochastic rules can be employed. The
problem of finding stable mating rules is equivalent to the stable marriages problem. Gale
and Shapley (1962, p. 11) describe the problem as follows:
A certain community consists of n men and n women. Each person ranks those of the
opposite-sex in accordance with his or her preferences for a marriage partner. We seek
a satisfactory way of marrying off all members of the community. [...] we call a set of
marriages unstable [...] if under it there are a man and a woman who are not married
to each other but prefer each other to their actual mates.
In other words, stable mating rules produce a set of stable matings. Gale and Shapley (1962)
prove that, for any number n of men and women, it is always possible to solve the problem.
They also developed an algorithm that produces a set of stable marriages.
The stable marriage approach requires that, each woman expresses her preference regarding
each man and vice versa. It is based on a sequence of proposals from men to women. Each
man proposes, in descending order, to the women (according to his preferences). A man is
pausing when a woman agrees to consider his proposal. He is continuing if a proposal is
immediately or subsequently rejected. When a woman receives a proposal, she rejects if she
already holds a better proposal (relying on her preferences). Otherwise, she agrees to hold the
proposal for consideration. In doing so, she rejects any poorer proposal that she may hold.
This procedure assures that no man can have a better partner than he gets in this matching
and no woman can have a worse one. Consequently, the Gale-Shapley algorithm produces
marriages that greatly favor the men's preferences.
Since 1962, several studies improved the algorithm (Gusfield and Irving, 1989; Ma, 1995;
Teo et al., 2001). Researchers mainly worked on two drawbacks of the Gale-Shapley algorithm:
The sex that makes the first proposal is favored, and the classical Gale-Shapley algorithm does
not result in a unique set of stable marriages.
The degree of compatibility between a woman and a man can be taken as a proper measure
of their revealed preferences for each other. From now on, we quantify this degree using the
compatibility measure C that has been introduced in Section 10.2.1. Its usage for constructing
synthetic couples results in a simplified stable mating problem (Bouffard et al., 2001). While
the preference of a woman for a man may differ from the man's preference for the woman,
the compatibility measure is symmetric in its treatment of men and women.
2We call a second (third, etc.) marriage a higher order marriage and a second (third, etc.) cohabitation a
higher order cohabitation.
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Based on the compatibility measure C, a stable set of pairings is defined (Perese, 2002) in
the following way: for all couples (wi,mj) and (wk,ml), i ≠ k, j ≠ l the subsequent condition
holds true:
C(wi,mj) ≥ C(wk,mj) or C(wi,mj) ≥ C(wi,ml),
i.e., either no man can make a better match than the one he gets (first inequality) or no
woman can make a better one (second inequality). Only if both inequalities fail, a set of
pairings is unstable.
To find a stable set of unions, the following algorithm can be used:
1. Men and women are split into separate sets, and the compatibility measure is computed
for all potential pairs.
2. All pairings are ordered according to their compatibility measure (in descending order).
3. Those two individuals that have the highest degree of compatibility are matched, and
all pairings that include one of the spouses of this new couple are removed from the list
of potential couples.
4. The compatibility of the remaining individuals is re-ranked and the next most compat-
ible couple is paired.
5. This procedure is repeated until all matches have been made.
If there are ties, an additional selection rule has to be defined. This algorithm has a time
complexity of O(n2), where n is the number of pairs to be formed.
Implementations of the stable mating algorithm can be found in the Swedish spatial mi-
crosimulation model SVERIGE (Holm et al., 2002) and the U.S. policy microsimulation
POLISIM (Bouffard et al., 2001; Caldwell, 1996; Caldwell et al., 1999; O'Harra and Sabel-
haus, 2002). Although the stable mating approach is based on extensive research, is easy to
understand and implement, and treats both sexes equally (Bouffard et al., 2001), it suffers
from a considerable deficit. In the beginning, it produces couples that have high compatibility
measures, but towards the end of the process only individuals who do not match well remain
in the pool. Consequently, the algorithm creates matches that hardly have any counterparts
in reality.
Bouffard et al. (2001) study the effects of this imbalance. Using the Canadian 1981 census
they employed a logit model to measure compatibility. They found that the stable mating
algorithm produced too many extreme pairings, such as couples with age differences of
spouses greater than 20 years. To overcome this problem of a stable mating algorithm Bouffard
et al. (2001) studied several modifications, none of which lead to a significant improvement
of results though.
Leblanc et al. (2009) described an algorithm (ODD, order of decreasing difficulty) that
first finds good matches for those individuals who show undesirable characteristics and then
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continues to construct pairs in decreasing order of difficulty. Unfortunately, this algorithm is
also not capable of reproducing actual data well.
Randomly reducing the pool of prospective spouses is another approach that was suggested
to solve the problem of bad matches (Cumpston, 2009; Leblanc et al., 2009). The corre-
sponding procedure randomly draws an individual i from the pool of prospective spouses.
Then a certain number p of opposite-sex individuals is randomly selected from the pool, and
the one that shows the highest compatibility with i is selected as spouse, regardless of whether
this value is high in absolute terms. This procedure is repeated until the marriage market is
depleted.
Leblanc et al. (2009) discuss that this modified approach still suffers from the problems of
the original stable mating algorithm. They find that the algorithm generates far too many
marriages with extreme age differences (Leblanc et al., 2009, p. 18). Moreover, the con-
structed matchings show a distribution of compatibility measures that diverges significantly
from the one estimated from real data.
In conclusion, the concept of a compatibility measure and the stable marriage algorithm
are incompatible: For any arbitrary pairing, the measure's value should be proportional to
the probability that those persons end up marrying. The stable marriage algorithm, however,
actively departs from this property because, in its quest for stability, it disproportionately
favors for pairings with high compatibility values (Bouffard et al., 2001, p. 15). Stochastic
mating rules are an option to overcome this problem.
10.2.3. Stochastic mating rules
In a stochastic mating model, the compatibility measure between a woman and a man de-
termines the probability of a respective match and the outcome of a stochastic experiment
determines whether a match between two potential spouses occurs.
A stochastic matching procedure ensures that individuals with a low compatibility also
have a chance to get matched. With regard to their compatibility, constructed couples are
thus not necessarily optimal ones. As a result, the occurrence of extreme matchings is less
likely, which is a big advantage over the stable mating algorithm.
In microsimulation models, three variants of stochastic mating are basically applied, de-
pending on whether and which sex dominates the choice of spouses (male-, female- or mixed-
dominant algorithms). Figure 10.1 shows the presented classification of mating models and
mate-matching algorithms designed for microsimulation models.
In male-dominant mate-matching algorithms, men choose their spouses from a list of eligi-
ble women. In the 1970s, the DYNASIM team developed an efficient algorithm that produces
acceptable results in linear time (Perese, 2002). The algorithm involves the following steps:
Men and women, not necessarily of the same number, are put into separate lists. The elements
in each list are put in random order. The first man on the male list is selected. He will `see'
a total number of K women, where K = 10 for men below age 35, and K = 20 otherwise.
Therefore a vector of length K for the respective compatibility measures is initialized. The
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Figure 10.1.: Classification of mating models and mate-matching algorithms for microsimula-
tion.
first woman from the female list is selected and the compatibility measure for this pair is cal-
culated. If this compatibility measure is greater than a random number R, which is uniformly
distributed between 0 and 1, then the match is made. Otherwise, the next woman from the
female list is taken, the compatibility measure is computed and compared with a new random
number R. Should no match have been made after all K women were `presented', the one
(out of the K) with the highest compatibility measure is chosen as spouse. The procedure
then moves on to the next male, who again `meets' women from the top of the female list,
and it continues until either the male or the female list is empty.
DYNASIM originally used an exponential distance function (cp. Section 10.2.1) as com-
patibility measure. Perese (2002) replaced it by logit models, and found that, due to this
replacement, many potential couples have very low compatibility measures. As a result, the
probability of producing matches declines, and more iterations are needed to find a proper
spouse. A significant increase in the algorithm's runtime is the consequence. A remedy to
this problem is using normalized compatibility measures. Before the matching starts, for each
man, the highest compatibility value he can achieve is determined. Subsequently, all compat-
ibility measures that a man exhibits with potential spouses are divided by this highest value.
The normalization ensures that a man shares a compatibility value of 1 at least with one
woman. Perese (2002) argues that this technique creates a more randomized process than
the one employed in DYNASIM, which arbitrarily limits the search to 10 women for each man
before a match is made with certainty (Perese, 2002, p. 17). The modification, however, in-
creases the complexity of the original algorithm, which is O(n2) instead of the original O(n).
In order to test the algorithm, Perese estimated logit models using SIPP (Survey of Income
and Program Participation) survey data. Simulation runs showed that the algorithm closely
replicated actual data.
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In a female-dominant mate-matching algorithm, the roles of women and men are simply
reversed: women choose from a list of potential spouses (of fixed or random length). Female-
dominant mate-matching procedures are used in the first version of SOCSIM (Hammel et al.,
1976, Chapter 9), and in DYNAMOD (Kelly, 2003; King et al., 1999).
In a mixed-dominant mate-matching procedure both sexes are treated equally. Two vari-
ants, `the sequential approach' and `the concurrent approach' can be distinguished. The
sequential approach has been realized in the SOCSIM microsimulation (Hammel et al., 1990)
and the concurrent approach in the U.S. CORSIM microsimulation and the Canadian DY-
NASIM microsimulation.
In the sequential approach, individuals seek a [...] partner in random order from among
the members of the opposite sex in accordance with their criteria of preference (Wachter,
1995, p. 7). In the terminology used here, the preferences are quantified by a compatibility
measure. The actual spouse is chosen at random from the opposite-sex candidates with the
highest compatibility. In contrast, in the concurrent approach first the compatibility measure
between all potential pairings is determined, and then couples are constructed. The concurrent
approach of stochastic mate-matching goes back to the work of Vink and Easther (Bouffard
et al., 2001). It had been developed originally for the CORSIM microsimulation model.
The sequential approach, as realized in SOCSIM, performs the following steps:
1. Sort in random order all searching individuals w1,⋯,wm and m1,⋯,mn into a list L1,
and initialize a counter k = 1.
2. Draw an individual i at random from L1.
3. All opposite-sex individuals that meet some minimal criteria (such as no incest, no
remarriage of previously divorced couples, and no extreme age differences between the
spouses) are inserted into a second list L2. The number of individuals in L2 is denoted
by l.
4. If l > 0, then
the values cp of the compatibility measures between i and all individuals in L2 are
computed, p = 1,⋯, l. All individuals in L2 are sorted in decreasing order according
to their compatibility measures.3
The first M members of the list are selected. Their respective compatibility mea-
sures are denoted by c˜1,⋯, c˜M .
A random number R which is uniformly distributed between 0 and ∑Mp=1 c˜p is cho-
sen.
i is linked to the individual h, for which ∑h−1p=1 c˜p ≤ R < ∑hp=1 c˜p.
The counter k is incremented by 1, and steps 2 to 4 are repeated until k = min(n,m).
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Unsuccessful suitors, that is, if l = 0 in step 4, remain unpaired. An arbitrary number between
1 and l can be set for M . If M = 1, the sequential algorithm and the revised stable mating
algorithm in Section 10.2.2 are equivalent. If M = max(n,m), the sequential approach has
time complexity of O(n2). It has linear complexity, if the minimal criteria (e.g., no incest,
no remarriage of previously divorced couples, and no extreme age differences between the
spouses, cp. step 3) are rather restrictive and L2 has only few elements. Wachter (1995)
and Wachter et al. (1998) find that for M = max(n,m) the algorithm produces satisfactory
results.
Bouffard et al. (2001), who extensively tested the concurrent approach of stochastic mate-
matching, found that it is capable of reproducing actual data.
The concurrent approach performs the following steps:
1. The compatibility measures ci,j = C(wi,mj) for all possible combinations of women
w1,⋯,wm and men m1,⋯,mn in the partnership market are computed, and put into a
mn-dimensional vector v:
v = [vk, k = 1,⋯, nm] = [c1,1,⋯, c1,n, c2,1⋯, cm,n].
2. Initialize two variables in order to map the effective dimension of v: p =m,q = n.
3. Calculate the total sum over all compatibility measures: Cs = ∑pqk=1 vk.
4. Draw a random number R uniformly distributed between 0 and Cs.
5. Match the couple whose the compatibility measure is mapped by that vk for which∑K−1k=1 vk < R ≤ ∑Kk=1 vk.
6. Remove those components from v that refer to either the woman or the man of the
newly created couple. Consequently, the number of elements of v is decremented: p ∶=
p − 1, q ∶= q − 1.
Repeat steps 3 to 6 until min(n,m) couples are formed.
As compatibility values always have to be computed for all potential pairings, the algorithm
has time complexity of O(n2).
In conclusion, we can sum up the following findings for mate-matching algorithms of existing
microsimulations:
 Closed models are easier to interpret than open models, and they enable us to study
the effects of mating processes on the population composition.
3In SOCSIM for the assessment of compatibility, a function has been employed that yields small values for
high compatibility, and vice versa. We modify the algorithm of SOCSIM such that it fits to the definition
of the compatibility measure given in Section 10.2.1.
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 To measure the compatibility between two persons, computing the likelihood of a poten-
tial pairing is more appropriate than using a distance function. Each strategy that has
been proposed so far to obtain the same numbers of women and men in the partnership
market has drawbacks.
 Stochastic mate-matching procedures resemble actual data better than stable mating
procedures, but the outcome of a stochastic mate-matching algorithm is not significantly
affected by the chosen variant (male-, female-, or mixed-dominant).
 In the context of stochastic mate-matching, a sequential approach is on average more
efficient than a concurrent approach.
In conclusion, for our mate-matching algorithm we opt to implement a closed model that
embodies a two-sided sequential stochastic mate-matching procedure, as well as learning
and satisficing seekers. Using in the mate-matching process compatibility measures to decide
on matches ensures assortative mating: the more similar a woman and a man are the more
likely is a linkage. The details of the approach are described in the following section. Note that
a sequential stochastic mate-matching procedure is equivalent to the matching mechanism in
search theory developed in labor economics; see, e.g., Woodbury and Davidson (2003).
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11. A Mutual Mate-Matching Procedure in
Continuous-Time
In a continuous-time microsimulation, events and waiting times to events are simulated based
on empirical rates (Gampe and Zinn, 2007). When we simulate the entry of an individual
into the searching and mating phase, we therefore rely on observed behavior. As the mate-
matching procedure that we propose mimics human mating as a decision process, matches
that are created during simulation are the outcome of intended behavior. Consequently, not
all individuals who undergo during simulation a mate searching phase will find a partner.
Reasons for this are the competition with others, or simply a short supply of spouses with
compatible characteristics. We discuss implications of simulating intended instead of observed
behavior in Section 11.4.
11.1. Scheduling of partnership events
In discrete-time models, the state that individuals are in is updated at regular points in time.
Therefore monthly or annual partnership markets are a convenient concept in discrete-time
models. In continuous-time models the probability that two events will happen at exactly the
same time point is zero and practically individuals will never experience partnership events
at the same time. Due to this design, a pool of potential partners is hard to identify. A
way to tackle this problem is to include into the mate-matching algorithm the scheduling
of events and the construction of a partnership market that individuals can enter or leave
over the complete simulation time range. This will be described in the following, considering
cohabitation and marriage as two separate types of partnership.
A partnership (marriage or cohabitation) has to have a clearly defined formation time. How
to derive this time from the simulated events experienced by two individuals is illustrated by
an example: a woman I1 experiences the onset of a partnership at time t1, and a man I2 at
time t2. Without loss of generality, we assume t2 < t1. One way to compute a formation time
t˜ of a partnership between I1 and I2 is
t˜ = t2 + c ⋅ (t1 − t2), c ∈ [0,1].
Then, instead of t1 and t2, for both I1 and I2, the adjusted t˜ is used as starting time of a
partnership. The new partnership formation time t˜ is located between t1 and t2. Whether t˜ is
closer to t1 or to t2 is determined by the parameter c. A setting of c = 0.5 results in the mean
of t1 and t2. Changing simulated event times in this way, means changing the outcome of the
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microsimulation model. To avoid significantly biased outcome, we have to assure that t1 − t2
is small. Accordingly we decide that I1 and I2 can only be regarded as potential spouses,
if their simulated times t1 and t2 are close enough. We define t1 and t2 as close enough, if
t1 ∈ Γ2 and t2 ∈ Γ1, where
Γ1 = [min(tS , u1, t1 −B),max(t1 +B, tE)] and Γ2 = [min(tS , u2, t2 −B),max(t2 +B, tE)].
tS is the simulation start time, tE the simulation stop time, and ui is the time of the event
that Ii has experienced previous to the upcoming partnership formation event, i = 1,2. B
is an arbitrary time period, but which is commonly shorter than one year. Γi is called the
searching period of Ii.
1 Γi starts soonest with Ii's entry into the partnership market. For
consistency, at the earliest, the searching period starts at simulation start time and, at the
latest, ends at simulation end time.
With respect to this definition, individuals can only date if their searching periods overlap.
Subsequently, we use B = 0.5 years and c = 0.5.2 The latter results in t˜ = 0.5 ⋅ (t1 + t2).
Figure 11.1 illustrates the adjustment of event times using an example. Section 12.3 deals with
how shifting events in the suggested way changes the output of the stochastic microsimulation
model.
11.2. Compatibility of individual characteristics
Even if the searching periods of mating willing individuals overlap, their characteristics might
not match. Therefore, besides event times, individual characteristics also have to be checked
for conformance. For this purpose, a compatibility measure is used such as introduced in
section 10.2.1. As distance functions measure the quality of pairings very simplistically, logit
models are employed to evaluate how well the characteristics of potential spouses agree.
Which covariates will enter the logit models depends on the state space of the actual
application. In this paper a generic microsimulation model is assumed; i.e., the state space is
not fixed. Only individual age and sex are mandatory attributes. Depending on the problem
to be studied, different relevant demographic states will be considered. Obviously, only those
covariates can be included in the logit models that are in the state space. If, for example,
educational attainment, children ever born, or ethnicity are included in the state space, these
attributes are natural candidates for covariates in the logit models. For a pair of individuals,
the compatibility measure gives, conditioned on the considered attributes, the probability of
a union.
1That is, we determine the length of the searching period exogenously. In doing so, we follow Billari's (2000)
approach (cf. Chapter 9.2). However, opposed to Billari (2000) we do not consider heterogeneity in the
length of the searching period.
2Our case study shows that this parameterization yields plausible outcomes (cp. Section 12.3).
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2t
female, never married, childless female, married, childless
male, divorced male, married
1I
2I
2B = 1 year
2B = 1 year
1t
Figure 11.1.: Woman I1 experiences a marriage event at time t1. Man I2 experiences a
marriage event at time t2. As t1 ∈ [t2 − 0.5 years, t2 + 0.5 years] and t2 ∈[t1 − 0.5 years, t1 + 0.5 years] both individuals have overlapping searching pe-
riods and might meet during the mating process. Hence, they can be considered
as potential spouses. Their formation time would be t˜ = 0.5 ⋅ (t1 + t2), if they
were actually linked in the mate-matching algorithm.
11.3. Partnership market and mate-matching procedure
We employ a partnership market to collect `mating-minded' individuals (i.e., individual who
want to marry or cohabitate). As soon as a marriage or cohabitation event has been simulated,
an individual joins this market. He or she leaves the partnership market either after he/she
has found a proper spouse or his/her searching period is expired. In contrast to partnership
markets of discrete-time models, individuals can enter and leave the market over the complete
simulation time range. We implement the partnership market using a so called marriage queueM. The marriage queue consists of all unpaired individuals who look for a partner (because
of a simulated partnership event). Each individual in the queue is equipped with a stamp that
indicates the time of the upcoming partnership event. This setting is a direct consequence
of the stochastic model that in a continuous-time microsimulation is used to assess events:
empirical waiting times (derivable from empirical rates of mating) determine the occurrence
and timing of partnership events. To be able to better explain the approach, we consider the
following example: Simulation starts at time tS when a woman I1 is a0 years old. She has
never been married and is childless at this time. Conditional on her current state, her age and
the current calendar time, we simulate a waiting time of w = 3.6 years to a marriage event.
The woman I1 in the example enters the market at time tS and her waiting time to marriage
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is w = 3.6 years. Her searching period is Γ1 = [ts + 3.6 −B years, ts + 3.6 +B years], and with
B = 0.5 it is Γ1 = [ts + 3.1 years, ts + 4.1 years]. (Doubling B gives the length of the searching
period, i.e., with B = 0.5 the length is one year.) An appropriate spouse for I1 has to exhibit a
searching period that overlaps Γ1. Furthermore, the joint characteristics of I1 and a potential
spouse have to be in accordance with joint characteristics of actual couples.
We take into account that individuals have constraints regarding the social network size they
can perceive. Humans are thought to be limited to social networks with approximately 150
members (Hill and Dunbar, 2003). Considering this fact, for each `mating-minded' individual
we restrict the number of potential spouses. We set an upper bound that follows a normal
distribution with expectation µ = 120 and standard deviation σ = 30.3
Furthermore, we assign to each individual a random value that captures his/her aspira-
tion level regarding a partner. This aspiration level takes values between 0 and 1. If the
compatibility measure between an individual and a potential spouse exceeds the aspiration
level, he/she accepts the pairing. Thus mate-seekers are satisficing (Simon, 1990): different
candidates are inspected until one is found that meets the expectation. In the proposed
algorithm, individuals reduce their aspiration level by δA, δA ∈ [0,1], every time they are
involved in an unsuccessful encounter. This way their chance to find a mate the next time is
increased. The reduction of the aspiration level with each rejection corresponds to a strategy
proposed by Billari (2000) and Todd et al. (2005). They suggest to use individual aspiration-
based heuristics to model human mate-choice processes. The basic idea is that if the traits
of a potential spouse meet or exceed an individual's aspiration level, a partnership is formed.
Aspiration levels are adjusted according to offers and rejections received by others. Here this
approach is adapted by reducing the aspiration levels of individuals who date but reject each
other.
We assume that the individual aspiration levels follow a beta distribution. Based on the
theory of initial parental investment, women are assumed to be choosier than men concerning
their partners (Buss, 2006; Trivers, 1972). The degree of choosiness of females and males
varies, however, with age. Women tend to decrease their requirements with declining fecun-
dity. When they are in their early thirties they are less demanding than at younger ages. For
single women older than 35 the ticking of the biological clock even leads to a considerably
increased effort to date men (Pawlowskia and Dunbar, 1999). While after age 40, women tend
to be more picky again (French and Kus, 2008). Although socio-economic factors play a role
in this context , too, we only consider the age trajectory here.
Men, however, behave differently. When they are young, men are more involved in short-
term relationships, and therefore are more interested in the number of sexual partners, not so
much in the quality of a relationship (Buss, 2006). As a consequence, they are less selective
concerning the traits of a partner. However, when men start to look for long-term relation-
3 Considering this upper bound as the actual number of potential spouses that an individual can meet would
be misleading. It should rather be interpreted as an upper bound for the maximal possible number of
potential spouses. Naturally, we expect that the actual number of potential spouses is smaller than an
individual's maximal social network size.
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Description Parameter Value
Intersection of searching periods B 0.5
Upper bound of number of potential N normally distributed,
spouses µ = 120, σ = 30
Individual aspiration level ai beta distributed, gender-
& age-dependent (cp. Figure 11.2)
Decrement of aspiration level δA 0.1
in case of rejection
Bound for small pool size sp 10
Decrement of aspiration level δB 0.3
in case of small pool size
Table 11.1.: Parameters and suggested parameter values for the sequential stochastic mate-
matching algorithm.
ships, willing to establish a family and to invest in offspring, their behavior changes, and
their level of choosiness increases. We choose 30 as the age when men start to intensively
look for a long-term spouse. To account for the variability in the degree of aspiration we
parameterize the beta distribution accordingly. The parameter values of the beta-distribution
are gender-specific and vary with age, see Figure 11.2.
An important aspect is the size of the pool of potential spouses. If it is small, it is not
reasonable to assume a very selective seeker. To increase the chance that each individual finds
a partner, we assume that, if a seeker faces less than sp potential partners, he/she reduces
the aspiration level by δB, δB ∈ [0,1], additionally to the reduction δA induced by failure.
All parameter values for the mate-matching procedure are given Table 11.1. For Western
Europe, we deem the chosen parameterization reasonable as the results of the case study in
Section 12.3 will illustrate.
To actually construct synthetic couples, we use a modified version of the sequential stochas-
tic mate-matching procedure that was introduced in Section 10.2.3. If an individual Ii expe-
riences the onset of a partnership, the following steps are performed:
1. The searching period Γi of Ii is determined, and his/her level of aspiration ai is gener-
ated.
2. If the marriage queue M is empty, Ii is inserted into M.
Otherwise we
draw a random number N , normally distributed with expectation µ and standard
deviation σ to define the size of the social network of Ii. If N is greater than the
current number NM of individuals in the marriage queue, we assign N = NM.
We randomly take N individuals out ofM whose searching periods have to overlap
Γi, and we insert them into the so called working marriage queue W.
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Individuals of the same sex as Ii and individuals who do not meet some minimal
criteria are removed from W.
If W turns out be empty, we insert Ii into M.
Otherwise we do the following:
(i) If W contains less than sp individuals, we reduce the aspiration level of Ii to
ai = max(0, ai − δB), and
(ii) initialize j = 1.
(iii) We take the jth individual Ij ofW. We denote the aspiration level of Ij by aj .
We compute the compatibility measure cij = C(wi,mj), or cij = C(wj ,mi),
respectively, between Ii and Ij . If ai < cij and aj < cij , the individuals Ii and
Ij get paired, and Ij is removed from M.
(iv) Otherwise, the aspiration level of Ii is reduced to ai = max(0, ai − δA), the
aspiration level of Ij to aj = max(0, aj − δA), and j is incremented by 1.
We repeat steps (iii) and (iv) until either Ii is paired or all individuals of W have
been inspected.
If no appropriate spouse can be found for Ii, he/she is enqueued into M.
In other words, if Ii fails to find an appropriate spouse at the first try, he/she joins the
marriage queue. Here Ii stays until a new individual enters the market, encounters Ii, and
both agree to mate.
Both the terms marriage queue and working marriage queue used in the description
have been introduced in SOCSIM by Hammel et al. (1990). To select individuals from the
working marriage queue we use the following minimal criteria: no incest, no remarriage of
previously divorced couples, and no extreme age differences between the spouses.
11.4. The difficulty of getting everybody matched
The presented mate-matching algorithm does not guarantee that each searching individual
will be paired. Mate-matching fails if an individual is not able to find (within his/her searching
period) a spouse with compatible characteristics. In order to be successful, each seeker has to
have access to a pool of potential spouses. This can only be assured if the model population
maps a large proportion of an actual population.
If the searching period of a mating-minded individual, who should find a partner but did
not succeed, is expired, three options exist:
A. Extend the searching period. The individual remains in the marriage queue.
B. Return the individual to model population unpaired. The individual is removed from
the marriage queue. He/ she is again at risk to experience a partnership event.
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Figure 11.2.: Densities of the beta distributions that are used to determine aspiration levels
regarding partners. The densities vary with gender and age. For females we
apply four different curves: one below age 18, one for ages between 18 and 30,
one between ages 30 and 35, and one after age 40. For males we apply two
different curves: one for males younger than 30 and the other after age 30.
C. Let a proper spouse immigrate or the individual emigrate. The individual is removed
from the marriage queue.
The last idea is borrowed from open models, as an appropriate spouse is created `ex nihilo'.
Each of these options entails a major difficulty. Extending the searching period means shift-
ing the time of the partnership event (onset of marriage or cohabitation). Rejecting a seeker
implies ignoring an already scheduled event. Allowing too many immigrated spouses spoils
the representativeness of the model population. Consequently, in order to assure plausible
outcomes, searching periods that expire without success should be an exception. This can be
achieved by simulating a population that resembles an actual observed one in size, so that
during the simulation period each individual can meet at least one potential spouse.
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12. Mate-Matching in Practise: The
Modern Netherlands
12.1. The synthetic population
To illustrate the developed algorithm, we use an example of a synthetic population that
resembles the Dutch population. Starting at January 1, 2004, the life-courses of 139,048
males and of 134,910 females (which corresponds to 2% of the actual Dutch population
aged 0 to 63 on January 1, 2004) are generated. The simulation evolves over 17 years, and
stops at December 31, 2020. During simulation, women can become mothers, both men
and women might increase their educational level, or experience changes in their marital
status. Individuals can leave the parental home, marry, cohabitate, become single, etc.,
and all individuals are always exposed to death. In Section 6, the example setting and the
employed data are described in detail.
The presented mate-matching algorithm has been included in the microsimulation imple-
mentation described in Chapter 5. To assure that each mating-minded individual is matched,
we apply option A of Section 11.4: if somebody is not successful during his/her searching pe-
riod, the timing of his/her marriage or cohabitation onset is shifted.
12.2. Computation of compatibility measures
To conduct the proposed mate-matching procedure, we require the computation of compat-
ibility measures between potential spouses. For this purpose we used four logit models (see
Section 10.2.1). Each model describes the probability to enter a specific partnership type
from the perspective of the male spouse:
Model 1: entering first cohabitation
Model 2: entering higher order cohabitations
Model 3: entering first marriage
Model 4: entering higher order marriages
An individual who marries his/her common-law spouse, has already chosen him/her when
entering the cohabitation. Therefore, in the two latter models, only such marriage events are
considered that are not preceded by cohabitations. For estimating the models, we used the
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first wave of the Netherlands Kinship Panel Study (NKPS) that has been conducted in the
period from 2002 to 2004 (Dykstra et al., 2005).1 This study has included only partnerships
that started in the years from 1990 to 2002. We have constructed a data set that contains for
each observed couple a record that consists of:
 the age of the male spouse,
 the age difference between the female and the male spouse (in integer years),
 the levels of educational attainment for each spouse,
 an indicator whether the female spouse was married before, and
 the number of children that the spouses have with former partners.
This sample design is retrospective, i.e., in the data the attributes of female and male spouses
were sampled conditional on being paired. To accurately estimate a retrospective regression
model, case and control sampling fractions have to be consisted. However, in the present
setting such data were not available because it cannot be observed who in reality did not mate.
To nonetheless add information about controls, for each observed couple a synthetic couple was
built by randomly assigning to each male spouse a female who was not his observed partner.
The response variable was set to one in the case a couple had been observed. Otherwise, the
response variable was set to zero. The constructed data set resembles the retrospective data
design of a case-control study with an identical number of cases (observed couples) and controls
(synthetic couples). Unfortunately, when conducting mate-matching we are confronted with
a prospective problem: for measuring the compatibility of a pairing we need the likelihood
that two individuals with certain attributes mate. A mandatory condition of a prospective
model is that case and control fractions are made up by the source population, and not by the
experiment designer; i.e., the sampling has to be random. Hence, for a prospective problem
we have constructed a case-control data set that fits to a retrospective regression model. A
solution to that problem can be found in Prentice and Pyke (1979). They show that all non-
intercept parameters of a prospective logit regression model are asymptotically correct under
case-control sampling. As a prospective model does not allow deterministic case and control
sampling fractions, its application to a case-control data set causes a biased estimator of the
intercept. In our mate matching procedure, compatibility between two potential spouses is
measured on a relative scale, depending only on the attributes of two individuals, and not on
the composition of the pool of available candidates. Therefore, for our purposes the estimation
of a prospective logit model is suitable.
1The Netherland Kinship Panel Study (NKPS) is funded by grant 480-10-009 from Major Investments Fund
of the Netherlands Organization for Scientific Research (NWO), and by the Netherlands Interdisciplinary
Demographic Institute (NIDI), Utrecht University, the University of Amsterdam and Tilburg University.
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12.3. Results
12.3.1. Evidence from the compatibility measure
The coefficients of the estimated logit models are summarized in Table 12.1 and 12.2. In all
models we find a positive effect if the male is higher/equally educated than/as the female.
We could not generally detect any significant effect of the marriage history on the mating
propensity of the male. The results indicate, however, that when they marry or cohabitate
for the first time men are more prone to mate women who were not married before. Women
and men who mate are more likely to be of the same age. The effect is stronger in the case of
first order marriages and cohabitations. In all four models the direct effect of the age of the
male is very small. Modelling compatibility by partnership order might be a reason for this
phenomenon. First partnerships are usually started at younger ages, higher order partnerships
follow later in life. In the analysis, therefore, a man's age at partnership onset is already
indirectly described by the partnership type. We find that men have a greater probability
to undergo a higher order cohabitation with a female who already has children with former
partners. Surprisingly, for the other partnership types we cannot detect any significant effects
of the presence of children with former partners on a male's mating probability.
12.3.2. Re-estimating empirical transition rates
To assess the quality of the proposed mate-matching strategy, validating the simulation out-
put is good and useful practice. Besides basic validation of the simulation output, important
hints for model improvement can be gained from careful analysis of the results. We made
several simplifying assumptions during the mate-matching process, e.g., shifting event times,
and these may have an undue impact. A very basic validation step is the re-estimation of the
empirical transition rates which were used as input, by occurrence-exposure rates (Keiding,
1990). To smooth these rates, we employed a two-dimensional P-splines technique (Currie
et al., 2006) that has been implemented in an R package named MortalitySmooth (Ca-
marda, 2009). We compared the output of simulation runs with and without mate-matching.
The re-estimation of rates shows that a simulation with mate-matching causes consistent out-
put. Some results are plotted in the Figures 12.1 and 12.2. Both figures are level plots2.
Empirical rates along with re-estimated rates are presented. Rates are given along calendar
time and age. Their values are depicted on a rainbow color scale: red areas correspond to
very low rates and violet-pink areas correspond to high rates.
Figure 12.1 shows transition rates of childless women with a lower secondary (medium)
education who experience a transition from being single after leaving parental home to first
cohabitation. Compared to a setting without mate-matching, in the first years of simulation
a slight postponement of event times is observable at higher ages.
2A level plot is a type of graph that displays on a colored surface three dimensional data points. Different col-
ors map different valued data points. Commonly, abscissa and ordinate correspond to time or geographical
dimensions. A level plot is an alternative to a contour plot.
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Childless female with medium education: Transition nSI −> nCO
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Figure 12.1.: Re-estimation of transition rates of childless females with a lower secondary
(medium) education who experience a transition from being single after leaving
parental home (nSI) to first cohabitation (nCO).
Figure 12.2 depicts transition rates of highly educated males who experience a transition
from being single after leaving the parental home to first marriage. In this case, we also
observe a slight postponement of partnership onsets in the first simulation period. However,
mate-matching does not significantly affect the occurrence and timing of simulated life-course
events. Comparing the results of simulation runs with and without mate-matching, the re-
estimation confirms the general suitability of the proposed mate-matching procedure, with
respect to the stability of transition rates, despite the fact that some events were moved.
12.3.3. Analyzing the pool of unsuccessful seekers
To figure out whether the simulated partnership market resembles human mating outcomes,
we analyze its composition and development over time. In particular, we study unsuccessful
individuals. During the simulation, 40,585 partnership formations have been performed,
19,050 due to marriage and 21,535 due to cohabitation. Thus, 81,170 individuals have
successfully entered and left the partnership market. Because the algorithm could not find a
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Males with high education: Transition nSI −> nMA
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Figure 12.2.: Re-estimation of transition rates of highly educated males who experience a
transition from being single after leaving the parental home (nSI) to married
(nMA).
proper spouse in time, the searching period of 9,779 seekers had to be extended. Over 17 years
of simulation, 5,397 individuals had entered the market without finding a spouse. Figure 12.3
displays the age distribution of unsuccessful seekers according to the year when they had
entered the partnership market. We find that individuals who initialize a partner search at
older ages remain more often unpaired than their younger counterparts. This phenomenon
occurs because during simulation the synthetic mating pool for individuals at older ages is
not as rich as it is for younger persons. Consequently, for older individuals the chance to find
an appropriate spouse is relatively small. The figure also shows that the age distribution of
unsuccessful seekers does not significantly change over the simulation horizon. We contrast
these findings with the number of unsuccessful seekers along the year, see Figure 12.4. A
decline along calendar time is obvious. In summary, we find that along calendar time the
number of unsuccessful seekers decreases, but the age distribution of unsuccessful seekers
remains stable. This phenomenon is caused by the age structure of the model population.
Generally, at older ages only a small proportion of individuals enters the partnership market.
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Figure 12.3.: Age distribution of unsuccessful seekers at the time when they enter the part-
nership market.
As the model population ages during simulation, over time the number of mature adults
who enter the market, however, goes up. Therefore, for these adults, the chance to find an
assortative mate increases, and in the synthetic pool the number of aged individuals who
remain unpaired shrinks. Compared to younger seekers, the mating pool of older adults is
still reduced; e.g., due to mortality or a high proportion of married persons at the same age.
Comparison of attributes of actual and simulated couples
It is essential for the usefulness of the proposed mate-matching strategy that it resembles
actual characteristics of partners in couples. Therefore, as a further validation step, we analyze
the distribution of joint characteristics, with a special emphasis on differences in educational
attainment and age. We compare the differences in the educational level of synthetic couples
to those of couples given in the NKPS (in the range from 1990 to 2002). Figure 12.5 contrasts
simulated and actual data concerning the educational level within cohabiting (graph on left
hand side) and married couples (graph on right hand side). The simulation produces on
average 20 (80) percent cohabitations in which the female is higher than (equally/less educated
as/than) the male. This is contrasted by 15 (85) percent of comparable cohabitations in
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Figure 12.4.: Number of unsuccessful seekers according to the year when they initialize a
partner search.
the data. In 17 (83) percent of the synthetic marriages, the female spouse is higher than
(equally/less educated as/than) the male. By contrast, the NKPS comprises 14 (86) percent
of such couples. Consequently, compared to the observed numbers, in the simulation too
many partnerships are constructed in which the female holds a higher education than her
spouse. This discrepancy might be caused by the fact that the individual aspiration level of
females was decreased with waiting time: as a consequence, the longer a female has to wait
in the partnership market, the higher is the probability of a match with a man with a level
of education that is lower than in the data. In general, the simulation satisfactorily captures
the overall pattern of differences in the educational level of spouses. Figure 12.6 depicts the
Comparison of the level
 of education within cohabiting couples
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Figure 12.5.: Differences in the educational level of spouses in observed and simulated couples.
Each bar shows the percentage of females in the corresponding category.
distribution of age differences of cohabitating and married spouses (age of male minus age
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of female). The shapes of the simulated and actual frequency distributions are very similar.
Stochastic mate-matching algorithms that have so far been employed generally produce age
difference distributions that are too flat (Leblanc et al., 2009). They are not capable of
reproducing the observed peak at differences of [-1,1]. The proposed mate-matching algorithm
is able to overcome this problem. It only produces slightly too many couples for which the
male is much older than the female. A reason for this discrepancy could be the small number
of corresponding cases in both the actual and the simulated data.
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Figure 12.6.: Age differences of spouses in observed and simulated couples.
Handling situations of (relative) competition
A fundamental feature that demographers demand from a realistic mating model is the han-
dling of (relative) competition (McFarland, 1972): an extra supply of single men of a certain
age should decrease the number of paired men at all other ages (competition). The effect
should be most pronounced at ages neighboring the age group with the surplus of single men
(relative competition). At the same time, the number of partnered women should increase
over all ages. To check whether the present mate-matching procedure can handle such a situ-
ation, in the initial population the number of single men aged 27 was doubled. A comparison
of the partnerships built under the initial and the modified setting shows that the proposed
mate-matching procedures copes well when strong competition is present. In the cohort of
men who turned 28 in 2004, an increased number of partnered men could be observed, but
the number did not double as compared to the initial setting. Because of the surplus of
younger rivals, the number of partnered men older than 28 declined. The effect is strongest
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in the neighborhood of age 28 - which attests that the matching algorithm is able to handle
situations of relative competition. For ages lower than 26, the number of partnered men is
nearly identical to the initial setting. In this model the conditions, whether a female enters
the partnership market or not, depends on her personal propensity and not on the availability
of men. Therefore, even with a surplus of men in the mating pool, the number of partnered
females remains stable.
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13. Matching of Individuals: Discussion
and Outlook
In contrast to conventional population projection models, dynamic microsimulations are suit-
able to directly handle interactions between individuals; e.g., married couples (van Imhoff and
Post, 1998). Modelling relations between spouses, however, requires establishing a partner-
ship (marriage or cohabitation), and for this purpose an effective mate-matching procedure
is needed.
After an extensive literature review, we have proposed a two-sided stochastic mate-matching
algorithm for continuous-time microsimulations. The algorithm tries to mimic human part-
ner choice. Concepts were adopted from behaviorial models with implicit and explicit mating
rules. In order to construct synthetic pairs, a stochastic marriage algorithm was developed,
and embedded into a closed mating model. Preferences concerning attributes of potential
spouses are mapped by a compatibility measure. This measure describes the similarity/dis-
similarity between potential spouses based on certain important attributes, like age and educa-
tional level. Each simulated individual exhibits a certain level of aspiration regarding his/her
desired compatibility with another person. If an individual experiences a partnership onset,
he/she enters a partnership market. Here, the individual meets a limited number of potential
partners at random. A couple is formed if the joint compatibility value of two individuals is at
least as high as their aspiration levels. In this way, we encourage assortative mating. Individ-
uals that were inspected, but rejected, accordingly lower their level of aspiration. A marriage
queue was used to implement the partnership market as basis for the matching procedure.
In our microsimulation, we model and simulate individual life-courses as sequences of wait-
ing times to next events. As a consequence, we know in advance when individuals will expe-
rience the onset of a marriage or a cohabitation. This circumstance is fundamental for the
way we construct synthetic couples: we use the waiting time until a marriage/cohabitation
onset for scanning potential partners. That is, alike in the Coale-McNeil model, the waiting
time to a partnership event can be interpreted as being composed by three latent phases: the
phase until the partner search starts, the phase of dating, and the phase between engagement
and partnership onset.
We have incorporated our mate-matching algorithm into the microsimulation implementa-
tion described in Chapter 5. To demonstrate its capability we have used data on marriage
behavior from the Netherlands. Population forecasts were conducted over 17 years, from 2004
to 2020. We found that the proposed algorithm produces acceptable results. It reproduces
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the observed peak of the frequency distribution of age differences of spouses.
Nevertheless, the presented mate-matching algorithm shows difficulties. Slight changes to
event times are necessary to form partnership onsets. Another, more severe problem arises
in the case of unsuccessful searches. If an individual is not able to find an appropriate
partner during his/her searching period, we currently extend his/her searching period for
half a year. A seeker might generally suffer from an exploited partner market, and thus,
his/her searching period is extended over and over again. Such shifts of event time mean
to ignore already generated events and is in conflict with the stochastic model that is used
for simulating life-course events. To assess the extent of this conflict, we have re-estimated
the input rates of two different simulation settings with identical stochastic models: one
incorporated mate-matching and the other did not. The results of the latter prove that the
implementation of the stochastic model is reliable. Hence, in the setting with mate-matching,
any discrepancies between empirical and re-estimated rates are an implication of the mate-
matching procedure (and not of an implementation error). In a corresponding comparison
we find that empirical and re-estimated rates are not remarkably different. Consequently, we
deem the proposed mate-matching algorithm suitable to be successfully incorporated into a
continuous-time microsimulation.
The presented matching strategy shows several extension points. Preferences concerning the
characteristics of a partner can be subject to secular trends, and such changes over time could
be included in the mate-matching process. Currently, we only use compatibility measures
that are based on actual preference patterns. Pairing individuals generally raises problems
concerning the modelling and simulation of linked lives. An approach to specify the behavior
of couples over time and a DEVS (Discrete Event Specification Language)-based model to
establish and simulate couples in continuous-time are described in the next part of this thesis.
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Part III.
A COMPLEX MODEL WITH
INTERACTION BETWEEN TWO
INDIVIDUALS
125

To realistically describe individual behavior, the effect of inter-individual interaction has to
be considered. For example, in the majority of cases the decision to have children depends
not only on the woman, but also on the potential father, and presumably additionally on the
social network of both (Bernardi, 2003). Individual interaction patterns are usually ignored
within demographic microsimulations. This is also true for the microsimulation that we have
introduced within this thesis: up to now we have assumed that synthetic life-courses evolve
independently of each other.
The only type of inter-individual linkage that has been so far considered in microsimulation
models is demographic kinship (Smith, 1987; van Imhoff and Post, 1998; Wachter et al., 1998).
When modelling kin at this level, however, mostly very simplifying and therefore distorting
assumptions are made (Ruggles, 1993). For example, in nearly all cases characteristics of
members of kin groups are stated to be uncorrelated, which is an assumption that is simply
wrong. We know of only one case when a correlation between relatives has been included
into a microsimulation model: Murphy (2006) describes the usage of an intergenerational
transmission factor for capturing the correlation between a daughter's and her mother's fer-
tility. However, apart from this study, correlation between demographic events of related
individuals has so far been neglected. No general modelling or simulation technique exists
that accounts for correlation between linked lives in a microsimulation. To give an example:
many microsimulation models incorporate a marriage market to perform mate-matching. (So
do we, see part II of this thesis.) However, after a couple has been matched, the subsequent
modelling and simulation of the individuals forming the couple is not clear: in the literature,
neither a stochastic model of the joint behavior of paired individuals is described, nor related
simulation algorithms are discussed.
In the third part of this thesis we propose a way to extend the considered microsimulation
model to tackle this shortcoming. We suggest a microsimulation model and related simulation
techniques to account for interdependencies between the life-courses of spouses of (heterosex-
ual) partnerships. That is, we restrict our consideration to binary linkages. The construction
of interaction networks comprising more than two individuals is straightforward from a pure
technical point of view: binary links between all interacting individuals make up a complete
graph mapping an interaction network. Parameterizing a model describing the behavior of
linked individuals can, however, become very difficult. This is mainly due to the fact that
factors driving interactions and causal relationships are widely unobservable (Argyle, 2009;
de Vos and Palloni, 1989). Partnership dynamics is a field that has been studied extensively.
Various mechanisms driving the behavior of spouses have been explored and analyzed; see
e.g., Lichter and Carmalt (2009), Boyle et al. (2008), Kalmijn et al. (2007), and Smith and
Zick (1994). In summary, we find a considerable number of studies dealing with interde-
pendencies within marital and cohabiting couples. These can be used as a sound basis for
parameterizing a model of the behavior of spouses.
Within this thesis, we propose to model couple behavior by considering both spouses of
a pair jointly. We detail the related processing in Section 14. In Section 15, we propose a
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ml-DEVS model that formalizes the described model of individual and couple behavior. To
efficiently execute the ml-DEVSmodel, we have extended the so-called sequential hierarchical
simulator for PDEVS. The capability of the novel microsimulation is illustrated in Section 16
using a simplified example that aims at forecasting the contemporary Dutch population. Here
we analyze partnership stability and the individual propensity to quit smoking, considering
dual- and single-smoker couples. We conclude the thesis in Section 17 by summarizing the
key lines of our work, by discussion the suitability of the developed simulation approaches,
and by presenting problems that remain for future work.
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To derive a microsimulation model that captures, besides individual behavior, also interde-
pendencies between life-courses of married and cohabiting individuals, we extend the mi-
crosimulation model described in Chapter 2 accordingly. In this chapter, we present a model
of couple dynamics that can be used in combination with our model of individual behavior.
The general idea is to specify couple dynamics by considering couples as units. That is, as
soon as a female and a male mate, the `couple unit' guides the life-course dynamics of the
partnered individuals. If a couple experiences an emigration, dissolution, or widowhood event,
the history of the couple ends; i.e., its `life-course' terminates. Like individual life-courses, we
describe couple behavior by using continuous-time multi-state models (cf. Section 2.3). That
is, we specify the `life-courses' of couples as trajectories of continuous-time Markov chains or
semi-Markov processes. In doing so, we rely on a method to describe household dynamics
suggested by Galler (1988) and Courgeau (1997). They model households as superior entities
guiding the dynamics of their individual members.
Using continuous-time multi-state models to describe couple dynamics means that for all
possible events a couple can experience transition rates are needed. Often, data sets that
are substantive enough to estimate such rates might, however, not be available. An idea to
obtain transition rates for couples anyhow, is to use transition rates of individuals and to
combine them in a way that they reflect couple dynamics. We detail corresponding methods
in Section 14.2.
14.1. Modelling and simulating couples as `units'
14.1.1. State space and events
Amulti-state model specifying life-courses of couples has a state space that comprises all states
that both partners can occupy. These states indicate, for example, the partnership type (i.e.,
cohabitation or marriage), characteristics of the couple (e.g., the presence of children), and
personal attributes of the spouses (e.g., smoking status). Table 14.1 depicts an illustrative
example.
The state space for couples comprises states for all possible combinations of female and
male attributes. Therefore, depending on the state variables considered and their possible
values, the state space can become very large. The small example given in Table 14.1 already
yields a pretty extensive state space, see Table 14.2. Multi-state models specify life-courses by
sequences of state occupancies and state transitions/events. Table 14.3 shows possible events
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State Variable Possible Values
marital status married; divorced; widowed
fertility status no child; child(ren)
smoking status non-smoker couple; dual smoker couple;
she smokes, he is non-smoker; he smokes, she is non-smoker
mortality both dead; she is dead, he is alive;
he is dead, she is alive; both alive
Table 14.1.: Example of state variables that couples might occupy, inclusively possible values,
separated by semicolons.
of couples associated to the state space given in Table 14.2. Subsequently, we denote the state
space of a couple model by ΨP .
couple gets divorced childbirth
female starts smoking male starts smoking
female quit smoking male quit smoking
both quit smoking both start smoking
female dies, he gets widowed male dies, she gets widowed
both die
Table 14.3.: Example of possible events that couples can experience.
14.1.2. Stochastic model of couple dynamics
To determine life-courses of couples, we have to provide transitions rates describing their
propensity to experience events. For a realistic picture of demographic incidence, these rates
should depend on the age of the female spouse and the age of the male spouse, and preferably
also on calendar time. Some applications require to consider, besides age and calendar time,
the time that a couple has already spent in its current state. For example, it is well known
that the divorce risk strongly depends on the duration of a marriage (Becker et al., 1977;
Diekmann and Schmidheiny, 2008).
Here we describe the life-course of a couple using a stochastic process V (t), t ∈ R+0 , from
the family of Markovian processes (Kijima, 1997). The process time t maps the time span
over which we `observe' a couple's life-course. The time t is set to zero when a couple is
created, and evolves along the `life time' of a couple. The process V (t) is fully defined by the
two-dimension process (Jn, Tn)n∈N0 where (Jn)n∈N0 is a Markov Chain that maps all states
that a couple occupies, Jn ∈ Ψ, and (Tn)n∈N0 is the sequence of the corresponding transition
times along process time t, Tn ∈ R+0 , T0 = 0. The random waiting time, for which a couple
remains in state Jn, is determined by Wn = Tn+1 − Tn. Generally, the process time can be
mapped into age and calendar time: The function Af(Tn) maps the age of the female spouse
at Tn, the function A
m(Tn) maps the age of the male spouse at Tn, and the function C(Tn)
maps the calendar time at Tn. All three functions are translations. At the birth time of the
female spouse, Af(⋅) takes the value zero, at the birth time of the male spouse Am(⋅) takes
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(married, childless, non-smoker couple)
(married, childless, she smokes, he is non-smoker)
(married, childless, he smokes, she is non-smoker)
(married, childless, dual smoker couple)
(divorced, childless, non-smoker couple)
(divorced, childless, she smokes, he is non-smoker)
(divorced, childless, he smokes, she is non-smoker)
(divorced, childless, dual smoker couple)
(she is widowed, childless, she is non-smoker, he is dead)
(he is widowed, childless, he is non-smoker, she is dead)
(she is widowed, childless, she is smoker, he is dead)
(he is widowed, childless, he is smoker, she is dead)
(married, child(ren), non-smoker couple)
(married, child(ren), she smokes, he is non-smoker)
(married, child(ren), he smokes, she is non-smoker)
(married, child(ren), dual smoker couple)
(divorced, child(ren), non-smoker couple)
(divorced, childless, child(ren), he is non-smoker)
(divorced, child(ren), he smokes, she is non-smoker)
(divorced, child(ren), dual smoker couple)
(she is widowed, child(ren), she is non-smoker, he is dead)
(he is widowed, child(ren), he is non-smoker, she is dead)
(she is widowed, child(ren), she is smoker, he is dead)
(he is widowed, child(ren), he is smoker, she is dead)
(both dead)
Table 14.2.: Example state space of a couple model.
the value zero, and C(⋅) is zero at 01-01-1970 00:00:00.1
If we assume that the propensity of experiencing an event depends only on age and cal-
endar time (and not on the time already spent in a state), V (t) can be described as a non-
homogeneous continuous-time Markov chain. The transition rates of a non-homogeneous
continuous-time Markov chain describing couple behavior can be written as:
λsj ,sk(t) = lim
h↓0 1hP [Jn+1 = sk, Tn+1 ∈ (t, t + h] ∣ Jn = sj , Tn+1 ≥ t], (14.1)
where sj , sk ∈ ΨP , and t, t ∈ R+0 , maps the process time. That is, the transition intensity
λsj ,sk(t) describes the propensity of a couple to undergo a transition from state sj to sk at
1 In computer science, 01-01-1970 00:00:00 commonly serves as a reference point from which time is measured.
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process time t. Accounting for the age and calendar time dependence of the process, we yield
λsj ,sk(c, af , am) = lim
h↓0 1hP [Jn+1 = sk,C(Tn+1) ∈ (c, c + h],
Af(Tn+1) ∈ (af , af + h],Am(Tn+1) ∈ (am, am + h] ∣
Jn = sj ,Af(Tn+1) ≥ af ,Am(Tn+1) ≥ am,C(Tn+1) ≥ c].
(14.2)
Some applications necessitate an additional duration dependency of the stochastic process
used to describe couple behavior. In this case, instead of non-homogeneous continuous-time
Markov chains, we use non-homogeneous semi-Markov processes (Monteiro et al., 2006) to
describe couple behavior. The corresponding transition rates are defined as follows:
λsj ,sk(w, t) = lim
h↓0 1hP [Jn+1 = sk,Wn ∈ (w,w + h] ∣ Jn = sj , Tn = t,Wn ≥ w],
i.e., λsj ,sk(w, t) describes the propensity of a couple to experience a transition to state sk
at process time t + w, after a waiting time of w in sj . Here, unlike in equation (14.1), the
parameter t does not indicate the process time, but the time at entry into a state. Accounting
for the age and calendar dependencies of the process, we get:
λsj ,sk(w, c, af , am) = lim
h↓0 1hP [Jn+1 = sk,Wn ∈ (w,w + h] ∣ Jn = sj ,C(Tn) = c,Af(Tn) = af ,
Am(Tn) = am,Wn ≥ w].
(14.3)
Once the transition rates of a Markovian process are known, the distribution function of
the waiting times in the distinct states of the state space can be derived. The distribution
function of leaving state sj for moving on to state sk is:
F (wsj ,sk , c, af , am) = 1 − exp{−Λsj ,sk(wsj ,sk , c, af , am)}, (14.4)
where sj , sk ∈ ΨP , sj ≠ sk, af is the age of the female spouse at the last transition, am the age
of the male spouse at the last transition, c the corresponding calendar time, and wsj ,sk the
waiting time in sj until moving on to sk. The function Λsj ,sk(wsj ,sk , c, af , am) describes the
integrated hazard of the Markovian process. Assuming only age and calendar time dependency
we yield:
Λsj ,sk(wsj ,sk , c, af , am) = ∫ wsj ,sk
0
λsj ,sk (c + ν, af + ν, am + ν) dν,
i.e., we obtain the integrated hazard of a non-homogeneous continuous-time Markov chain by
integrating the transition rate (14.2) over calendar time, the age of the female, and the age
of the male.
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Taking a semi-Markov process to describe couple dynamics results in:
Λsi,sj(wsi,sj , c, af , am) = ∫ wsi,sj
0
λsi,sj (ν, c, af , am) dν.
That is, we obtain the integrated hazard by computing the integral of the transition rate (14.3)
over the waiting time in state si until moving to state sj .
Alternative to the specification as a sequence of events and the waiting times between these
events, a life-course can always be described as a sequence of waiting times to next events.
That is, once we can derive the distribution functions of the waiting times, we can construct
life-courses of couples by generating sequences of random waiting times. The processing used
to construct synthetic life-courses is equivalent to the one elaborated in Section 2.3.1 and
Section 2.3.2:
As already noted, the transition rates (the intensity function) of a Markovian process are
its key quantities. Once they are known, one can compute all kind of process implications
 inclusively the distribution functions of the waiting times. If longitudinal data for couples
is available (stratified by the age of both spouses, and optionally also by duration), we can
theoretically estimate transition rates for couples using the same methods we use to estimate
transition rates for individuals (cf. Section 3.2) - although some more statistical modelling
may be needed because many more transitions have to be considered.
The current data situation might, however, hamper the estimation of transition rates for all
types of events to which couples might be exposed (Huinink and Feldhaus, 2009; Wolf, 2001).
An idea to describe couple behavior anyhow is to combine models of individual behavior. For
this purpose we have to set assumptions of how individual behavior has to be interlinked
to yield couple behavior. This means, we have to model how (and for which transitions)
the transition rates of the couple need to be modified relative to the rates of the individual
spouses. An example: We may have age-specific rates to quit smoking for men and women. If
in a couple one partner quits smoking, this rate for the other partner suddenly will be much
higher than the rate for the respective sex by age.
In principle, interlinking individual behavior this way is a task in statistical modelling and
many general approaches are available. We will have to base the analysis on mostly external
knowledge of the phenomenon studied and the data available to model it. Approaches that
deal in a general way with such problems are shared frailty concepts and copula models. In
the following they will be summarized briefly.
Within this thesis, we have presented two process classes that can be used to specify indi-
vidual behavior and couple dynamics: non-homogeneous continuous-time Markov chains and
non-homogenous semi-Markov processes (see also Section 2.3). For simplicity reasons, in the
next section we concentrate on non-homogeneous continuous-time Markov chains.
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14.2. Shared frailty models and copula models
Both shared frailty models and copula models define correlation between two individuals by
means of the joint sojourn time function. The joint sojourn time function of a couple indicates
the probability that a female and a male spouse have a waiting time longer than w time units
in their current states. If we assume that the female's propensity to experience a transition
from si to sj does not depend on the male's propensity to experience a transition from vi to
vj and vice versa, the joint sojourn time function of a couple is:
Sd[si,vi],[sj ,vj](t,w) = Sfsi,sj(t,w)Smvi,vj(t,w)= exp{−(Λfsi,sj(t,w) +Λmvi,vj(t,w))},
where (si, sj) ∈ Ef , (vi, vj) ∈ Em, si, sj , vi, vj ∈ Ψ, and
Sfsi,sj(t,w) =∏
sj
exp{−∫ w
0
λfsi,sj(t + u) du},
Smvi,vj(t,w) =∏
vj
exp{−∫ w
0
λmvi,vj(t + u) du}
are the marginal probability distributions of the female and the male spouse having a waiting
time longer than w time units in their current states. Here, λfsi,sj(t) and λmvi,vj(t) are the
(marginal) transition intensities of the individual spouses.2 They indicate the individual
propensity to change the current state, independently of the behavior of the spouse.
Otherwise, we can use parametric models to express dependencies between the behavior
of the female and the male spouse. For example, if we assume that spouses are exposed to
common, but unobservable, risk factors, then a shared frailty hazard model is suitable to
describe Sd[si,vi],[sj ,vj](t,w) (Hougaard, 2000, Chapter 7):
Sd[si,vi],[sj ,vj](t,w) = exp{−Y (Λfsi,sj(t,w) +Λmvi,vj(t,w))}= L(Λfsi,sj(t,w) +Λmvi,vj(t,w)), (14.5)
where L(s) = ∫ ∞0 e−stfY (t) dt is the Laplace transformation, and fY (t) the density function of
the assumed frailty distribution. Copula models also suit well to the definition of bivariate
common risk models (Glidden, 2007). Adapted to our purposes, we yield the following copula
representation of Sd[si,vi],[sj ,vj](t,w):
Sd[si,vi],[sj ,vj](t,w) = Cγ(Sfsi,sj(t,w), Smvi,vj(t,w)), (14.6)
where Cγ is a parametric family of paired distributions with uniform margins. Both model
classes (shared frailty models and copula models) specify a parametric bivariate dependence
structure. They are closely related. In fact, the shared frailty model 14.5 determines a copula
2 These rates correspond to non-homogeneous continuous-time Markov chains.
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function Cγ for a frailty model with density fY (t). Originally, shared frailty models and copula
models have been designed to describe bivariate survival times. An extension to our setting is,
however, straightforward. More details about both model classes can be found in Hougaard
(1995), Glidden (2007), and Wienke (2011, Chapter 4 & 6).
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15. Microsimulation Model as Dynamic
System
Naturally, a microsimulation works on the micro level of a population. Here, the attributes
and dynamics of individual actors are described. Including partnership dynamics and global
mate-matching rules into a microsimulation model increases its specificity, and thus suggests a
more accurate description. To comply with this, we propose to extend the classical microsimu-
lation design by adding a macro level comprising rules that guide mate-matching, partnership
onset, and dissolution. Furthermore, the macro level is designed to handle changes in the
population composition: it sees to integrate newborns and immigrants into the population,
and to eliminate deaths and emigrants from the population.
In the first part of this thesis we describe a microsimulation model that neglects inter-
individual interaction. For its specification we suggest the DEVS formalism, see Chapter 4.1
In particular, we propose the usage of dynPDEVS which supports variable structure models,
i.e., models that change their own structure (Uhrmacher, 2001). Extending the developed
dynPDEVS network (cf. Section 4.2) to allow for partnership creation and dynamics is
possible, but certainly not convenient. Global rules, like mating rules, could be handled by a
`workaround' solution, namely, by adding to the existing dynPDEVS network a sub-model
that holds them. This sub-model then mimics a macro model. However, such processing poses
several problems (Uhrmacher et al., 2007), e.g., to realize up- and downward communication
the ports of the `macro model' have to be coupled to the ports of all micro models, which
significantly burdens modelling and due to event broadcasting model execution.
Within this chapter, we propose to use the ml-DEVS formalism (Uhrmacher et al., 2007) to
specify the extended microsimulation model that regards partnership dynamics. This formal-
ism is a variant of the classical DEVS model language, extending it by explicitly supporting
multi-level modelling. We structure this chapter as follows: first, we describe a ml-DEVS
model for a demographic microsimulation that allows to consider partnership dynamics. Then,
we describe the execution semantics that have originally been suggested for the execution of
ml-DEVS models. With respect to our application, however, we find that these seman-
tics hamper meaningful population projections. To tackle this problem, we develop a novel
ml-DEVS simulator. This simulator is an extension of the so called sequential hierarchical
simulator for PDEVS, and allows to efficiently run the extended microsimulation model.
1
DEVS is a modelling language that directly allows to formulate discrete event systems.
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15.1. A ml-DEVS population model
In ml-DEVS, a macro level model is described by a coupled DEVS model, equipped with a
state and behavioral rules by their own, and micro models are described by ordinary atomic
DEVS models.
Communication between micro and macro models is handled by exchanging messages. The
propagation of information from the micro level to the macro level is facilitated by equipping
micro models with the ability to change their ports. By this means, the macro model can
access the information given in the exhibited ports of the micro models. That way the micro
models can influence macro level dynamics. The macro model can concurrently activate
(several) micro models by signalizing messages via value coupling. Value coupling means that
at the macro level information is mapped to specific port names, and every micro model can
access the information by forming input ports with corresponding port names.
Similar to dynDEVS, the ml-DEVS formalism supports variable structure models. How-
ever, in contrast to dynDEVS where structural changes result from models successively gen-
erating themselves, ml-DEVS operates structural changes top-down, directed by the macro
model and executed on the micro level.
We describe the extended microsimulation model using a ml-DEVS model consisting of
a macro model that encloses two types of micro components: individuals and pairs. (See
Figure 15.1.)
I1
I2
…
P1
P2
P3
P4
I3
I4
I5
I6
Pop*
IJ
PK…
Figure 15.1.: The ml-DEVS population network Pop⋆ comprises a finite number J of indi-
vidual models Ij and a finite number K of pair models Pk.
The special structure of the considered microsimulation model implies that not the entire
functionality of the original ml-DEVS formalism is engrossed, e.g., we do not employ any
couplings between micro models, and on the macro level the population does not undergo any
internal events. Therefore, for reasons of clarity, we adapt the original ml-DEVS approach
such that in the subsequent description we let out functionality that we do not demand.
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15.1.1. The population: a macro model
We formulate the population macro model Pop⋆ as structure:
Pop⋆ = ⟨X,Y,S, sinit, I,P, δ, λdown, λ, sc⟩
where
X =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
IM = [Iψ01,⋯, Iψ0im1 , Pψ01,⋯, Pψ0im2] if im1 single immigrants
and/or im2 couples enter,∅ otherwise,
Iψ0i (i = 1,⋯, im1, im1 ∈ N) describes the state of an immigrant, and
Pψ0j (j = 1,⋯, im2, im2 ∈ N) describes the state of an immigrating couple,
Y is an output port for single emigrants or pairs to leave the population,
S is the set of possible states of Pop⋆, a state s = [s1,⋯, s5], s ∈ S, indicates
s1: whether the transition of an individual model leads to a structural model change; indi-
cators of structural model changes invoked by individual models are
actionOfInd = {immigrating, emigrating, dying, childbirth},
s2: whether the transition of a pair model leads to a structural model change; indicators of
structural model changes invoked by pair models are
actionOfPair = {immigrating, emigrating, dying, childbirth, dissolution,widowhood},
s3: (if any) the two individuals that have last been found to form a proper match, and their
mating time, otherwise s3 = ∅,
s4: (if any) all searching individuals that were concerned by the latest mate matching round
and could not properly be matched, otherwise s4 = ∅,
s5: (if any) two individual models that are due to form a couple, otherwise s5 = ∅,
that is
S = ((actionsOfInd ×J ) ∪ ∅)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
struct. changes due to ind. model
× ((actionsOfPair ×P) ∪ ∅)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
struct. changes due to pair model
× ((J ×J ×R+0) ∪ ∅)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
last couple found
×
(⨉
i∈J i ∪ ∅)´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
reduce aspir. level
× ((J ×J ) ∪ ∅),´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
couple due for mating
where J is the index set of all individual models I (see Section 15.1.2) and P is the index set
of all pair models P (see Section 15.1.3),
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sinit = [∅,⋯,∅] is the initial state of Pop⋆,
δ ∶X×S×J ×P → S is the state transition function of Pop⋆; δ is composed by four component
functions:
δ1: if individuals are immigrating, or an individual signalizes an emigration, a death, or a
childbirth event, δ1 updates the first component s1 of the state of Pop
⋆ accordingly,
otherwise s1 = ∅,
δ2: if pairs are immigrating, or a pair signalizes an emigration, a death, a childbirth, a
dissolution, or a widowhood event, δ2 updates the first component s2 of the state of
Pop⋆ accordingly, otherwise s2 = ∅,
δ3: if an individual model signalizes the onset of a partner search, then δ3 executes a mate-
matching algorithm
- if two individuals can be identified to form a proper match, then δ3 reports these
two individuals and their corresponding mating time in s3,
- if no individuals can be identified to form a proper match, δ3 sets s3 to ∅;
- besides this, δ3 reports in s4 all searching individuals who during the mate matching
process were inspected and could not properly be matched;
otherwise s3 = s4 = ∅,
δ4: if two individuals signalize that their mating time is due, δ4 reports this in s5, otherwise
s5 = ∅.
λdown ∶ S → 2⋃i∈J Xi is the downward output function:
- it informs individual models about upcoming mating times (reported by s3), and
- instructs searching individuals, who were inspected during the latest mate matching
round and for whom no proper match could be found (reported by s4), to lower their
aspiration level;
λ ∶ S → Y is the output function; it forwards the states and the birth dates of emigrating
pairs and individuals to Y .
sc ∶ S → I×P is the structural change function; sc is composed by seven component functions:
sc1: creates individual models:
if s1 indicates immigrating individuals, sc1 creates im1 new individual models for
immigrants,
if s1 or s2 indicate childbirth, sc1 creates for each newborn an individual model,
sc2: deletes an individual model :
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if s1 indicates that an individual is dying or emigrating, sc2 deletes the corresponding
individual model,
sc3: creates pair models:
if s2 indicates immigrating pairs, sc3 creates im2 new pair models for immigrants,
sc4: deletes a pair model model :
if s2 indicates that a pair is emigrating and both partners of a pair die, sc4 deletes the
corresponding pair model,
sc5: creates a pair model and deletes two individual models:
if s5 indicates a mating event, sc5 creates a new pair model for the mating individuals
and deletes the corresponding individual models,
sc6: deletes a pair model :
if s2 indicates the dissolution of a pair: sc6 deletes the concerned pair model and
creates for the separating partners two individual models,
sc7: creates an individual model and deletes a pair model :
if s2 indicates a widowhood event: sc7 deletes the corresponding pair model and creates
for the surviving partner an individual model;
otherwise sc is not defined.
Concerning most aspects the specification of Pop⋆ equals the one of the network model Pop,
described in Section 4.2 on page 36:
- Immigrants will be generated by a model OUTSIDE, to which the population model
is coupled. OUTSIDE maps all those populations that are not described Pop⋆. The
OUTSIDE`s outputs serve as an input to our population model. Immigrants enter the
model via X.
- Via Pop⋆`s output port Y information about emigrants are sent to the OUTSIDE
model.
- Death, emigration, immigration, and childbirth events cause structural model changes.
The main difference between Pop⋆ and Pop is the consideration of partnerships between
women and men. Besides individual models, Pop⋆ also comprises pair models for marital
couples and non-marital couples. Like individual models, pair models feature an intrinsic
behavior, see Section 15.1.3. The macro model Pop⋆ guides the onset of partnerships, i.e.,
the creation of pair models. To this end, Pop⋆ performs a mate matching procedure that
involves all individuals who signalize their disposition to mate, i.e., exhibit their searching
port. The procedure that Pop⋆ applies for this purpose is described in Chapter 11. If two
individuals are found to form a proper couple, Pop⋆ records this in its state and informs the
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related individuals via λdown about the upcoming mating time. Individual models receive this
information on their foundMate input port. Additionally, Pop⋆ instructs individuals who
were unsuccessfully inspected during a mate-matching round to lower their level of aspiration
(via their input port redAspLevel). When two individual models forward the due date of their
partnership onset (via their mating port), Pop⋆ replaces them by a pair model. Accordingly,
if a pair model informs Pop⋆ about a dissolution event, Pop⋆ replaces this pair model by
two individual models describing the separated partners. Likewise, if a pair model signalizes
a widowhood event, Pop⋆ replaces this pair model by one individual model that describes the
surviving partner. Apart from immigration, the Figures 15.2 and 15.3 illustrate the different
types of structural model changes that Pop⋆ carries out.
15.1.2. Individuals: micro components
I is the set of all individuals models I. We formulate I as structure
⟨X,Y, IΨ, ψ0, p, δ, λ, ta⟩
where
X is the input port of I; it is X = {foundMate, redAspLevel};
1. Pop⋆ informs I via foundMate about an upcoming partnership onset, and
2. Pop⋆ instructs I via redAspLevel to lower the aspiration level.
Y is the set of output ports of I; Y = {searching, childbirth, emigration, death,mating}; we
differ between two types of output ports:
1. the port searching that is permanently exhibited when I is searching for a mate, and
2. the output ports that indicate structural model changes:
(i) if a childbirth event is due, I signalizes this on the port childbirth,
(ii) if a death event is due, I signalizes this event on the port death,
(iii) if an emigration event is due, I shows this on the port emigration, and
(iv) if a mating event is due, I signalizes this on the port mating.
IΨ is the set of possible states that I can occupy; IΨ comprises
(i) I's current state sc ∈ Ψ (Ψ is the state space of the stochastic process that maps the
individual life-course),
(ii) I's upcoming state su ∈ Ψ,
(iii) I's birth date b, b ∈ R+0 ,
(iv) I's age a, a ∈ R+0 ,
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Figure 15.2.: Possible output messages of the individual models and reactions of the popula-
tion model.
(v) the time w that I has already spent in sc, w ∈ R+0 ,
(vi) the complete waiting time τ that I has to spend in sc, τ ∈ R+0 , as well as
(vii) I's aspiration level la concerning a potential spouse, la ∈ R+0 ∪ ∅, la = ∅ indicates that
I is not searching for a mate,
that is
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IΨ = Ψ®
current state
× Ψ®
upcoming state
× R+0®
birth date
×R+0®
age
× R+0®
wait. time already spent
×
R+0®
compl. wait. time
× (R+0 ∪ ∅),´udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¸udcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymodudcurlymod¶
aspiration level
ψ0 = [s0, s0, b, a0,w0,∞,∅], comprises I's initial state s0, I's birth date b, I's age a0 at model
initialization, the waiting time w0 that I has already spent in s0, the entire waiting time that
I has to spent in his/her current state (in the initialization phase we set this time to ∞), and
the initial level of aspiration concerning a potential spouse is ∅.
To ease the subsequent description of the ml-DEVS functions δ, p, λ and ta, we define the
following auxiliary functions:
search ∶ Ψ ×Ψ→ {true, false},
death ∶ Ψ→ {true, false},
emigration ∶ Ψ→ {true, false},
childbirth ∶ Ψ ×Ψ→ N0.
The function search shows if an event implies the onset of a partnership, the functions death
and emigration indicate a death and an emigration event, and the function childbirth gives
the number of newborns that a state transition implicates.
δ ∶X × IΨ×R+0 → IΨ is the state transition function of I (x indicates input messages, ψ ∈ IΨ,
and e describes the time elapsed):
δ(x,ψ, e) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
[su, sj⋆ , b, a + τ,0, τ⋆,∅] if search(su, sj⋆) = false[su, sj⋆ , b, a,0,∞, la0] if search(su, sj⋆) = true[sc, su, b, a,0,∞,min(0, la − δA)] if an input message has been received via
the port redAspLevel[sc, su, b, a,0, ton − b − a,∅] if the actual mating time ton has been
received via the port foundMate
not defined otherwise,
where sj⋆ = argmin sj∈Ψ/{su}(wsu,sj), wsc,sj is the (random) waiting time between the states
sc and sj (see the stochastic model of individual behavior described in Section 2.3), τ
⋆ =
min{wsc,sj}, la0 is the aspiration level in the moment when an individual enters the mate
searching phase, and δA is the decrement to lower the aspiration level in case of an unsuccess-
ful search round, δA ∈ R+.
p ∶ IΨ→ 2PI (PI = {searching,mating, death, emigration, childbirth}) selects the ports avail-
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able in a given state of the individual model, i.e.,
p(ψ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
searching if search(sc, su) = true and la ≠ ∅,
mating if search(sc, su) = true and la = ∅,
death if death(su) = true,
emigration if emigration(su) = true,
childbirth if childbirth(sc, su) > 0,∅ otherwise,
λ ∶ IΨ → Y is the output function; it is composed by five component functions that fill the
outport ports searching,mating, childbirth, death and emigration:
λ1: If search(sc, su) = true and a ≠ ∅, λ1 forwards the information (smu , b, tdes = b+a+τ⋆, la)]
necessary for mate searching, where smu ⊆ su comprises the individual attributes that
are relevant for finding a proper spouse (like age and educational attainment), and tdes
is the desired mating (calendar) time; otherwise λ1 = ∅.
λ2: If I is due to mate (i.e., search(sc, su) = true and la = ∅), λ2 forwards via the output
port mating the upcoming state and the birth date of I, otherwise λ2 = ∅.
λ3: If I is due to give birth (i.e., childbirth(sc, su) > 0), λ3 forwards via the output port
childbirth the number of newborns, otherwise λ3 = ∅.
λ4: If I is due to die (i.e., death(su) = true), λ4 signalizes this to the output port death,
otherwise λ4 = ∅.
λ5: If I is due to emigrate (i.e., emigration(su) = true), λ5 forwards via the output port
emigration the current state and the birth date of I, otherwise λ5 = ∅.
ta ∶ IΨ→ R+0 ∪ {∞} is the time advanced function: ta(ψ) = τ .
The main difference between the definition of the micro model I and the definition of the
individual model of the dynPDEVS network Pop (cf. Section 4.2 on page 36) is the consid-
eration of a mate searching phase and the external determination of a mating time. Apart
from this, the design of I is very similar to the one of the individual model of Pop. In partic-
ular, the computation of events and waiting times to events relies on the same method; i.e.,
the stochastic model of individual behavior described in Section 2.3.
Immediately after it is clear that the next event of I implies the onset of a partnership,
he/she enters a phase of mate searching. In this phase, I features a positive aspiration level
la concerning the traits of a potential spouse. The higher this level, the more demanding is
I. The initial level of aspiration can be chosen as being beta distributed. (In Section 11.3 on
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page 105 we detail the parameterization of the mate-matching procedure.) The parameters
of the distribution might depend on the state of I, e.g., on his/her age and sex. Besides the
determination of an aspiration level, I indicates his/her mating willingness by permanently
exhibiting his/her searching output port. This port holds I's birth date, the desired mating
time, and the attributes of I that are relevant for the mate matching procedure, e.g., I's
educational level. Such modelling allows to cache private information and only discloses data
that is relevant for the external mate matching operation.
The permanent exhibition of the searching port ensures that every time Pop⋆ is conducting
a mate matching round, it can retrieve that data that is relevant for mating. Meanwhile,
every time Pop⋆ considers (the searching) I in a mate matching round and no proper spouse
could be detected for I, Pop⋆ instructs I (via its input port redAspLevel) to lower his/her
aspiration level. During each mate matching round, Pop⋆ checks whether I`s desired mating
time tdes is expired.2 If this is the case, the options listed in Section 11.4 on page 108 offer
a way out. At this place, we opt for shifting the desired mating time, and to pair I as soon
as possible. The latter might be accomplished by enforcing I to be part in each upcoming
mate matching round, until he/she is partnered. If then a proper spouse for I is found, Pop⋆
informs her/him about the upcoming mating event. In line with this, I receives an accordant
message on its input port foundMate.
Besides the searching port, I possesses the four output ports: death, emigration, childbirth,
and mating. The port death signalizes that I makes a transition to `death'. Likewise,
emigration shows an emigration event, and childbirth indicates the number of children that
a transition implicates. On the mating port, I signalizes that he/she enters a partnership.
Figure 15.2 displays the output ports of I. It further illustrates the operations that Pop⋆
conducts in response.
Modelling messages to the macro model via ports allows us to encapsulate the internal state
and the internal functionality of the individual model. The individual model only reveals
information which the macro model can handle. This way we ensure that between the micro
models and the macro model only required information is processed.
15.1.3. Pairs: micro components
P is the set of all pair models P . We formulate P as structure
⟨Y, PΨ, ψ0, δ, λ, ta⟩
where
Y is the output port of P ; Y = {dissolution,widowhood, death, emigration, childbirth}; it for-
wards structural changes like dissolution (port: dissolution), widowhood (port: widowhood),
death of both partners (port: death), emigration (port: emigration), or childbirth (port:
2Within this thesis we propose a mate matching procedure that uses so called `searching periods' during
which individuals can date; see Section 11.1 on page 103 for more details.
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childbirth),
PΨ is the set of possible states that P can occupy; PΨ comprises
(i) P 's current state sc ∈ Ψ (Ψ is the state space of the stochastic process that maps the
dynamics of the couple),
(ii) P 's upcoming state su ∈ Ψ,
(iii) the birth date bm, of the male spouse, bm ∈ R+0 ,
(iv) the birth date bf , of the female spouse, bm ∈ R+0 ,
(v) the age am of the male spouse, am ∈ R+0 ,
(vi) the age af of the female spouse, af ∈ R+0 , as well as
(v) the time w that P has already spent in sc, w ∈ R+0 .
That is
PΨ = Ψ®
current state of pair
× Ψ®
upcoming state of pair
× R+0®
birth date of male
× R+0®
birth date of female
×
R+0®
age of male
× R+0®
age of female
× R+0 ,®
waiting time already spent
ψ0 = [s0, s0, bm, bf , am, af ,w0], comprises P 's initial state s0, the birth date bm of the male
spouse, the birth date bf of the female spouse, the age am of the male spouse at model
initialization, and the age af of the female spouse at model initialization, as well as P 's
waiting time w0 in s0.
To ease the subsequent description of the ml-DEVS functions δ, p, λ and ta, we define the
following auxiliary functions:
dissolution ∶ Ψ ×Ψ→ {true, false},
widowhood ∶ Ψ ×Ψ→ {true, false},
deathOfBoth ∶ Ψ→ {true, false},
emigration ∶ Ψ→ {true, false},
childbirth ∶ Ψ ×Ψ→ N0.
The function dissolution indicates whether a state transition implies the dissolution of the
partnership, the function widowhood indicates the death either of the male or the female
spouse, and deathOfBoth shows the death of both partners; emigration indicates an emi-
gration event, and the function childbirth gives the number of newborns that a state transition
implicates.
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Figure 15.3.: Possible output messages of the pair models and reactions of the population
model.
δ ∶ PΨ→ PΨ is the state transition function of P :
δ(ψ)(sc, su, bm, bf , am, af ,w) = (su, argmin
sj∈Ψ/{su}(wsu,sj), bm, bf , am + τ, af + τ,0),
where ψ ∈ PΨ, wsu,sj is the (random) waiting time between the states su and sj , and
τ = min sj∈Ψ/{su}(wsu,sj).
p ∶ PΨ → 2PP (PP = {dissolution,widowhood, death, emigration, childbirth}) selects the
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ports available in a given state of the pair model, i.e.,
p(ψ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
dissolution if dissolution(sc, su) = true,
widowhood if widowhood(sc, su) = true,
childbirth if childbirth(sc, su) > 0,
death if deathOfBoth(su) = true,
emigration if emigration(su) = true,∅ otherwise,
λ ∶ PΨ → Y is the output function; it is composed by five component functions that fill the
outport ports dissolution,widowhood, childbirth, death and emigration:
λ1: If P is due to dissolve (i.e., dissolution(sc, su) = true), λ1 forwards via the output port
dissolution the upcoming state of P and the birth dates of both spouses, otherwise
λ1 = ∅.
λ2: If P is due to experience a widowhood event (i.e., widowhood(sc, su) = true), λ2 forwards
via the output port widowhood the state and the birth date of the surviving partner,
otherwise λ2 = ∅.
λ3: If P is due to experience a childbirth event (i.e., childbirth(sc, su) > 0), λ3 forwards via
the output port childbirth the number of newborns, otherwise λ3 = ∅.
λ4: If P is due to experience the death of both partners (i.e., deathOfBoth(su) = true), λ4
signalizes this to the output port death, otherwise λ4 = ∅.
λ5: If P is due to emigrate (i.e., emigration(su) = true), λ5 forwards via the output port
emigration the current state of P and the birth dates of both spouses, otherwise λ5 = ∅.
ta ∶ PΨ→ R+0 ∪ {∞} is the time advanced function: ta(ψ) = τ .
The specification of the pair model P is very similar to the specification of the individual
model I. It records in its state the attributes, the ages, and the birth dates of the female and
the male spouse. Output ports are used to inform the macro model Pop⋆ about structural
changes. State transitions are specified in the same way as in the case of I. Only the method
that is used to compute the waiting times between transitions differs.
To describe partnership dynamics, a stochastic model for individual behavior does not apply
per se. In Section 14, we describe an approach that models couple dynamics by considering
couples as units. Waiting times to next events are computed here for both spouses jointly
(see equation (14.4) on page 132).
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To inform Pop⋆ about structural changes, the pair model P features five output ports
(dissolution, widowhood, death, emigration and childbirth). If P experiences a dissolution
event, it forwards via the port dissolution to Pop⋆ the birth dates and the upcoming at-
tributes of both spouses. In response, Pop⋆ creates for the separated partners two individual
models, and deletes P . The processing in case of a widowhood event is similar. The only
difference is that solely for the surviving partner the individual model is created. If P expe-
riences an emigration event, it forwards to Pop⋆ the current attributes and the birth dates
of the female and the male spouse. In response, Pop⋆ sends P 's data to the OUTSIDE
model (cf. description of Pop⋆ model on page 141), and deletes P . Equally, the death of
both spouse causes the deletion of P . In case of a childbirth event, P forwards the number
of newborns to Pop⋆. Pop⋆ reacts by creating as many individual models as newborns have
been reported. Figure 15.1.3 shows the output ports of P . The figure further illustrates the
structural model changes that Pop⋆ conducts in response to activated ports.
root-
coordinator
pair 1individual 2individual 1 …
macro model
coordinator
protocol
population
model
pair 2 …
… …mirco model
simulator 1
mirco model
simulator 2
mirco model
simulator nt
Figure 15.4.: Each ml-DEVS model can be mapped into a processor tree: to each individual
model and pair model corresponds a simulator, and to the macro model a coor-
dinator. The root-coordinator monitors the overall execution of the simulation.
The communication between the different levels of the tree is conducted based
on protocols.
15.2. Execution semantics of the ml-DEVS population model
For the execution of the presented ml-DEVS model, execution semantics must be provided.
Traditionally, the execution semantics of aDEVSmodel is described by the abstract simulator,
which comprises simulators and coordinators (Zeigler et al., 2000). In a ml-DEVS model,
simulators correspond to micro models and coordinators to macro models. In line therewith,
the abstract simulator of a ml-DEVS model comprises three algorithms: the algorithm that
describes the processing of the root-coordinator, the algorithm that specifies the processing
of macro model coordinators, and the algorithm corresponding to the simulators of micro
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Notation Message Type⋆-message activation message, message indicating that an internal event is due
y-message output message
x-message input message
done-message termination message
Table 15.1.: DEVS message notation.
models.
The root-coordinator manages the overall simulation loop. It initializes a new simulation
and instructs the model execution until some termination criteria is met. Its processing
scheme equals the processing scheme of the root-coordinator of dynPDEVS described in
Section 4.3.1, see Algorithm 1 on page 42.
A ml-DEVS coordinator implements the event queue for the next event times of the macro
model and its micro model components. It is responsible for the correct synchronization of
its model components and for the handling of external events (in our case: the arrival of
immigrants). For this purpose, a coordinator employs communication protocols: it waits for
protocols sent by its subordinates and forwards them to its parent. Figure 15.4 displays the
processor tree corresponding to the ml-DEVS population model.
To ensure consistency within a simulation step, messages are processed in a well-defined or-
der (Table 15.1 summarizes the different types of messages): if a ⋆-message activates a model,
a y-message with output data is forwarded. Afterwards, the simulator waits for a x-message
comprising input information. Finally, a done-message signalizes the completion of a simu-
lation step. For the considered population network, Figure 15.5 depicts the communication
protocol between the micro model simulator and the macro model coordinator, as well as the
communication protocol between the macro model coordinator and the root coordinator.
15.2.1. An abstract simulator for ml-DEVS
In this section, we describe the abstract simulator that Uhrmacher et al. (2007) have originally
developed for the execution of their ml-DEVS formalism.3 They present a simulator for
micro models that is very similar to the dynPDEVS simulator of Uhrmacher (2001), see
Section 4.3.1 Algorithm 3 on page 44. It mainly differs with respect to only three aspects: first,
instead of defining three transition functions for conducting internal, external and confluent
events, in the ml-DEVS simulator all kind of events are handled by one single transition
function (`delta'). Second, the ml-DEVS simulator does not process any structural model
changes.4 Finally, opposed to dynPDEVS, ml-DEVSmodels allow to select a set of available
3Originally, the ml-DEVS simulator of Uhrmacher et al. (2007) includes a value coupling downward method
that couples state variables of the macro model to input ports of the micro models. Furthermore, originally
the macro model features an activation constrain for its execution. In our setting, both functionalities
are not applied. Therefore, in the description of the abstract simulator we skip their definition.
4Note that this feature is special to the presented ml-DEVS population model. In the original ml-DEVS
approach micro models can adapt their own behavior.
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mlDEVS root
coordinator
macro model
coordinator
micro model
simulator
(*,t) (y,t) (x,t) (done,[tonie,ports])   
(*,t) (y,t) (x,t) (done,[tonie,ports]) 
Figure 15.5.: ml-DEVS communication protocol. The ⋆-, y-, and x- comprise beside their
regular information also the actual simulation time t, and the done message
comprises the time tonie of the next internal event and all approachable ports
ports.
ports (depending on the model state). Combined with the time tonie of the next event, these
ports are sent via the done message to the coordinator. Algorithm 6 shows the source code
of the micro model simulator of Uhrmacher et al. (2007).
Algorithm 6 Pseudocode of the simulator of the micro model.
when receive ⋆ or x message
if message is ⋆ message then
execute model.lambda
send y message to parent
wait for receive x message
end if
execute model.delta
execute model.timeAdvance
ports = model.availablePorts
send done message including tonie and ports
end when
The ml-DEVS coordinator combines the functionality of DEVS coordinators and simula-
tors. That is, it is designed to coordinate on the one side the execution of the micro model
simulators, and to conduct on the other side macro model transitions. The coordinator de-
veloped by Uhrmacher et al. (2007) works as follows: initially, the coordinator is activated by
a ⋆-message from the root-coordinator. Then, as a first step, it activates its imminent micro
model components by sending them a ⋆-message. The coordinator waits for their response,
and then records received messages. If the current model time t corresponds to the coordi-
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nator's actual tonie, it executes the output function of the macro model and its downward
output function. Afterwards, it sends its own output message and the output messages of its
children to its parent, and waits for response. It then merges the response message from the
parent and the value of its downward output function, and sends the resulting x-message to
its imminent and influenced children. Now, the coordinator waits for their done messages,
and stores their next event times tonie and currently exhibited ports. If the coordinator has
received a message (about an external event) by its parent or its tonie is due, it conducts
a state transition. For this purpose, it calls the transition function and the time advanced
function of the macro model. A transition of the macro model might imply structural model
changes of children or the coupling structure. If this is the case, the coordinator performs
these changes. Subsequently, it updates the available ports myports of its children models,
and sends a done message, including myports and the next event time to its parent. This
processing is repeated as long as the root-coordinator sends ⋆-messages and/or x-messages.
To avoid problems when processing structural model changes, Himmelspach and Uhrmacher
(2004) recommend to sort them in each step. They suggest to first create models and ports,
then to create and delete couplings, to subsequently delete ports, and finally to delete models.
15.2.2. Limitations of a direct implementation of the abstract simulator
The abstract simulation that Uhrmacher et al. (2007) have developed for ml-DEVS is es-
sentially a direct implementation of the ml-DEVS processing scheme. Such a processing
might pose problems (Himmelspach and Uhrmacher, 2006). In Section 4.3.2 we have already
discussed the potential problems of a direct implementation of the dynPDEVS processing
scheme. As mainly all DEVS variants rely on similar processing schemes, the problems we
have described for dynPDEVS also apply to the processing of ml-DEVS. That is, depending
on the depth of the processor tree and the number of models, passing message through the
processor tree can result in a remarkable overload. Furthermore, the ml-DEVS simulator
of Uhrmacher et al. (2007) demands for each micro model one thread.5 Usual Java virtual
machine implementations, however, do not support more than a few thousand parallel threads.
In our case, this implies that meaningful population projections would not be possible. To
overcome this limitation, we design a novel simulator for ml-DEVS models.
15.2.3. A sequential abstract simulator for ml-DEVS
In this section, we present a simulation algorithm for ml-DEVS that extends the sequential
abstract simulator for PDEVS developed by Himmelspach and Uhrmacher (2006). The se-
quential abstract simulator is conceptualized to sequentially compute (parts of) the processor
tree. It maintains the basic concept of the classical DEVS coordinators and simulators, inclu-
sive their communication scheme. However, it modifies the simulation processing by splitting
it into subsequent steps. Relying on the setting for PDEVS, we implement these steps using
5 Within a program, a thread is a sequentially executed stream of instructions.
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Algorithm 7 Pseudocode of the coordinator of the macro model.
//Create during initialization
myports = all currently accessible ports of children
when receive ⋆ or x
if message is ⋆ message then
send ⋆ message to imminent children
wait for receive ymicro messages from the imminent children
if t is getTonie(macroModel) then
ymacro = macroModel.lambda
xdown = macroModel.lambdaDown
end if
y = union (ymacro, ymicro)
send y message to parent
wait for receive xparent message from parent
end if
from xparent create x messages for all influenced or imminent children
if t is getTonie(macroModel) then
x=union (x,xdown)
end if
send x messages to all influenced or imminent children
wait for receive done messages from all influenced or imminent children
store done.tonie and done.ports of all influenced and imminent children
xmac is message for macroModel included in xparent
if xmac is not empty or t is getTonie(macroModel) then
execute macroModel.delta(xmac,ports)
execute macroModel.timeAdvance
macroModel.processStructuralChanges
myports = macroModel.availablePorts
end if
tonie = min(childTonies,getTonie(macroModel))
send done-message including tonie and myports
end when
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getOutputs()
doRemainder()
parent coordinator
subordinate                                                     
simulator or coordinator
(*,t)
(y,t)
(x,t)
(done,[tonie,ports])
getOutputs()
doRemainder()
Figure 15.6.: Processing scheme of the sequential abstract simulator of ml-DEVS.
the two methods getOutputs and doRemainder, cf. Figure 15.6. During simulation pro-
cessing, these methods are successively called. The simulator and coordinator of a ml-DEVS
model realize the methods getOutputs and doRemainder differently, cf. Algorithm 9 and
Algorithm 8.
If its getOutputs method is called, a macro model coordinator activates its imminent
children, and reads their output messages. If the current model time t corresponds to the
coordinator's actual tonie, the coordinator executes subsequently the output function of the
macro model and its downward output function. Finally, getOutputs forwards to the parent
of the coordinator the children's output messages and its own output message.
Afterwards, the doRemainder method of a macro model coordinator is called. As a first
step, it identifies all individuals who are influenced by external events. Then, if the current
model time t equals the coordinator's actual tonie, it combines the input message from the
parent and the value of its downward output function, and sends the resulting message to
its imminent and influenced children. Otherwise (if t ≠ tonie(macroModel)), the coordinator
solely forwards the message from its parent to its imminent and influenced children. The
coordinator executes the children's doRemainder method and requests their next event
times (tonies) and currently exhibited ports, and stores them. Subsequently, the coordinator
checks whether it has received a message (about an external event) by its parent. In case
it has received a message or its tonie is due, it executes the transition function and the
time advanced function of the macro model. Eventual caused structural model changes are
subsequently executed. The doRemainder method exits by updating the available ports
myports of all children models, and by determining and forwarding the system's next event
time.
The micro model simulator employs the method getOutputs to call the model's output
function and to forward the respective output information. By doRemainder, a micro model
simulator performs a model's state transition and determines the next internal event. Finally,
it forwards to its superordinate coordinator the ports available in the current state of the model
and its next event time. The functionality of the micro model simulator basically equals the
one that Himmelspach and Uhrmacher (2006) have described for PDEVS. Additionally, it
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Algorithm 8 Pseudocode of the coordinator of the `sequential abstract simulator for ml-
DEVS'.
//Create during initialization
myports = all currently accessible ports of children
function Messages getOutputs()
for each child in imminents do
allMsgs = union (allMsgs,child.getOutputs())
if t is getTonie(macroModel)
macro.msgs = macroModel.lambda
macro.downMsgs = macroModel.lambdaDown
msgs = union (allMsgs,macro.msgs)
end if
return msgs
end function
function (double,ports) doRemainder(msgs)
influencees = union (influencees,propagateInputOutputCouplingMessages(msgs))
if t is getTonie(macroModel)
msgs = union (msgs,macro.downMsgs)
end if
for each child in union (influencees, imminents) do
(childTonies,ports)=union(msgs,child.doRemainder())
macroMsg = getMsgForMacro(msgs)
if (macroMsg is not empty) or t is getTonie(macroModel)
execute macroModel.stateTransition(macroMsg,ports)
execute macroModel.timeAdvance
macroModel.processStructuralChanges
myports = macroModel.availablePorts
end if
tonie = min(childTonies,getTonie(macroModel))
return union (tonie,myports)
end function
Algorithm 9 Pseudocode of the simulator of `the sequential abstract simulator for ml-
DEVS.'
function Messages getOutputs()
execute model.lambda
return getMsgs(model)
end function
function (double,ports) doRemainder(msgs)
execute model.stateTransition(msgs)
execute model.timeAdvance
ports = model.availablePorts
return union (tonie,ports)
end function
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features a function to determine the ports that the micro model exhibits in a given state.
Using the sequential abstract simulator for ml-DEVS to execute Pop⋆ means that indepen-
dently of the population size we need only two threads (one for the macro model coordinator
and one for the root-coordinator). That is, opposed to a direct implementation of the ml-
DEVS processing scheme, the sequential abstract simulator for ml-DEVS allows to define a
model's size independently of the number of threads supported by an Java virtual machine.
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16. Application: A Synthetic Population
Resembling the Netherlands
We conduct a small case study to illustrate the capabilities of the novel microsimulation
model that accounts for partnership dynamics. For this purpose, we look at a synthetic
population that (roughly) resembles the Dutch population. The setting of this case study is
similar to the one of the MicMac microsimulation case study (cf. Section 6). We consider
fertility and partnership behavior, and smoking behavior. In particular, we study how partners
influence each other's smoking behavior. Note that the presented application is mainly based
on synthetic data, and should not be used to draw conclusions about actual behavior. It
only serves as a means to demonstrate the potential of a microsimulation that accounts for
interdependencies between life-courses of married or cohabiting individuals.
In the following, we assume that life-course transitions of individuals and couples only
depend on age and calendar time; i.e., we neglect possible `duration dependencies' of de-
mographic processes.1 Furthermore, we specify couple dynamics by considering couples as
units. We describe the behavior of unlinked individuals employing the model described in
Section 2.3.1, and we specify couple behavior using the model presented in Section 14.1.2.
This chapter is structured as follows: First, we introduce the data and the scenario that we
use for our illustration. Then we show some results.
16.1. The synthetic population
Starting on January 1, 2008, we generate life-courses of 1% of a synthetic population that
resembles the Netherlands. The simulation horizon ranges from January 1, 2008 to December
31, 2020. During simulation, we only consider individuals aged between 0 and 63. The initial
population comprises 70,296 males and 68,269 females.
The state space that we employ for the individual model (cf. Section 2.1) consists of the
following elements (variables with corresponding values given after the colons, separated by
semi-colons):
 gender: female; male
1Disregarding duration dependencies means e.g., to neglect the fact that evidentially the divorce risk depends
on the time that has elapsed since wedding and that the propensity of giving birth to a second child depends
on the time elapsed since the delivery of the first child.
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 marital status and living arrangement: living in the parental home and never married;
married; being single; cohabitating;
 fertility: childless; at least one child
 smoking status: non-smoker; smoker
 mortality: dead; alive
The elements of the state space for the couple model (cf. Section 14.1.1) are:
 marital status: married; dissolved; cohabiting
 fertility status: childless; parents
 smoking status: non-smoker couple; dual smoker couple; female smoker, male non-
smoker; male smoker, female non-smoker
 mortality: both dead; female dead, male alive; male dead, female alive; both alive
If the value `living alone' is assigned to an individual, he/she lives either alone and never
lived in a union before, or he/she lives alone but cohabitated before, or he/she lives alone and
was married before. The value `dissolved' indicates the separation of a married or cohabiting
couple. Spouses that are dissolved or widowed enter the `living alone' state of the individual
model. During simulation, individuals and couples can experience the following events:
Possible events of individuals leaving parental home, getting divorced or separated,
giving birth (for females), launching a cohabitation,
marrying, quitting to smoke, starting to smoke,
dying
Possible event of couples getting divorced or separated, childbirth,
female starts smoking, male starts smoking,
female quit smoking, male quit smoking,
both quit smoking, both start smoking,
female dies and male gets widowed, both die
male dies and female gets widowed
To quantify the propensity of individuals and couples to experience events, we employ either
empirical or synthetic transition rates. We have estimated (non-parity specific) fertility rates
and transition rates to change the marital status and/or the living arrangement for unlinked
individuals using the FFS_NL 2003 (the corresponding rates are given in the appendix, see
page 201ff). For this purpose, we have applied a slightly modified version of the MAPLES
estimation procedure2 (Impicciatore and Billari, 2007). We use hypothetical death rates and
2MAPLES estimates age profiles from longitudinal survey data using a generalized additive model and
piecewise cubic splines, cf. Section 3.2.1.
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transition rates of changing the smoking behavior. It is well known that smokers have a higher
mortality risk than non-smokers (Doll et al., 2004; Jacobs et al., 1999). We account for this fact
by adapting the mortality rates presented in Section 6 (see Figure 7.2 on page 69) accordingly:
mortality rates for smokers are obtained by increasing these rates by 10% and mortality rates
for non-smokers are obtained by reducing them by 10%. The resulting mortality schedule 
and the transition rates that we use to describe the propensity of individuals to change the
smoking behavior  are given in the appendix on page 201ff.
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Figure 16.1.: The female initial population refers to January 1, 2008. The figure shows the
female population, categorized according to age, fertility status, marital sta-
tus, and smoking behavior; coding: noChild (childless), child (being mother),
PH (living at parental home), SI (living alone), CO (cohabiting), MA (being
married), S (smoker), nS (non-Smoker).
To describe couple behavior, for simplicity we assume that
- the same fertility rates apply to linked and unlinked women,
- the risk to quit smoking is higher for a female/male who is married/cohabiting with a non-
smoker than it is for a female/male who is married/cohabiting with a smoker, but does
not depend on the presence of children,
- the risk to start smoking depends on whether the partner smokes or not, but not on the
presence of children,
- the influence that the smoking behavior of the spouse has on the own smoking behavior
does not vary with age,
- the divorce risk and the risk to break up depends on the presence of children, but not on
the smoking behavior of the spouses,
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Figure 16.2.: The initial population refers to January 1, 2008. The figure displays the male
population, categorized according to age, marital status, and smoking behavior;
coding: PH (living at parental home), SI (living alone), CO (cohabiting), MA
(being married), S (smoker), nS (non-Smoker).
- to linked and unlinked individuals the same mortality risk applies, and
- the risk that both spouses die at the same time is very low (we set it to 10−5).
The transition rates of couples to change their marital status or their smoking behavior are
given in the appendix, see page 201ff. We assume that the mortality rates vary with age, sex
and calendar year, and the other rates are age- and sex-specific, but are held constant over
calendar time.
In Section 3.3, we have presented data and methods that are suitable to construct an initial
population of unlinked individuals. Adding pair information to an initial population does
theoretically not pose any difficulties. Problems arise due to the fact that micro information
on couples is often hard to access. In contrast to single individuals, we need double infor-
mation to determine a couple: we need the birth dates and the attributes of both spouses.
Here, we settle for an initial population that comprises only individuals. For our illustra-
tion, we construct an initial population using the method of iterative proportional fitting (cf.
Section 3.3.1). The marginal frequency distributions needed to estimate these numbers have
been taken from EuroStat (EuroStat, 2010) and the FFS_NL 2003 survey. In the Figures 16.1
and 16.2, the resulting population numbers are given. The first figure depicts the initial female
population cross-classified according to age, sex, marital status, and fertility status, and the
second figure shows the initial male population according cross-classified according to age, sex,
and marital status. Generally, our simulation model allows the consideration of migration,
however, for reasons of simplicity we neglect migration for this example.
During simulation, we conduct mate-matching. For this purpose, we employ the algorithm
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presented in Section 11. Compared to the illustration of the mate-matching algorithm given in
Section 12, however, we present here a simplified version: We do not consider the educational
attainment of individuals and we do not differentiate between first and higher order part-
nerships. Nonetheless, our setting is sufficient to illustrate the capability of the micro-macro
population model. We use two logit models to quantify the compatibility between potential
spouses: The first model describes the probability to enter a cohabitation and the second
model describes the probability to enter a marriage. For estimating the models, we employ
the first wave of the NKPS (conducted in the period from 2002 to 2004) (Dykstra et al.,
2005). We only consider partnerships that started in the years from 1990 to 2002. Our data
set contains a record for each observed couple, which consists of the age of the male spouse,
the age difference between the female and the male spouse (in integer years), and the number
of children that the spouses have with former partners. The coefficients of the estimated logit
models are given in the appendix, see page 205.
16.2. Results
For each simulation run the micro-macro population simulation provides information on the
simulated life-courses in three files:
1. an ASCII file containing the birth dates of all simulated individuals,
2. an ASCII file containing the dates of transitions and the corresponding destination states
for all simulated individuals, and
3. an ASCII file containing the dates of transitions and the corresponding destination states
for all simulated couples.
These files have a well-defined format, which can be accessed and managed further by arbitrary
tools. We use R to summarize and visualize the simulation output. Subsequently, we show
a few descriptive statistics for simulated couple data. For the evaluation of data of unlinked
individuals we refer to the description given in Section 5.3 and in Section 6.2. The results
shown here are not comprehensive and only aim at indicating the potential of a demographic
microsimulation with linked lives. As a first step we converts the simulation output into a
format resembling event history data. This format eases further computation. In Figure 16.3
typical life-courses of ten simulated couples are given.
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16.2. Results
Each record describes an event that a couple has experienced during simulation. It gives the
ID of the couple and the birth times of both spouses (`BirthDateFem' and `BirthDateMale').
Furthermore, it contains the transition date (`TrDate'), the transition age of the female spouse
(`AgeAtTrFem'), the transition age of the male spouse (`AgeAtTrMale'), and the state that
the couple has entered (`NewState'). The first transition of a couple corresponds to the onset
of the marriage/cohabitation. If a couple experiences a dissolution event, the spouses return
to the `unlinked population'. Likewise, in case of a widowhood event, the surviving spouse
becomes part of the unlinked population. During simulation, 7,858 couples have been created,
of these 2.6% experience a dissolution event, and 0.9% undergo a widowhood event, i.e., in
our setting most relationships persist.
Having a partner who smokes can influence the spouse's initiation of smoking. That is,
a smoking spouse might incite his/her non-smoking partner to start smoking, or prevent
his/her smoker partner from quitting smoking. It is also possible that a non-smoking partner
urges his/her spouse to stop smoking. We study whether in our simulation output we can
find accordant behavior. For this purpose, we determine how many partnered smokers quit
smoking, conditional on the smoking status of the partner. The subsequent table shows the
results:
`````````````````Gender
Partner smokes?
yes no
male 19.05% 43.62%
female 17.50% 26.31%
That is, during simulation 19.05% of the male smokers who are married/cohabiting with a
smoking woman quit smoking. This is contrasted by 43.62% smokers partnered with a non-
smoking woman. Furthermore, we find that 26.31% of the smoking women who are partnered
with a non-smoking man quit smoking, opposed by 17.50% who are partnered with a smoker.
Overall, being partnered with a non-smoking partner has a positive effect on an individual's
propensity to quit smoking. In the simulation output the effect is more pronounced for males
than for females. Among the unlinked individuals, 28.9% of the women and 17.10% of the
men quit smoking during simulation time. We obtain the following percentages of spouses
who start smoking, conditioned on the partner's smoking behavior:
`````````````````Gender
Partner smokes?
yes no
male 8.50% 4.6%
female 3.63% 1.34%
Here we see that a smoking spouse strongly influences the smoking behavior of his/her partner.
Again, it seems that women have a stronger influence on their partners than men. Among
the unlinked individuals we find 5.44% male non-smokers and 2.43% female non-smokers who
start smoking. All these results are in accordance with the input transition rates for smoking
behavior; see Figure A-21 and Figure A-20 in the appendix on page 201ff.
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Figure 16.4.: First event after partnership onset.
As a further aspect, we study the behavior of childless couples once they have married
or launched a cohabitation. We study dissolution and childbirth events, and restrict our
consideration to the first event that happens after partnership onset. Figure 16.4 shows
the respective results. After having entered marriage or cohabitation, 88.7% of the childless
couples experience a childbirth event, 5.2% undergo a dissolution event, and 1.1% suffer from
a widowhood event. Hence, in our virtual population, childless couples have a very high
propensity of becoming parents.
As mentioned before, numerous summaries and insights can be derived from the simula-
tion output of the micro-macro population model, but we restrict ourselves here to the few
examples given above. Again, please note that the results shown are only illustrative and do
not reflect observed behavior  because they are based on input rates and model assumptions
that are not solely derived from empirical data.
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Microsimulation is a methodology that is well suited for population projections as it very
closely mimics life-course dynamics.
To face the challenges of aging societies, policy makers need reliable information about
future population composition, and, in particular, answers to the questions of how different
policies might affect individual behavior. Therefore, an adequate monitoring and forecast-
ing of the lifestyle and life courses of individuals is required. What particularly is needed a
methodology that complements the demographic projections by age and sex with projections
of the way people live their lives concerning marriage, fertility behavior, health related behav-
ior, educational and professional careers, etc. Microsimulation lends itself naturally to this
objective.
In this thesis, we described the development of the demographic microsimulation that we
have realized in the context of the project `MicMac - Bridging the micro-macro gap in pop-
ulation forecasting'. Furthermore, we detailed extensions that we have added to overcome
some limitations of the initial version of the MicMac microsimulation. In its initial version,
the MicMac microsimulation does not account for linked lives, but considers individuals as
being independent of each other. Such a setting certainly oversimplifies reality. To tackle this
shortcoming, we first developed a mate-matching algorithm for the MicMac microsimulation,
and, in a second step, we designed a micro model to describe the life-course dynamics of
married and cohabiting couples.
17.1. Summary of findings
A tool for population projection: the MicMac microsimulation
Microsimulation is a technique that models and simulates the behavior of micro units (like
individuals or firms) over time. The centerpiece of a demographic microsimulation is the
virtual population that (commonly) resembles a real population. The virtual population
comprises individuals characterized by demographic attributes like sex, current marital status,
educational attainment, children ever born, etc. It evolves over time because, based on a
stochastic model, individuals experience certain demographic events over their life time. The
length of spells between events gives, together with the individual's birth date, the ages at
which events are experienced.
In demographic microsimulations, time can be modelled to advance either in discrete steps
(usually in years) or continuously. In discrete-time models, individual attributes and behav-
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ior are updated at each step, while in continuous-time microsimulation models events can
happen at any instant in time along a continuous time scale. A continuous-time microsimu-
lation defines individual life-courses as sequences of discrete events; hence a continuous-time
microsimulation model is a discrete event model.
To describe individual behavior, we use a continuous-time multi-state model; i.e., we use
a continuous-time microsimulation model. Multi-state models are commonly determined by
stochastic processes that at any point in time occupy one out of a set of discrete states (Hougaard,
1999). In this thesis, Markovian processes are employed to specify individual life-courses
(cf. Chapter 2). The propensity for experiencing certain demographic events is usually age-
dependent but also varies with calendar time (e.g., decreasing mortality). In some cases, also
the time that has been elapsed since the last event affects an individual's propensity to expe-
rience a transition, e.g., the divorce risk depends on the time that has elapsed since wedding.
According to the application, if we assume that propensities to experience life-course events
depend only on age and calendar time, non-homogeneous continuous-time Markov chains are
suitable to describe life-course dynamics. Otherwise, if we assume that the propensities to ex-
perience events also depend on the time elapsed in a state, we suggest to use non-homogeneous
semi-Markov processes. Current age-, time-, and (optionally) duration-specific incidence rates
can be estimated from vital statistics and social surveys; e.g., by using occurrence-exposure
rates (cf. Sections 3.1 and 3.2). Assumptions about future rates then define the projection
scenarios (cf. Section 3.2.2).
The execution of a continuous-time microsimulation can be very efficient compared to a
discrete-time microsimulation. This is because in a continuous-time microsimulation, indi-
vidual attributes are only updated when an event occurs. Only very few continuous-time
microsimulations exist. Many modelers consider them as being too cumbersome to deal
with (Galler, 1997). For instance, Scott et al. (2003, p. 5) argue that continuous-time sim-
ulation has certain theoretical advantages, but implementation is more difficult, and model
operation less transparent to the user, than for discrete-time. However, several formalisms
exist that support discrete event based models and ease their realization, e.g., DEVS (Zeigler
et al., 2000), stochastic Petri Nets (Murata, 1989), and stochastic pi-calculus (Priami, 1995).
Due to its modular and state-based concept, the DEVS formalism is well-suited to specify
a continuous-time microsimulation. There are a couple of tools around that support the im-
plementation of DEVS models (like the DEVS variants in JAMES II). Therefore, within
this thesis, we deem DEVS as being appropriate to realize the MicMac microsimulation. In
Chapter 4 we proposed two DEVS model specifications of the MicMac microsimulation. We
described an atomic DEVS model, and we revealed strengths but also limitations of this so-
lution. The limitations were addressed by exploiting a DEVS variant that supports variable
structures, i.e., dynPDEVS. We described a dynPDEVS model that specifies individuals
as atomic models and the population as a network model. We detailed the semantics that
have originally been developed for the execution of a dynPDEVS model. We found that
a simulation based on this semantics hinders meaningful population projections because it
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demands at least one process/thread per model scheme. To tackle this problem, we worked
out execution semantics that allows to efficiently run meaningful population projections with
the developed dynPDEVS model (cf. Section 4.3.3). The designed semantics is an extension
of one of the sequential simulation algorithms originally developed for PDEVS (Himmelspach
and Uhrmacher, 2006).
It is also possible to translate a continuous-time microsimulation model directly into source
code, without specifying it beforehand as discrete event system. In line with this, we directly
realized the MicMac microsimulation model using the modelling and simulation framework
JAMES II as a library (cf. Chapter 5). This procedure can entail some unpleasant problems;
for example, extensions of the microsimulation (such as the inclusion of linked lives) might
be costly and laborious. For the MicMac microsimulation (without any extension), however,
such an immediate implementation is entirely convenient. We used this implementation to
illustrate the capabilities of the MicMac microsimulation (see Chapter 6). For this purpose, we
conducted population projections for a synthetic population resembling the Dutch population.
The evaluation of the simulation output showed mainly reasonable results. Profiting from the
experimentation layer of JAMES II we could evaluate the performance and suitability of the
microsimulation implementation. We carried out performance experiments to find an efficient
data structure to maintain event lists, and to study the behavior of different pseudo random
number generators (see Chapter 7). Our experiments showed that for a continuous-time
microsimulation the `mlist' event queue is an appropriate choice. We tested the three random
number generators RANDU, java random number generator, and Mersenne Twister for their
suitability. To summarize, we could not find any significant differences between the results
produced by the three different PRNGs. To asses the suitability of our simulation results, we
re-estimated empirical transition rates, and cross-model validated the microsimulation using
the MicMac macroprojection. We found that the MicMac microsimulation performs well.
A mate-matching algorithm
Despite of all its capabilities, the MicMac microsimulation features some limitations. It
assumes individual life-courses to be independent, i.e., the concept of linked lives is not con-
sidered. Possible changes in the behavior of one person due to, for example, characteristics
of the partner after union formation or marriage are not modelled. A related problem is the
inclusion of a proper marriage market. The MicMac microsimulation does not match part-
ners if a union formation or marriage are simulated. We tackled both problems, and extended
the MicMac microsimulation accordingly: first, we proposed and implemented a technique
to create synthetic couples, i.e., to match individuals. Then, we designed a microsimula-
tion model, inclusive simulation algorithm, that involves both independent individuals and
married/cohabiting pairs.
Modelling relations between spouses necessitates creating synthetic (married or cohabit-
ing) couples, and therefore we need an effective mate-matching procedure. Two different
approaches exist to handle the matching of spouses (cf. Chapter 10). In open models, an
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appropriate partner is created when needed. By contrast, in closed models an appropriate
partner has to be found among the individuals of the model population. In terms of modelling
and simulation, open models are straightforward. However, their interpretation is difficult:
How can we explain the appearance of a spouse that was not present before? Closed mod-
els have a more plausible interpretation as marital matches are formed between individuals
that already exist. Corresponding modelling and simulation approaches have to incorporate
sophisticated matching algorithms that ensure the creation of synthetic marriages that follow
a realistic pattern. In this context, two problems have to be solved: (1) when do individuals
marry and (2) from a set of candidates, whom do they marry. Several suitable matching
algorithms exist, however all of them apply to discrete-time models. No matching algorithm
has so far been proposed for closed microsimulation models with a continuous time scale.
In discrete-time models, annual marriage markets are applied to create couples. This is a
natural choice as in discrete-time models events are determined to occur in a given year. In
continuous-time models by contrast, where events can occur at any point in time, annual
marriage markets do not fit (cf. Section 11.1).
In our microsimulation, individual life-courses are specified as sequences of waiting times
to a next event. That is, we can determine in advance when individuals will experience the
onset of a marriage or a cohabitation. We take advantage of this circumstance by using the
waiting time until marriage or cohabitation onset for scanning potential partners.
In this thesis, we suggested to implement one marriage market that individuals can enter
and leave over the complete simulation time range (cf. Chapter 11). Each mating-minded
individual remains in the market for a specific period of mate searching and matching. In
order to build up synthetic couples in the market a two-fold stochastic approach is used.
First, we assign to each individual a random value that captures his/ her aspiration level
regarding a partner. An empirical likelihood equation reveals the probability that a given
woman and a given man would mate. (Relying on the theory of assortative mating, pairs
with similar attributes, like similar ages and educational levels, have a higher probability of
mating.) Subsequently, we simulate a decision making process whether two individuals date
each other applying individuals' aspiration levels and their mating probability. A couple is
formed if a positive decision has been made and the timing of the couple's marriage events is
consistent regarding their individual searching periods. Individuals that were inspected (but
rejected) lower their level of aspiration accordingly.
In order to illustrate the capability of the presented algorithm, we extended the MicMac
microsimulation tool. We run simulations to forecast a synthetic population based on the pop-
ulation of the Netherlands using microdata from Statistics Netherlands and the Netherlands
Kinship Panel Study. We found that the proposed algorithm produces acceptable result; e.g.,
it is capable to reproduce the observed peak of the frequency distribution of age differences
of spouses.
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Microsimulation and interaction between two individuals
To realistically describe couple dynamics, matching individuals solely does not suffice. Also,
the effect of inter-individual interaction has to be considered. In a microsimulation, life-
course events are commonly determined based on empirical distribution functions which rely
on data reported for single persons. Individual interaction patterns are usually ignored in this
context. No general modelling or simulation technique exists that accounts for correlation
between linked lives in a microsimulation. To give an example: many microsimulation models
incorporate a marriage market to perform mate-matching. After a couple has been matched,
however, the subsequent modelling and simulation of the individuals forming the couple is not
clear: in the literature neither a stochastic model of the joint behavior of paired individuals is
described, nor related simulation algorithms are discussed. In this thesis we developed a model
that, when describing two linked life-courses, maintains the concept of modelling individual
life courses using stochastic processes. Couple dynamics are described by considering couples
as units. Like individual life-courses, couple behavior are specified by using continuous-time
multi-state models. That is, we use continuous-time Markov chains or semi-Markov processes
to describe the `life-courses' of couples (cf. Section 14.1).
Using a continuous-time multi-state approach for modelling couple dynamics may imply
very large state spaces that are associated with a corresponding need for transition rates.
Data sets that are rich enough to estimate such rates often do not exist. To anyhow describe
couple behavior models of individual behavior can be interlinked such that a realistic model
of couple behavior results. With shared frailty model and copula models we presented two
very general approaches that facilitate such modelling (cf. Section 14.2).
In the first part of this thesis, we presented a microsimulation model that neglects inter-
individual interaction. For its specification, we proposed using the DEVS formalism (see
Chapter 4). In order to circumvent shortcomings (discussed in Chapter 15) we developed
a ml-DEVS model to specify the extended microsimulation model that regards partnership
dynamics (cf. Section 15.1). The ml-DEVS formalism extends the classical DEVS model
language by explicitly supporting a multi-level setup. In ml-DEVS, a macro level model
is specified by a coupled DEVS model, comprising an own state and behavioral rules, and
micro models are specified by ordinary atomic DEVS models. Like dynDEVS, the ml-
DEVS formalism supports variable structure models, and therefore it suits well to specify
population dynamics. To describe a microsimulation model that considers couple dynamics,
we set up a ml-DEVS model that consists of a macro-DEVS model comprising two types
of micro components: individuals and pairs. These micro components handle the life-course
dynamics of unlinked individuals and the dynamics of married or cohabiting couples. The
macro-DEVS model guides the onset of partnerships (marriages or cohabitations), i.e., it
performs mate matching and instructs the creation of pair models. If a pair model signalizes
an emigration, a dissolution, or a widowhood event, the macro-DEVS model instructs its
extinction or dissolution.
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We presented the simulation semantics that have originally been developed for the execu-
tion of ml-DEVS models (cf. Section 15.2). To execute the original simulation algorithm we
would, however, need one process or one thread per micro-DEVS model and one process or
one thread per macro-DEVS model. That is, like in the case of dynPDEVS, a simulation
based on the original semantics does not allow meaningful population projections (cf. Sec-
tion 15.2.2). To overcome this limitation, we designed simulation semantics that facilitates an
efficient execution of the population ml-DEVS model. The developed simulation semantics
extends one of the sequential simulation algorithms initially worked out for PDEVS.
We conducted a small case study to illustrate the capabilities of the novel microsimulation
model that accounts for partnership dynamics (cf. Chapter 16). For this purpose, we studied
a synthetic population that (roughly) resembles the Dutch population. We looked at fertility,
partnership, and smoking behavior; in particular we analyzed how partners influence each
other's smoking behavior. The conducted application indicates that the ml-DEVS population
model works fine.
17.2. Critical assessment
We have designed a demographic microsimulation to efficiently conduct realistic population
projections on a detailed level. However, the methodology still shows limitations. In this
section, we detail ideas for improvement and point to directions of research leading to more
realistic population projection models.
Data requirements of microsimulations
A main impediment for the usage microsimulations is their demand for data. To run mean-
ingful microsimulation, applications a lot of data have to be provided. In social science, a
lack of suitable data often hinders the usage of micro models (Huinink and Feldhaus, 2009).
Nonetheless, at present researchers observe improvements concerning data accessibility. Con-
siderable advancements concerning data availability in the field of life-course sociology were
noted during the last years by Mayer (2009). He emphasizes the buildup of national individual-
level longitudinal databases. Furthermore, Mayer finds a rising amount of data sources that
are concerned with the effects of the social environment on life-courses. This points to an
improvement of the data situation and therefore to an increased applicability of micro models.
Drawbacks and opportunities of our implementation approach
Still many simulation applications are developed from scratch, which causes various prob-
lems (Edmonds and Hales, 2003; Galan and Izquierdo, 2005; Hannay et al., 2009; Merali,
2010; Minar et al., 1996), among others:
 missing transparency and documentation,
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 no repeatability of results,
 high development costs because of redevelopments,
 no product tests or validation for lack of time at the end of a project.
In this thesis, we tried to avoid these problems by (1) using an established formalism for
discrete event simulation to specify our microsimulation model and (2) by using the M&S
framework JAMES II to realize it. This way, we could profit from up-to-date M&S method-
ology, make use of already existing M&S tools, and validate our simulation product.
Using the DEVS metaphor to specify a microsimulation system is bears some problems.
Although DEVS suits well to specify population dynamics in the intended way, it intro-
duces some modelling overhead. The DEVS formalism is very rigid. This results in bulky
model specifications; see e.g., the longish definition of the ml-DEVS population model in
Section 15.1. An alternative to DEVS are process algebras like the stochastic pi to specify
population models. The stochastic pi is an individual-based approach that supports dynamic
composition and interaction pattern (John et al., 2010). It is originated in systems biology
and has been developed for spatial modelling of cell-biological processes. Its basic approach
is to let individual entities move according to stochastic processes and to let them interact
by communicating over `channels'. Stochastic pi is a neat and very intuitive approach, and
in theory, we deem it appropriate to readily model life-course dynamics. However, currently
the stochastic pi formalism does only support homogeneous Markov chains to describe system
behavior. Although an extension to other classes of stochastic processes is work in progress.
Improving mate-matching
The matching strategy we presented can be improved: At the moment, we match individuals
based on actual preference patterns. However, preferences concerning the characteristics of
a partner might change over calendar time, and such changes should be considered in the
mate-matching process.
Furthermore, in the current model, individuals enter the partnership market based on
empirical marriage rates or based on rates indicating cohabitation propensities. To correctly
determine partnership events though, instead of marriage or cohabitation rates, we would
have to use rates indicating the willingness to mate. However, we know of no data source that
allows estimating such rates. A way to anyhow obtain those rates would be to hypothesize
them based on external knowledge of the phenomenon.
Networks of linked individuals
So far, the novel microsimulation with linked lives only devises married couples and consensual
unions. An extension to other kinds of bidirectional relationships seems to be straightforward.
For example, in the presented way we can also model mother-child relationships. The situation
differs when more than two individuals are involved, and non-hierarchical interaction patterns
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should be specified. The only rough idea that, to our knowledge, has been mentioned in the
literature in this context is to consider linked individuals as being part of a larger simulation
unit that contains all individual units that are mutually dependent (Galler, 1997, p. 14).
However, how this should be realized has not been elaborated yet.
To describe household formation and dissolution, Galler (1988) and Courgeau (1997) realize
microsimulation models where individuals are linked to superior household entities. At a first
glance, these models seem to provide the methodology that is necessary to formally specify
interaction between individuals and groups of individuals. Unfortunately, both models have
been designed only for specifical data structures, and as individuals are per definition part
of exactly one household, also a hierarchical structure is posed on the model population. As
a consequence, a generalization of the approaches of Galler (1988) and Courgeau (1997) to
account for various types of inter-individual interaction is not apparent.
Micro, meso, macro - multi-level simulations
The problem of accounting for interaction among individuals in a micro model is closely related
to the problem of describing the dynamics of societal groupings. Naturally, a microsimulation
works on the micro level of a population. However, as soon as a micro model accounts for
interaction and linkage patterns between individuals also a group level becomes emergent,
the meso level. Here interacting individuals are grouped according to the type of interaction,
e.g, into households, families, firms, or even party membership. Generally, complex dynamic
systems, like populations, can be specified at three different structural levels: micro, meso,
and macro.1 The latter gives the conditions under which the target system is considered:
If a human population is studied, macro conditions are, e.g., the political and the economic
system, distinct policies, the taxation and benefit system, the environmental conditions etc.
Demographic microsimulation currently mostly models the effects of stable macro condi-
tions on individual life course decisions. The dynamics of macro structures, like a changing
political system, are not modelled - usually, the macro-level is measured as aggregates of
individual attributes (Gilbert and Troitzsch, 2008). A feedback from the individual behavior
on the macro condition is hence not foreseen. Many real world examples, however, show that
individual behavior has a strong influence on the macro level, e.g., the growing environmental
awareness of the people in the Western World world has a strong effect on political decisions.
Modelling population dynamics but neglecting upward causation from the individual level to
the macro level is hence very unsatisfactory.
In conjunction with microsimulations, the concept of meso levels has de facto never been
described as such. Two versions of microsimulation models exist that support the formation
of groups of individuals - which might be interpreted as a kind of meso level realization.
First, as already mentioned, the consideration of demographic kinship leads to the formation
1In the context of population projections the notions `micro' and `macro' are not only used to describe the
structural levels at which a system is specified. They are also used to specify at which aggregation level
population forecasts are produced.
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of families. Then, in spatial microsimulations the target population is not only specified on
the individual level, but also according to the regions where individuals live. These regions
are usually not modelled as self-contained entities, but as attributes of individuals, and even
if they are modelled as self-contained entities, their dynamics is restricted to the in- and
out-migration of individuals (Holm et al., 2002). In summary, creating family ties and dis-
criminating individuals according to regions of residence can at the utmost be seen as realizing
a slimmed down version of a meso level in a multi-level system.
In order to make further step towards a multi-level approach, a set of challenges has to be
met to specify and implement a demographic microsimulation that allows interaction among
individuals, and between individuals and their environment. This includes the development
of a stochastic model to accurately capture population dynamics, an effective implementation
(preferably using an already existing simulation framework), and finally the provision of a
software that, without too much effort, can be used by others, particularly by demographers.
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Derivation of distribution function of
waiting times
If the transition rates of a Markovian process are known, the distribution function of the wait-
ing times in the distinct states of the state space can be derived. Subsequently, we detail the
derivation of the distribution function of the waiting times of a non-homogeneous continuous-
time Markov Chain. We explain the related processing by considering for simplicity reasons
in a first step only a homogeneous setting and the transition between two states. (Subscripts
related to states are omitted because of clarity.) We denote the (probability) density of ex-
periencing a transition after a duration w by f(w), the corresponding waiting time in the
current state is S(w), and λ(w) the associated transition rate. It is
λ(w) = f(w)
S(w) ⇒ f(w) = λ(w)S(w)
λ(w) = [−lnS(w)]′
S(w) = exp{−∫ w
0
λ(ν)dν} = exp{−Λ(w)},
where the integral ∫ w0 λ(ν)dν is called cumulative (integrated) hazard rate Λ(w). Conse-
quently, the (cumulative) distribution function of leaving a current state can be written as
F (w) = 1 − exp{−Λ(w)}.
From this derivation the distribution function of the waiting times of a non-homogeneous
continuous-time Markov Chain can be deduced in a straightforward manner. We denote
by F (w, t) the corresponding distribution function that depends on the time t of the last
transition and, via the time s of the next transition, on the waiting time w spent in the
current state (w = s − t). It is
F (w, t) = 1 − exp{−Λ(w, t)},
where
Λ(w, t) = ∫ w
0
λ (t + ν) dν.
Equivalently, if we account for the age and calendar time dependence of the process, we get
F (w, c, a) = 1 − exp{−Λ(w, c, a)},
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where
Λ(w, c, a) = ∫ w
0
λ (c + ν, a + ν) dν,
and λ(⋅) describes the corresponding set of transition rates.
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Simulation study: Two alternative
algorithms to construct life-courses
In Section 2.3.1 we state that, starting from an initial state, life-course events can be de-
termined by generating random waiting times for all possible destination states and then
choosing the shortest among them to determine the actual destination state. An alternative
method to simulate life-course events, which is laid out in Wolf (1986), is to first determine
the waiting time in the current state, and then to specify the destination state. To illustrate
the equivalence of both methods we conduct a simple simulation study using the so called
disability model with reactivation (Hougaard, 2000, Section 5.3.2). The state space of this
model comprises three states: (1) healthy, (2) disabled, and (3) dead. Individual can undergo
transitions from healthy to disabled, from healthy to dead, from disabled to healthy, and from
disabled to dead. The transition intensities that describe the propensities of individuals to
undergo transitions are assumed to be independent of calendar time, but to depend on age.
That is, we use a non-homogeneous continuous-time Markov chain to describe individual life-
courses. Figure A-1 depicts the transition intensities are employed in this simulation study.
We assume that they are piecewise constant.2
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Figure A-1.: Transition intensities employed in this simulation study.
2The transition intensities we use in this example are synthetic, however, resemble observed transition pat-
terns. Thanks to Ekaterina Ogurtsova who has prepared these data.
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Simulation study: Two alternative algorithms to construct life-courses
To ensure that the results obtained by the two distinct simulation algorithms (the one that
we present in Section 2.3.1 and the method suggested by Wolf (1986)) are comparable, we
integrate both methods into the same framework. For this purpose, we still use JAMES
II and the microsimulation implementation described in Chapter 5. Here, we only replace
simulation algorithms.
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Figure A-2.: Number of transitions according to destination state and age.
The simulation starts at time c = 0 and ends after 40 years. We determine the life-courses
of 20,000 individuals who are in state (1) at model initialization, and are of age a = 60.
To account for sampling variation, we conduct five simulation runs per method. For the
evaluation of the simulation results we use R. Figure A-2 shows a comparison of the number of
transitions generated by the two different methods. Each vertical line maps the mean number
of transitions (out of five runs) for each age. The horizontal lines at the top of each vertical
line mark the second and the third quartile of the empirical distribution, i.e., they indicate the
variability of the studied distribution. Numbers are given according to destination state and
age. Figure A-3 depicts a comparison of the mean distributions of the simulated event times.
Also here the little horizontal lines show the variability between the different runs. For both
methods, we find almost identical results. In conclusion, our evaluation demonstrates that
the method that we present to simulate life-course events and the method that Wolf (1986)
suggests are equivalent. A comparison of run times does not reveal any significant differences:
running the simulation five times, we find run times ranging between 12.99 and 15.65 seconds
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employing Wolf's method and run times ranging between 13.66 and 17.36 seconds employing
our method.
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Figure A-3.: Comparison of simulated event time distributions.
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Transition rates for Chapter 6: Application
to the Netherlands
In Chapter 6 (see page 55ff.) we describe an application for a population which closely
resembles the contemporary Netherlands. In this appendix we present the age-profiles of the
transition rates used in this application.
Transition rates related to changes in living arrangement and marital status in Figures A-
4, A-5, A-6, A-7, A-8 (for females), and also in Figures A-11, A-12, and A-13 (for males).
Figure A-9 and Figure A-10 top show the birth rates of females. while we assume that during
simulation transition rates for changing the marital and parity vary with age, but are constant
over calendar time. Figure A-10 bottom shows the transition rates of females to a higher level
of educational attainment, while Figure A-13 bottom shows the corresponding rates for males.
Furthermore, the following assumptions were made to simplify the model and to reduce the
number of required transition rates.
- For both sexes the rates to leave the parental home do not depend on the presence of
children.
- Additionally, for males the transition rates to leave the parental home because of marriage
are independent of their educational attainment.
- Divorce rates are independent of the marriage order.
- Females move into a cohabitation after living alone, once they have left parental home,
independent of the presence of children.
- For both sexes the transition rates from cohabitation to marriage do not depend on the
partnership order.
- The propensity to move into cohabitation after a previous partnership is independent of the
type of the former partnership (marriage or cohabitation).
- For both sexes the risk to split up is independent of the partnership order and the presence
of children,
- Rates that describe a transition to parity three or more do not depend on the marital status
or the living arrangement of the woman.
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- The probability to change the educational attainment is independent of marital status and
living arrangement, and also of the presence of children.
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Figure A-4.: Transition rates of females who leave parental home and marriage rates of fe-
males by educational attainment; lowEdu: only primary school, medEdu: lower
secondary school, highEdu: upper secondary or tertiary education.
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Figure A-5.: Rates of splitting up, marriage and remarriage rates of females; lowEdu: only
primary school, medEdu: lower secondary school, highEdu: upper secondary or
tertiary education.
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Figure A-6.: Marriage rates of females by educational attainment; lowEdu: only primary
school, medEdu: lower secondary school, highEdu: upper secondary or tertiary
education.
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Figure A-7.: Marriage rates of females by educational attainment (part 2); lowEdu: only
primary school, medEdu: lower secondary school, highEdu: upper secondary or
tertiary education.
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Figure A-8.: Divorce rates of females, and birth rates; coding: lowEdu (only primary school),
medEdu (lower secondary school), highEdu (upper secondary or tertiary educa-
tion).
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Figure A-9.: Birth rates by educational attainment; lowEdu: only primary school, medEdu:
lower secondary school, highEdu: upper secondary or tertiary education.
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Figure A-10.: Birth rates and transition rates to higher educational attainment, by educa-
tional attainment; lowEdu: only primary school, medEdu: lower secondary
school, highEdu: upper secondary or tertiary education.
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Figure A-11.: Rates to leave parental home and divorce rates of males, by educational attain-
ment; lowEdu: only primary school, medEdu: lower secondary school, highEdu:
upper secondary or tertiary education.
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Figure A-12.: Marriage and remarriage rates of males, and rates of splitting up; lowEdu: only
primary school, medEdu: lower secondary school, highEdu: upper secondary or
tertiary education.
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Figure A-13.: Marriage rates of males and rates of males to cohabitation (by educational at-
tainment), as well as transition rates to higher educational attainment; lowEdu:
only primary school, medEdu: lower secondary school, highEdu: upper sec-
ondary or tertiary education.
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Further results of the microsimulation
application presented in Chapter 6
In this appendix we show some additional results of the data example elaborated in Chapter
(see page 55ff).
Figure A-14 depicts the frequency distribution of the marital status/living arrangement
of females and males, at the beginning of each year during the period from 2010 to 2015.
As we have assumed that the propensities to change the marital status/living arrangement
do not vary over calendar time, the distribution of the studied state occupancies does not
remarkably change over time. We further find that the distribution looks quite similar for
men and women.
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Figure A-14.: Frequency distribution of marital status/living arrangement of females and
males, at the beginning of each year from 2010 to 2015.
Analyzing the age distribution of first remarriages over time shows that remarkably more
men than women remarry, namely 2108 men as opposed to 1875 women. Figure A-15 shows
the frequency distribution of first remarriage events for females and males over age and time.
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Comparing the numbers for females and males reveals that the age distribution of women
who remarry is wider than the corresponding age distribution of men. As we have assumed
time-constant remarriage rates, we do not find pronounced changes in the pattern of first
remarriages over time.
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Figure A-15.: Frequency distribution of first remarriage events (`pmSI → pmMA') for females
and males.
Figure A-16 shows the waiting time distribution between the first and second birth, by
educational attainment of the mother.
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Figure A-16.: The distribution of the waiting time between first and second birth by edu-
cational attainment of the mother. We contrast two consecutive periods from
2004 to 2010 and from 2011 to 2020, respectively.
The educational level of the mother has no strong impact on the waiting between first and
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second birth. Comparing the two periods 2004-2010 and 2011-2020, however, reveals a wider
waiting time distribution for the second period. One reason for this effect might be the wider
simulation horizon, namely ten instead of seven years.
For the age range from 0 to 63 that was considered the age-at-death distribution remains
relatively stable over calendar time, cf. Figure A-17. We see that females generally get slightly
older than males. Notwithstanding, mortality differences are more pronounced at older ages,
however, and these are not included in the simulation example presented here.
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Figure A-17.: Age-at-death distribution of females and males, given in five year intervals.
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Transition rates for Chapter 16:
Application with linked lives
In Chapter 16 (see page 159ff.) we described an illustration of the novel microsimulation
model that accounts for partnership dynamics In this appendix we present the age-profiles of
the transition rates used in this application.
The transition rates that describe the propensity of unlinked females and males to change
the marital status are depicted in Figures A-18 and A-19. Transition rates of unlinked indi-
viduals to change their smoking behavior and (non-parity specific) fertility rates are depicted
in Figure A-20. Figure A-21 top shows mortality rates of female and male non-smokers and
smokers, Figure A-21 bottom shows the transition rates of spouses to change their smoking
behavior. The transition rates of couples to change marital status are given in Figure A-21.
Table A-1 contains the coefficients of the logit models which we have estimated to quantify
the compatibility between two potential spouses.
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Figure A-18.: Transition rates of of unlinked females and males to change the marital status;
PH: living at parental home, SI: being single, MA: married, CO: cohabiting.
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Figure A-19.: Transition rates of of unlinked females and males to change the marital status;
S: smoker, nS: non-smoker, CO: cohabiting.
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Figure A-20.: Transition rates of unlinked individuals to change their smoking behavior and
birth rates; S: smoker, nS: non-smoker, CO: cohabiting.
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Figure A-21.: Log-mortality rates by age, sex, and smoking status for the period 2004 - 2020
and ages from 0 to 63, and transition rates of spouses to change the smoking
status; S: smoker, nS: non-smoker.
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Figure A-22.: Transition rates of couples to change the marital status; MA: married, CO:
cohabiting, SI: dissolved.
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Thesis Statements
1. For a precise description of population dynamics continuous-time models are an optimal
theoretical choice.
2. As opposed to traditional population projection methods (like cohort component mod-
els), a microsimulation approach allows to describe intra-cohort variation.
3. A continuous-time microsimulation model is a discrete event model.
4. Due to its modular and state-based concept, the DEVS formalism is well-suited to
formulate a continuous-time microsimulation model.
5. The simulation semantics that has originally been developed for the execution of DEVS
models hinders population projections of meaningful size.
6. A dynPDEVS network is more appropriate to describe population dynamics than an
atomic DEVS model.
7. Using the M&S framework JAMES II for implementing a microsimulation allows us to
profit from already implemented M&S functionality and to validate the final microsim-
ulation product.
8. Within this thesis we propose to determine a next life-course event by computing random
waiting times for all possible destination states, and by selecting then the shortest one.
An alternative method to compute life-course events is to first determine the waiting
time in the current state, and then to specify the destination state. We argue that both
methods are equivalent.
9. Defining an infertile period of nine months after delivery might lead to distorted out-
comes in the sense that the input fertility rates do not correspond exactly to the simu-
lated output.
10. We analyzed the performance of four event queue data structures: calendar queue, mlist,
heap queue, and simple event queue. In the applied continuous-time microsimulation
setting the mlist performs best.
11. A way to test the implementation of the microsimulation is to re-estimate the empirical
transition rates which were used as input.
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12. If we run the MicMac microsimulation and macroprojection consistently parameterized,
the aggregated microsimulation output corresponds to the macroprojection results.
13. Neglecting inter-individual relationships in a microsimulation model might lead to less
accurate population projections.
14. In discrete-time models annual marriage markets are applied to create couples. This is
a natural choice as in discrete-time models events are determined to occur in a given
year. In continuous-time models by contrast, where events occur at continuous time
points, annual marriage markets are not necessarily the most appropriate choice.
15. In our mate-matching approach, an empirical likelihood equation gives the probabil-
ity that a given woman and a given man would mate. This way we can account for
assortative mating.
16. The developed mate-matching algorithm can handle (relative) competition: an extra
supply of single men of a certain age decreases the number of paired men at all other
ages (competition). The effect is most pronounced at ages neighboring the age group
with the surplus of single men (relative competition).
17. Like individual life-courses, couple dynamics can be specified using continuous-time
multi-state models.
18. Extending the developed dynPDEVS population network to allow for partnership cre-
ation and dynamics is possible, but not convenient. A ml-DEVS model is more appro-
priate.
